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Abstract 
The United Arab Emi rates produces a large quantity of elemental sulfur from oi l  
and gas industry . Elementa l  sul fur is widely used as soi l  treatment technique for reducing 
pH of a lkal ine soi l s  than other techniques because it is cheaper and safer during 
treatment. 
In this study different designs m ixes were prepared based on its content of sulfur 
and calc ium carbonate. Different appl ication rates of e lemental su lfur (0, 1 ,  2, and 3%S) 
were added to soi l s  having different amounts of calc ium carbonates ( i.e., 16.2, 21.2, 26.2, 
36.2, 46.2, and 56.2% for basic m ix design, and m ix designs types I, II, III, IV, and V, 
respectively. The changes in soi l  pH. e lectrical conductivity (EC) and sulfate 
concentration were measured at different time intervals  (0, 5, 10 20, 40 and 80 days) and 
statistical ly analyzed. F urthermore, mineral transformations were quantified via scanning 
electron m icroscope, x-ray d iffraction analysis  and energy depressive x-ray techniques. 
Mineral transformations were fu rther analyzed in view of possible chemical reactions and 
thermodynamic model ing. 
The study concl uded that sulfur addition for a l l  treatments of basic mix design, 
m ix design types I, III, IV, and V has no s ign ificant influence on pH changes but has high 
sign ificance on pH changes for m ix design type II as determined via statistical analysis. 
In this  mix design, pH decreased by 1 .14, 1 .22, 1.27, 1.24 and 1.28 units after 5, 1 0, 20, 
40, 80 days, respective ly. For a l l  treatment cases, su l fur addition has high influence on 
EC changes except for m ix design type III that indicates no sign ificance. For sulfur 
oxidation, s imi lar conc l usion to EC changes was reached. F urthermore, avai lable water­
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 . 1  INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT: 
1 . 1 . 1  S u lfu r  Production in United A rab Emirates (UAE): 
Sulfur production i n  the Uni ted Arab Emirates (UAE) is a by-product of the 
oil and gas i ndustry. In the past, associated gas was burned off. Today, i t  is used to 
operate the product ion faci l i t ies, to generate e l ectric i ty  and for exporting. 
Abu Dhabi's natural gas product ion has grown quick ly  during the l ast fi ve 
years. Gas injection programs, for the maintenance of oi l  reservoirs pressure are 
continuing. Gas is supplied to the Natural Gas Liquefaction (NGL) plants of Abu 
D habi Gas Industries Limited (GAS CO) in Asab, B ab and B u-hasa, the ADNOC plant  
i n  H abshan, and the ADGAS LNG plant on Das Island  (Abu Dhabi Gas Liquefaction 
Limited-ADGAS).  They were en larged during 1 995- 1 999 and all gas suppl y  
requirements for power generation, water desal inat ion and Abu Dhabi's other 
industries were satisfied. 
Abu Dhabi ational O i l  Company (AD OC) has put increas ing emphas i s  on 
the de e lopment and use of i ts natural gas resources.  It i s  bein g  used to meet the 
grO\ i n g  demand for power generation, water desa l ination, petrochemical p lants and 
a lso for i njection which  enhances o i l  production . Concurrant ly,  an environmental 
pri01i ty ha been g iven to recoveri ng and process ing the associated gas . Th is  avoids 
flarin g  w hich  is in l i ne  w i th ADNOC's zero flarin g  phi losophy. F larin g  is the process 
of disposin g  of unwanted flammable gases and vapors by combustion in the open 
atmo phere (AD OC, 1 995- 1 999). 
AD OC'S refin ing  operat ions have grown steadi l y  to keep pace with the fast 
development of the UA.E. wi th  s ign i ficant i mprovements i n  both tech i ncal  fie l ds and 
the fie l d  of human endeavour and excel lence. Abu Dhabi O i l  Refi n i n g  Company 
(TAKREER )  was establ i shed in 1 999 to take over the responsibi l i ty of refi n ing  
operat ion (AD OC 1 995- 1 999). The company's areas of operat ion inc lude the 
refi n i n g  of crude oil and condensate, supply of petroleum products in compl iance wi th  
domestic and in ternational specificat ions,  production of ch lorine and related 
chemical s ,  and sulfur granulat ion .  The ADNOC's refin ing  capaci ty  is  over half a 
rrul l i on barrel s  per day, making i t  one of the region's biggest operators (ADNOC, 
1 995- 1 999). 
To keep pace w i th i ncreasing levels of oil  and gas processing, ADNOC has 
expanded the Sulfur Handl ing  Terminal  (SHT) at Ruwais  refinery, w here l iquid sulfur 
i s  granulated and sold on the world market . S HT recei ves  sulfur removed from the 
gaseous and l iqui d  h ydrocarbons from Ruwais and UM ANAR refi neries  
(TAK REER),  GASCO NGL p lant ,  ATHEER Gas  Process ing  p lant ,  and  ADGAS Das 
Is land  fac i l i ty.  The project w as completed in early 200 1 ,  and has increased the S HT 
capac i ty from 4250 to 6250 tons/day (ADNOC, 1 995- 1 999). In  Dubai the EPCL 
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company produce 6 tons/day of su lfur by Claus proce s and also Technipetro\ / 
E OC company produces 6 ton /day (Brit ish Su lphur Consl tans,  Marchi Apri l 2000).  
Large quanti tie of u lfur are produced a a by-product during the gas 
l iquefaction proces . The UAE' natural gas reserves of rough ly  2 1 2 .0 tri l l ion cubic 
feet (Tcf) are the world's fourth l argest.  Global economic factors and increased 
domestic consumption of e lectric i ty have provided incenti ves for the UAE to increase 
i ts  u e of natural ga . The past few years have seen the UAE embark on a massive 
mult i-bi l l ion dol lar program of i n vestment in  i ts  gas sector including a shift toward 
ga -fi red power plants and gas-based industli al zones.  As a result ,  h uge amounts of 
u l fur has already been produced and more i s  being expected. 
1 . 1 .2 Su l fu r  and the Environment :  
Due to  the nature of  UAE environment, which i s  characterized by  being hot, 
dry, and windy su lfur could be dispersed into air and surface water bodies. 
Furthermore, due to wet/dry condi tions, su lfur could be oxidized i nto sulfuric acid,  
which i n  tum contributes to the pol l ution of both surface and ground water bodies. 
These environmental condi tions contribute to the unsafe exi stence of the produced 
su lfur and pose a major ri sk to human health and the environment .  It i s  obvious that 
there i s  an urgent need for developing  an action plan for exploring feasible ini t iatives. 
1 . 1 .3 Uses of Sulfur :  
S u l fur i n  i ts  elemental fOlm i s  recognized as  an  i mportant i ngredient i n  several 
agronomic appl ications. These include the fol lowing: 
( 1 ) an essential p lant  nutrient (Hi laJ, 1 990 ; Hilal  et  aI . ,  1 990);  
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(2) an act ive agent for increa ing crop stress resi stance (Hi la! et al. 1990; 
Shata et a l .  1990} 
(3 )  En ironmental ly benign pesticide ;  and 
(4) an efficient soi l amendment aid to al leviate a lkal inity (Lopez, 1999 ; Abd­
Elfattah 1990; Hi laJ, 1 990). 
Su l fur as an es ential p lant nutIient has recei ved l i tt le scientific attention. This 
IS explained b the facts that su lfur was obviously in  sufficient supply from the 
atmosphere from soi l and as a by-product in  mineral ferti l izers. However, the use of 
high l y  concentrated ferti l izers contain ing l i t t le or no sulfur has drastical ly  reduced the 
amount of sulfur suppl ied to soi l s .  Recent studies have shown that adding sulfur to 
oi l increa ed crop ie ld (Hi lal ,  1 990; Kaplan and Om1an, 1 998),  increased drought 
tolerance (Hi la l et a l . ,  1 990; Shata et al . ,  1 990} and increased n i trogen efficiency and 
phosphorus uptake (Abdel-Samad et al . ,  1 990; Abd-Elfattah et al . 1 990; Kaplan and 
Onnan, 1 998).  
A l l  of these appl ications are i mportant to the national agricul tural drive in  the 
DAE. However, the fourth appl ication a lkal in i ty amendment i s  of particular 
sign i ficane. Soi l a lkal inity i n  the DAE demands the use of an acidifying agent to 
ach ieve the required neutrali ty. S u l fur i s  the major component to achieve this 
endeavour. Elemental sulfur i s  microbia l ly  oxidized to sulfuric acid (Wainwri ght,  
1 984), which then reacts with calcium carbonate to fOIm gypsum (Soi l Su l fur, 2003).  
This oxidation process i s  highly dependent on soi l moisture ,  temperature, microbial 
act ivity and the size of the e lemental sulfur grain. Particle size is perhaps the most 
cri tical factor from an appl ication and product poin t  of view. 
In general , e lemental sulfur granules, in  their original size (250 /lm) oxidize at 
a very s low rate. These granules are re lat ively large and present soi l microbes with a 
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mall peclfic ulface area for conver ion . By  breaking the e lemental u lfur granule 
into smaller size (45 p.m), the surface area is  increa ed which in  tum increases the 
rate of microbial 0 idation and con version of elemental sulfur to sulfate (Hi lal et aJ. 
1 990; hapman 1 989; Nei l sen et a1. 1 992).  
1 .2 OBJECTIVES: 
The main objecti ve of the thesis i s  to evaluate the potential  use of e lemental 
u l fur for soi l treatment i n  the UAE. 
1 .3 TASKS:  
T o  fulfi l l  t h e  above object i ve ,  t h e  fol lowing tasks were conducted. 
1 .  Li terature review on su lfur oxidation in alkal ine soi ls  to know controhng 
parameters that affect elemental sulfur use for alkal ine soi l treatment ; 
2 .  Col lection and analysi of su lfur samples to know it's purity level and the 
presence of other elements ; 
3 .  Col1ection and analys is  o f  soi l samples for chemical and physical properties; 
4. Experimental design to evaluate the effect of calc ium carbonate, elemental 
sulfur, and organ ic manure addi tions on soi l behavior; 
5. Evaluate the variations of pH, e lectrical conductivi ty, su lfur oxidiation and 
mineral transformation as a function of t ime due to the addition of the above 
stated parameters. 
1 .4 T H ES I S  ORGANIZATION: 
The thesis i s  organized into fi ve chapters as  detai led below: 
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Chapter 1 :  It di cu ses the problem development, objectives and tasks to be 
conducted. 
Chapter 2: It di cu es l i terature review on sulfur cycle and production alkal ine soi l 
problem and amendment techniques and contro l l i ng  parameters for e lemental sulfur 
u e a the treatment tech inque. 
Chapter 3:  I t  discus e materials used and methods . 
Chapter 4 :  I t  di cusses the resu l ts. 
Chapter 5: I t  di scusses the summary, conc l usions, and recommendations for future 
re earch . 
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2.1 SULFUR: 
2.1.1 Backgroun d :  
CHAPTER 2 
LITERA TURE REVIEW 
Sulfur (S )  i s  tasteless odourles , l ight yel low nonmetal l ic  e lement with an 
atomic number of 16 and atomic weight of 32.064, i s  cal led bri mstone (Su lphur, 18 
March �001). Su lfur forms are insoluble i n  water however the crystal l ine fOIms are 
sol uble i n  carbon disu lfide .  Physical properties of  sulphur can be  changed in  
accordance wi th  the  temperature,  pressure,  and method of crust formation (Sulphur, 
18 March 2001) . 
Sul fur has valences of two, four and s ix .  I t  forms sulphides by combining 
with hydrogen and the metal l ic  e lements in  the presence of heat such as H2S , which i s  
a colourless, poisonous gas wi th  the  odour of  rotten eggs su lfur monoch loride (S2Ch) 
and sulfur dichloride (SC12) are formed when su lfur combines with chlorine. B urning 
sulfur i n  the air produces sulfur dioxide (S02),  which i s  oxidized to su lfuric acid in 
the presence of moisture .  
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2. 1 .2 Sulfu r  Cycle: 
The i mportant reactions in  the sulfur cycle are: 
1 .  A sirnilative sulfate  reduction :  Organic sulfh ydryl group (R-SH) are 
produced by reduction sulfate (SO.t) by plant, fungi and various prokaryotes.  
The ox idation states of sulfur i n  su lfate and in  R-SH are +6 and -2 , 
re pecti e ly. 
2. DesuJfu rat ion:  Hydrogen su lfide gas can be produced ( H2S) by desulfuration 
of organic  molecules contain ing sulfur. The oxidation state is -2 .  
3. Oxidation of hyd rogen sulfide: Elemental sulfur (S
o) can be produced by 
ox idation of hydrogen su lfide the oxidation state i s  O.  The photosynthetic 
green and purple sulfur bactelia and some chemol ithotrophs can do this 
oxidation . 
�. Oxidation of ele mental sulfur (So): This i s  done by su lfur oxidizers and 
u lfate is produced. 
5. Dissim ilative sulfu r  reduction : Hydrogen su lfide can be produced by 
reduction of e lemental sulfur. 
6. Dissimilative su lfate reduction :  Hydrogen sulfide can be generated from 
su lfate by su lfate reducers (Lecture 23 the sulfur cycle ,  February 2001). For 
more information, see sulfur cycle (Figure 2.1) (A Iken Murray Corp. , March 
2001) and su lfur cycle  (Figure 2 .2) (Potash & Phosphate Institute of Canada, 
March 200 1 ). 
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Figure 2.1: Sulfur cycle (Alken Murray Corp., March 2001) 
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Figure 2.2: Sulfur cycle (Potash & Phosphate Institute of Canada, March 2001). 
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2. 1 .3 Sulfu r Productio n :  
2. 1.3. 1General : 
There are two main ources of crude sulfur natural deposition and recovery 
from our natural gas or petroleum. Crude su lfur has a minimum puri ty of 99.5% and 
i s  ui table for ariou lIses (Georgia Gu lf  Corporation, 2001). The world total 
productIOn of sulphur in 2001 was recorded at 42,661 thousand tons as shown in 
Table  _ .1  (Su l fur and Su lfuric acid, August 2002). 
Free sulphur extracted from the ear1h which came from sulfur bearing 
l imestone depo i ts ,  suppl ies a significant quanti ty of the world's sulfur. The world 
brim tone production in 2001 by mined source was 1289 thousand tons as shown in 
Table 2 .1 (Su l fur and Su lfuric acid, August 2002).  
Table 2.1: World brimstone prod uctio n  (thousand tons) by source, 1996-2001 
(Su lfur and Su lfuric acid, August 2002). 
Year 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 
Mined 5157 4865 3422 3252 2467 1289 
Recovered 32792 34442 37278 38993 40167 41372 
Total 37949 39307 40700 42245 42634 42661 
There are several methods to extract free su lfur from the earth. One of them i s  
cal led the  Frasch process, which was  i nvented in  189 1 by  the  American chemist 
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Herman Frasch and u ed to e tract the natural u lfur deposi ts that may l ie  some 275m 
or more below the surface of the earth .  This method is  commonly used in  Louisiana 
and Te as. In thi method four concentlic pipes are used. These pipes, the largest 
bei ng 8 inches in diameter, are dJiven down into the su lfur deposits.  Then water i s  
heated under pressure t o  1 700 C ,  and forced through the two outer pipes in to the 
deposi t .  The water melts the su lfur. Hot ai r is then forced down the innermost pipe to 
form froth ( fine  bubbles) with the me lted su lfur, which is forced up to the surface 
through the remaining pipe . S u l fur i s  then solidi fied by running into wooden bins  
(Su lph ur, 18  March 200 1 ) . 
A second ource of sulfur i s  from petroleum refin ing and production of sour 
natural gas . Thi s is the most i mportant source of sulfur supply in the world. The world 
B rimstone production in 200 1 by recovered source was 4 1 ,372 thousand tons as 
shown in Table 2 . 1 (Su lfur and Su lfuric acid, August 2002).  The Arabian Gulf 
exported 1 .2 mi l l ion tons of su lfur in  2000 (Su lfur and S ul furic  aci d, Ju ly  2000). 
Hydrogen su lfi de which comes either from sulfur reacted with hydrogen or 
from sour natural gas is converted to e lemental su lfur. Recovered sulfur is produced 
by counter-current  absorption to col lect the hydrogen sulfi de i n  a solution. The gas i s  
disti l led from the solution , which i s  normal ly  a n  alkanolamine, then burned to 
produce hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide,  which is cooled and catalyzed in a 
converter to produce su lfur vapor and water. The su lfur vapor i s  removed from the 
mixture by scrubbing with makeup liquid sulfur (Georgia Gulf Corporation , 200 1 ) . 
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2.1.3.2 Sulfu r  Prod uction in  A DNOC: 
Sour gas, from units naphta hydrodesulfurization kerosene hydro treater and 
heavy gas oi l hydrode u lfurization is sent to the knock out drum to separate l iquid 
hydrocarbons, which are ent to blow down . In amine absorber, H2S is absorbed by 
amine, which becomes lich amine. The amine absorber produces sweet gas, which is  
used a fue l  ga . Rich amine i s  heated by lean amine, which i s  produced by stripping 
rich amine through H2S stripper. A part of lean amine i s  used to cool low-pressure 
team. The acid gas i s  cooled by fin fan and then by sea cool ing water. It i s  then sent 
to the reflax drum to remove a mixture of main ly  water and amine, which is pumped 
to H2S tripper. Final ly  acid gas is sent to another unit for sulfur recovery. 
In thi s unit ,  the acid gas is converted to l iquid sulfur by many processes . First 
the acid gas is sent to the knockout drum to separate l iquids from i t .  This l iquid is  
cal led acid  condensate that i s  pumped to the o i l  separator vesse l .  A part of the acid 
gas i s  oxidized to SOl in  furnace under thermal reaction, which reacts with H2S to 
form sulfur through catalytic conversion -acti vate alumina. It  is then cooled through 
waste heat boi ler to heat boi ler feed water. The separated gases are heated by the 
l iquid su lfur through then they are sent to the reactor. The l iquid su lfur is sent to the 
pots and then to the sulphur pi t .  Tai l gas is then sent to the i ncinerator to be burned. 
About 6000 tons/day of l iquid su lfur from Habshan, Urn AINar refinery and 
ALRuwai s refinery and also about 1 000 tons/day from Das Island is un loaded by 
trucks and ships i n  underground pits .  S team is used to maintain temperature of l iquid 
su lfur at l 300e during  unloading by truck and e lectric coi ls ,  which is fixed around the 
pipes and at the bottom of the pi ts, during marine unloading.  Then it is pumped to 
storage tanks. The temperature of the l iquid sulfur in the storage tanks is maintained 
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at 1 30° by u ing team. fter that the l iquid sulfur i s  fi l tered from impuri ties to 
avoid bulging the nozzles of granu lat ion uni ts (GX). Then it i s  pumped to dai ly  pits 
and then to granu lation units .  In these un i t  the l iquid sulfur is pumped with h igh 
pres ure of 1 8 . 8  bars through nozzles and also water i s  sprayed to form granular sol i d  
u l fur 'v i th  di fferent s izes .  Air  i s  used for cool ing inside these granulation units .  This 
operat ion i s  resul t ing in  formation of toxic gases such as H2S and 502 and also sulfur 
dust . In order to remove su lfur dust for recycl ing, wet scrubber is used in  which wet 
su lfur dust is separated from off gases. On ly clean su lfur of wet sulfur dust, which i s  
col lected i n  pIa t ic drums, i s  sent t o  the remelt pit  for recyc l ing  whereas the unclean 
u l fur is considered as waste which is col lected in plastic drums and dumped in  
AlRuwais waste fac i l i ty. Off gases i s  sent to  incinerator. The granu lar sulfur i s  sent by 
conve or bel ts  to creen for eparating smal l s izes, which is sent to granulation uni ts 
for recyc l ing, from normal s izes.  Thi s  norma] granu lar sulfur i s  sent by conveyor be lts 
to two bulk stores,  one of them has capaci ty of 40000 tons and the other has 1 1 0000 
tons. Loading su lfur from bu lk  stores is done by ship loader using conveyor bel ts .  
Before ship loading, the su lfur is  sprayed by dust bind chemical to avoid sulphur dust 
problems. 
2.2 A L KA L I N E  SOI LS IN A R I D  LAND AND THE I R  PROBLEMS: 
A l kaline soi l s  usual ly  occur i n  arid regions, which has less than 625 mm of 
rain per year (A lka l ine soi l s ,  J une 200 1) .  In these arid soi ls ,  l i mestone, which i s  
calc ium carbonate (CaC03),  causes soi l a lkal in i ty. Some soi l s  can contain u p  t o  60% 
l imestone but most ruid soi l s  contain 2- 1 0% l i mestone (Alkal ine soi l s ,  J une 200 1 ). 
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Plant grown in  al kal ine soi l s  which has a pH of more than 7 .0 are less able to 
absorb pho phoru , iron and mangane e (Earth & Table, Apri l 200 1 ) . Also there are 
many problems in  alkal ine o i l s  such a zinc deficiency excess salts i n  some soi ls ,  
i ron deficiency, manganese deficiency, phosphorus i s  t ied up by Ca and Mg, and 
bacterial di sea e in  potato (Soi l Aci di ty and Liming, June 200 1 ) . Also alkal ine soi l s  
reduce the  a ai l abi l i ty  of  n i trogen,  copper and boron (Shank, May 200 1 ). 
Pre ious investigation by Soaud et a! . (2003)  indicated that the UAE soi l s  
contain h igh percentage of  CaC03.  For example, Ras A I Khaimah ' s  soi ls  contain 
about 32- 70% CaC03. 
2.3 A LKAL I N E  SOIL A MENDMEN T  TECHN IQUES: 
There are se eral types of soi l amendments ei ther organic or inorganic,  which 
are used to i mprove soi l physical and chemical conditions in  order to increase crop 
production (Thorup, 200 1 ). These amendments can be grouped into: 
1 .  Those that used to decrease soi l pH such as su lfur, su lfuric acid,  calc ium 
polysul fi de ammoni um polysu lfi de ferric su lfate and ammoni um sulfate 
(Thorup, 200 1 ) ; 
2.  Those that can be applied to improve soi l t i l th,  e .g. ,  organic  matter; and 
3 .  Those that are used to treat sodic soi l s  t o  replace excessive sodi um ions such 
as gypsum for non-calcareous soi l s  and sulfur for calcareous soi l s  (Thorup, 
200 1 ) . 
Elemental sulfur i s  the most w idel y  used method as soi l amendment because 
of i t ' s  economic advantages .  Nei l sen et a! . ( 1 992) concluded that "finely divided S is ,  
over t ime (4-8 weeks), as  effective as  other acidulants (FeS04, Ah (SO.:l), H2S04) in  
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reduci ng 01 1 pH" but e lemental u lphur appeared to be best acidulant because of i ts 
gradual and effective reduction of pH and i ts low cost. 
For the use of elemental su lfur, vmiou environmental factors such as sulfur­
oxidizing organi m ,  u l fur source, appl ication rate, soi l moisture and temperature, 
o i l  type, pH and t ime affect ing elemental su lfur oxidation and use, should be 
eval uated. 
2.4 CONTROLLING PA RA lVIETERS FOR ELElVIENTA L S UL FUR USE AS 
T HE TREATl V IENT TECH I NQUE: 
2A. 1 E lemental Su lfu r  Oxidize rs :  
Microorgani sms must oxidize e lemental su l fur before i t  i s  avai lable for plant 
uptake. There are several types of e lemental su lfur oxidizers such as autotrophic 
(thiobaci l l us) and heterotrophic bacteria.  S hata et a1 . ( 1 990) pronounced the posit ive 
effect of su lfur appl ication was more evident when oxidizing bacteria, especial l y  
autotrophic bacteria, i s  appl ied t o  sandy and calcareous soi ls .  Lee et a1 . ( 1 990) 
concl uded that thiobaci l l i  have a s ign i ficant role  i n  oxidizing e lemental su lfur (ES) i n  
many New Zealand soi l s .  Thiobac i l l i  oxi dize e lemental su lfur t o  sulfate . Abd­
E lfattah et a! . ( 1 99 1 )  showed that the percentages i ncreased i n  sulphate uptake were 
39 .7%, 48 .0% and 5 1 .6% for treatments with bio-fert i l i zation (Thiobaci l l us) and were 
9 . 1 %, 1 1 .4% and 1 3 .7% for treatments wi thout bio-fert i l i zation receiving 0 .5 ,  l .0 and 
2 .0 tons/sulfur/acre, respectivel y in clay loam soi l s .  
Su l fur oxidizing bacteria can be found in  soi l s  wi thout addition . Sorokin et a l .  
(2000) i solated two sulphur-oxidizing bacteria cel l s  of strains AL2 and AL3 
(Thiobacillus) that could  oxidize thiosulfate , su lfide ,  polysul fide, e lemental sulfur and 
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tetrathlOnate . Al 0 he found strain AL3 more act ive ly oxidized thiosulfate and 
ulphide,  w h i le strain AL2 had h igher act iv i ty with tetrathionate and elemental sulfur. 
A lso, I Fal i h  ( 1 996) found both of A lk.harj and Ri yadh soi l s  had the h ighest counts 
of S -o idizing bacteti a  and S-oxidizing fungi that were 8 1  and 70x 1 0
3 
bacteria and 
77 and 68 x 1 0
3 
fungi , respect ive ly .  Organic matter provides microflora with energy 
for growth and supplying carbon for the formation of new cel l  materia l .  The organic 
fraction contains compounds of carbon, hydrogen ,  oxygen ,  n i trogen, phosphorus, 
su lfur and small  amount of other e lements. Al so i t  is capable of supporting microbial 
growth for longer periods resul ted in greater stimulation of elemental su lfur oxidation.  
Soi l  organic matter i s  subjected to microbial decay in soi ls .  The organ ic matter 
could be plant remains ,  ani mal t i ssues and excretory products which become food for 
the microflora i n  the soi l .  A lso the cel l s  of microorgan isms which contain 
approximate ly  50% carbon provide a source of carbon for succeeding generation of 
the microscopic community (Alexander, 1 977) .  
The organic consti tuents of plant are genera l ly  d iv ided i nto six categories :  
1 .  Cel l u lose ( 1 5-60%) of the dry weight;  
2.  Hemicel l u loses ( 1 0-30%) of the dry weight;  
3 .  Lign in  (5-30%) o f  the p lant ;  
4 . The  water-soluble fraction , 1 0  which  i s  inc luded s imple sugars, amino 
aci ds, and a l iphatic aci ds (5-30%) of the ti ssue weight ; 
5 .  Ether- and alcohol-soluble consti tuents, a fraction contain ing fats,  waxes, 
resins, and a number of pigments; and 
6. Proteins which have much of n i trogen and sulfur i n  their structure . 
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The mi neral con tl tuent of organic matter vary from ( 1 - 1 3%)  (Alexander, 1 977) .  The 
humu contain ubstances such as Amino acids purines,  PYlimidi nes, Aromatic 
molecules,  Uronic acid Amino sugar , Pentose, Hexose sugars, Sugars alcohol s 
Methyl ugars and Al iphatic acid  as shown in  Table 2.2 (Alexander, 1 977) .  
The population respondi ng to organ ic carbon amendments therefore feed on : 
(a) the organic ubstrates added, (b) intermediates produced duri ng composition, and 
(c) the protoplasm of microorgani sms act ive in degradation of the organic substrates 
or the in termediates (Alexander, 1 977) .  
When plant ti ssues are incorporated into the soi l the number of the bacteri a 
around and \ i th in  the buried materia l s  i ncreases rapidly .  Th i s  i ncrease in  bacteri al 
populations on l y  occurs direct ly on the plant materials and reaching 1 0 1 0  per gram i n  
the first week whi le  feasib le  counts o f  bacteri a in  the neighboring soi l are not 
not iceably al tered (Alexander, 1 977) .  After the week, the bacteria populations begin 
to decl i ne ,  fal l i ng  to a poin t  where the numbers are essential ly  the same as in 
unamended soi l and a lso there is an increase fol lowed by a decrease in  the numbers of 
protozoa, the changes paral le l ing  the bacteri a fluctuations (A lexander 1 977) .  
The biotic oxidat ion of su lfur to su lfate inc ludes two defin i te l y  separate steps. 
One of them is oxidation of su lfide to free sulfur and the second is oxidation of 
e lemental sulfur to su lfate. The abiotic oxi dation of e lemental sulfur to su lfate can be 
written as : 
(6GO = - 238,820 cal ) 
The abiot ic oxidation may involve in termediates which are being indicative of 
microbial sulfur oxidation . These in termediates can be written in the fol lowing 
hypothetical case 
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Many microorganisms can oxidize su lfur in  the environment, i nc luding 
Tlziobacilllls, heterotroph , the photosynthetic u l fur bacteria and the colorless, 
fi lamentou u t fur bacteria but the th iobac i l l i  and heterotrophs play an impoI1ant part 
In ulfur oxidation in  the most agliculture soi ls  (Wainwright ,  1 984) .  
There are many sources for organic matter such as animal  manure (composed 
or fresh),  ewage s ludge, waste plant products such as Bennuda grass c l ippings, 
wheat straw and pressed sugar beet pulp.  Also i t  cou ld  be organic amendments such 
a gluco e ,  starch ,  cel l u lose, sawdust . 
Ci fuente and Lindeman ( 1 993) appl ied composted horse manure, fresh cow 
manure alone and in combination with elemental su lfur. They found that fresh 
manure sign i ficant ly  increased soi l so,t i n  the fie ld  on Day 59 and approxi mate ly  
22% of the  added e lemental su l fur was recovered as  SO.t after 270 days i n  the  fie ld .  
Al  0 they found that the e lecterical coductivi ty ( EC) was highly correlated with pH 
and S041-. They found that averaged across organic matter types and sampl ing dates ,  
organic matter sti mulation of elemental su lfur oxidation decreased pH values 0.24 and 
0. 1 6  uni ts ,  i ncreased soi l su lfate 246 and 1 455  mg/kg, and increased soi l EC 0.42 and 
0.48 dSlm in the laboratory and the fie ld,  respecti ve ly. 
Cowel l  and Schoenau ( 1 995) used sewage s ludge which had total nutrient 
content as fol lows: S (5g/kg), N (9 g/kg), P ( 1 4 .5  g/kg), K (3 .7  g/kg) and C (98 g/kg). 
They concluded that e lemental su lfur oxidation i s  stimulated by dewatered sewage 
s ludge in incubated mixtures  and when the mixtures are added to soi l .  They found that 
over 50% of elemental su lfur from these mixtures oxidized wi th in  6 weeks, compared 
with about 20% oxidation of elemental su lfur appl ied w ithout sewage s ludge. They 
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al 0 concluded that acidification of the preincubation mixtures appeared to l imit 
e lemental u l fur 0 idation , so that SO/- content did not exceed 1 00mg S/kg. Also 
� 
they found that SO�-- was rapid ly released when the mixtures were added to the soi l 
and al 0 found that acidificat ion was buffered by the soi l .  Final l y  they concluded that 
i ncrea mg the proportion of dewatered sewage s ludge in the mixtures from 20% to 
80% did not increase elemental su lfur oxidation . 
Wainwright et a l .  ( 1 986) found that the pressed sugar been ( 1  % w/w) init ial l y  
t imulated the oxidation o f  e lemental su lfur in  the soi l and the concentration of 
thiosul fate and tetrath ionate increased. Also they found that wheat straw in  loam soi l 
amended with 1 % elemental su lfur sti mulated the oxidation of e lemental su lfur over 
the fir t 2 to 3 weeks of the incubation period. 
Cifuentes and Lindeman ( 1 993) added gl ucose (40% C), starch (44.4% C),  
cel lu lose (44 .4% C)  or sawdust (79% Lignocel l u losic material and 48% C) alone and 
in combination with e lemental su lfur. They found that addition of organic matter to 
the soi ls  amended with elemental su lfur s ign i ficant ly  decreased soi l pH compared 
with e lemental su lfur alone or organic matter alone.  Cel l ulose or starch addition to 
e lemental su lfur amended treatments resul ted i n  s ign i ficant ly  lower values than 
combination of glucose or sawdust during the fi rst 5 weeks. A lso they found that 
addition of organic matter to the soi ls  amended with elemental su lfur sign i ficant ly  
increased soi l S04
2
- compared with e lemental su l fur alone or organic matter alone. 
Sawdust or cel l u lose addition to e lemental su lfur amended treatments had 
sign ificant ly higher SO/- levels ( 1 3 .7- 7 .8%) than those amended with starch or 
glucose after 1 5  days. A l so they found that EC was h ighly corre lated with pH and 
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Table 2 .2 :  Se era l  con ti tuents of the organic molecules found i n  humusu 
I .  A mino acid V I I .  Pen tose suga rs 
Glutamic acid Xylose 
Alanine Arabinose 
Val ine Ribose 
Pro l ine V I I I .  Hexose sugars 
Cysti ne Glucose 
Phenyla lan ine  Galactose 
I I .  Pu rine Mannose 
Guanine I X. Suga rs a lcohols 
Adenine Inositol 
I I I .  Pyrimi d ines Mannitol 
C to ine X. Methyl  suga rs 
Thymine Rhamnose 
Urac i l  Fucose 
I V .  A romatic molecu les 2-0-Methyl-D-xylose 
V. U ronic acids 2-0-Methyl-D-arabinose 
Glucuron ic acid  X I .  A l iphatic acids 
Galactumoic acid  Acetic acid 
V I .  A mino suga rs Formic  acid 
Glucosamine Lactic acid 
N-Acetylglucosamine S uccin ic  acid 
a Except for the amino acids and al iphatic acids, which are found only i n  low concentrations, 
the constituents rare ly  exist in free form; rather they are found in polymers or other poor 
defined complexes. 
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2..1.2 Effect of u lfu r  G rain S ize and A ppl ication Rate:  
The e lemental su lphur ource the speci fic surface area for part icles and 
application rate, p lay a major role in the effecti veness of e lemental sulphur 
appl ication . H i la l  et a! . ( 1 990) found that appl ication of fine sulphur was more 
effe ti e than granu l ar sulphur espec ia l ly  at low leve ls .  A lso, Chapman ( 1 989) 
showed that the 0 idation of sulphur sources of smal ler part ic le size, which had the 
greater peci fic  surface area, was greater than sulphur sources of l arger partic le size. 
Furthermore, Nei lsen et a 1 .  ( 1 992) said that "S should be finely di vided and 
i ncorporated i n  the soi l for max imum acidulat ion of calcareous soi l s" .  Kaplan and 
Orman ( 1 998) obser ed that both elemental su lphur and sulphur contain ing waste 
appl ications 0 - 2000 kg ha- \ and 0 - 1 00 tons ha- \ respect ive l y  decrea ed soi l pH from 
0.07 to 0.35 uni ts for pot experiment and 0.03 to 0 .5  for fie ld experiment and also 
i ncreased soi l e lectri cal conducti vity after 5 weeks from 2 .49 mmhos/cm to 3 .74, 4.90 
and 4.85 mmhos/cm for 500, 1 000, 1 500 and 2000 kg/ha, respect ively .  Many 
elemental products are manufactured, which di ffer in physical characteristics that 
i nfl uence their effecti veness for supplying sulphur or acidifying the soi l .  S l aton et a l .  
(200 1 )  suggested that commercia l  e lemental su l fur had different  rates of oxidation 
and so the knowledge of their oxidation kinetics must be known before appl icat ion to 
the soi l .  
The amount o f  e lemental su lfur appl ied t o  the soi l w i l l  affect the oxidation 
rate . Chapman ( 1 989) showed that the rate of su lfur oxidation was rough l y  proportion 
to the level of su lfur addit ion up to 200 !-lg S g- I fresh weight but the oxidation was 
less than expected from th is proportional i ty at levels of 640 !-lg S g- I fresh weight and 
at 6400 !-lg S go t . Modaihsh et a l .  ( 1 989) found that low su lfur appl ication at 0.5% had 
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shght J  decrea ed the pH and increased the EC and the su lphate content, wherea 
higher rate of sulphur appl ication at 1 . 5 and 3 .0 (w/w) had l i tt le or no further effect 
on pH, EC or amount of su lphate . Reda and Modaihsh ( 1 990) highly recommended 
the appl ication level of 1 .5%  of sulphur to calcareous soi l as most of it can be 
oxidized after (9- 1 8  weeks) .  
2.4.3 Effect of Soi l  Temperature and Moistu re :  
The soi l temperature is  known t o  exert strong infl uences on su lfur oxidation . 
Janzen and Bettany ( 1 987) observed that su lfur oxidation rate was negl igible (0.4 lAg 
S .cm-2. D- l ) at 3°C but su l fu r  oxidation rates i ncreased at temperatures 1 5 , 23 ,  and 
30°C \\- hich were 1 .4 ,  5 .0 and 1 1 . 1  lAg S .cm-:�. D- I , respectively. The sulphur oxidation 
become slow at low temperatures whereas fast at h igh temperatures. Chapman ( 1 989) 
indicated that the temperature had an effect on the time needed for sulphur oxidation . 
He also found that the t ime needed for 50% of the max imum oxidation of the 
° ° ° micronized sulphur was 6- 1 0  days at 20 C, 23-26 days at 7 C and 36-42 days at 2 C.  
Also, Boswe l l  et a l .  ( 1 992) showed di fferences i n  soi l temperatures appeared to 
generate differences i n  oxidation rates throughout New Zealand. 
Temperature can affect mineral i zation of nati ve soi l organic su lphur and 
oxidation of e lemental su lphur. Jaggi et a1. ( 1 999) observed that an i ncreasing  in rate 
of minera l ization associ ated wi th i ncreasing of temperature reSUlt ing i nto the h ighest 
accumulation of SO/- -S at 36°C. A lso, it was i ndicated that SO oxidation in a l l  the 
° three soi l s  was h ighest at 36 C and was fastest duri ng  in i tia l  1 4  days with sharp 
° decl i ne for each successi ve 1 4  days period. Furthermore i n  a l l  three soi l s ,  1 2  C had 
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no effect or negl igible on u lphur 0 idation but a greater stimulatory effect on the 
accumulat ion of SO/ - was caused by each subsequent i ncrement in temperature .  
The oxidation rate of the e lemental su lphur determines i ts effecti veness. 
Janzen and Bettany ( 1 987) observed that oxidation rates and maximum rates were 
general l y  related to water potent ial at a l l  temperatures. Also, i t  was observed that the 
rna imum 0 idation rate was at water potent ia l near fie ld capacity (-0.03 MPa) but 
not in all soi l s .  In addit ion, it was reported that the maximum oxidation rates were (>-
0.0 1 MPa) and (-0._7 l\1Pa) in sand and clay soi l s ,  respect ive ly .  
2.4.4 Effect of Soi l  Type and p H :  
Elemental su lphur oxidation would be affected b y  soi l texture and b y  CaC03 
content . e i l sen et al ( 1 992) conc luded that the magni tude of pH decreases in 
respon e to sulphur addi t ion was highly re lated to the in i t ial CaC03 content and soi l 
texture .  A l fal i h  ( 1 996) reported that a l arge dec l i ne i n  pH and CaC03 content was 
achieved wi th the addition of 1 % sulphur. Soi l texture may affect the rate of su lphur 
oxidation . Zhao et al . ( 1 996) reported that the net i ncreases i n  sulphate- S as a 
percentage of total oxidi zed S were greater i n  the two sandy soi l s  than i n  the two 
c layey soi l s .  
Su l fur oxidat ion rate differs i n  alkal ine ,  neutral and acidic soi l s .  Jaggi et a l .  
( 1 999) observed that oxidation rates of added e lemental su lfur during in i tia l  14  days 
period at 36°C for alkal ine ,  neutral and acidic soi l s  were 292 1 80 and 1 25 J.lg S cm-2d-
1 ,  respect ively .  So the h ighest oxidation rates were in alkal ine soi l whereas the lowest 
were i n  acidic soi l .  
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2.4.5 Effect of t i me :  
Changing i n  soi l pH is  affected b y  the t ime with addit ion o f  e lemental su lfur. 
Howe er the time is affected by other environmental factors such as e lemental su lfur 
grain s ize .  Nei l sen et al .  ( 1 992) concl uded that fine ly divided sulphur was effect i ve in 
reducing oi l pH 0 er t ime of 4-8 weeks. The t ime also depends on the temperature . 
Lee et a l .  ( 1 990) rep0l1ed that a l l  the soi l s  were oxidized when elemental sulphur was 
o 
added for incubation period of 1 0  - 1 2  weeks at 25 C .  Also, Chapman ( 1 989) found 
that the time needed for 50% of the max imum oxidat ion of the micron ized sulphur 
o 0 0 
\Vas 6- 1 0  days at 20 C ,  23-26 days at 7 C and 36-42 days at 2 C .  The t ime of sulphur 
o idation rate was affected by i t 's appl ication leve l .  Reda and Modaihsh ( 1 990) 
h ighly recommended the use of an appl ication rate of 1 .5% of sulphur to calcareous 
o i l  as most of it can be oxidized after 9- 1 8  weeks. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3. 1 MATERIALS:  
3. 1 . 1  Elemental Sulfur :  
Bright yel low granual elemental sulfur was col lected from Al Ruwais Refinery 
from Sulfur Handl ing Terminal (SHT). A photo is shown in Figuer 3 . 1 .  Two samples (A. 
B) of the sulfur were taken from the same location of the process production as wel l as at 
the same t ime and were analyzed at the Central Laboratories Unit in  the Uni ted Arab 
Emirates University to determine chloride as cr (mg/kg) and ash (%) by using methods 
descriped by Horwitz ( 1 990). Also, purity as S(%) and carbon contents (%) were 
determined by using Elemental Analyzer (FLASH- EA- ThermoFinnigan instrunment) 
by combustion method. The experimental resul ts shown in Table 3 . 1 indicate that the two 
samples were identical in composition. Also, the amount of metal s such as As, Se, AI , 
Ba, Cd, Cu. Ni ,  Pb, Zn in the samples was detennined i n  (I-lg/l ) by using Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry ( ICP-AES) instrument and the method 
( SEPA 200.7).  The chemical results are shown in Table 3 .2 .  
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Figure 3 .1:  Granu lar elemental sul fur. 
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Table 3. 1 :  Analysis of granular su lfur 
Sample I D  Chloride a s  CI- (mg/kg) Carbon co ntents ( % )  
0048/S/MEW A/SUL FU R-A-
2.50 0.40 
200 1 
0048/S/MEW NSULFU R - B -
2 . 5 0  0.40 
200 1 
Table 3.2: Analys i s  of metal s in  granu lar su lfur 
Sample I D  ASJ.!g/l Se J.!g/l AI J.!g/l Ba J.!g/l Cd J.!g/l 
0048/S/MEW NSU LFU R-A-200 1 370 *< 5 76460 1 00 76 
0048/S/MEW NSU LFU R-B -200 1  360 *< 5 76590 98 74 
Instrument Detection L im i ts 5 .0  5 .0  2 .0  0. 5 2 .0  
_._----
Note: * less than instrument Detection Limit ( lCP-AES) 
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Purity as S ( % )  
99.90 
99.89 
C u  J.!g/l Ni J.!g/l 
20 7 
2 1  7 
2.0 1 . 3 
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Other ana Jy is for this sulphur was col lected from Abu Dhabi Gas Liquiefacation 
Company Limited (ADGA ) in Das Is land and shown in Table 3 .3 (ADGAS. 1 999). 
Table 3 . 3 :  Su l fur certi ficate of qual ity (ADGAS, 1 999) 
STA N D A RD A LTERNA TIVE 
TE T RESULT 
M ETHOD M ETHOD 
OLOUR BRIGHT 
VISUAL V ISUAL 
( OLIn) YELLOW 
CARBON (PPM) BS4 1 1 3  PROCOR 37 
A H (PPM) BS4 1 1 3  PRO COR NIL 
PURITY (%Wt) BS4 1 1 3  PROCOR 99.9963 
H2S (PPM) SNEA R.M.P 4.8  
The granular sulfur col lected from AlRuwais Refinery from Sulfur Handl ing 
Terminal (SHT) was crushed and sieved by mesh (2mm). The grain size is shown in 
Figuer 3 .2 .  Also, it was examined by Scanning Electrone Microscope (SEM-Jeol 5600) 
and the results were shown in Figures 3 .3  and 3 .4 at magnification levels of 3000 and 
1 000. 
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F igure 3 . 2 :  The C rushed and sieved elemental sulfur 
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Figure 3 .3 :  SEM image for crushed and sieved elemental sulfur. 
Figure 3.4:  SEM image for crushed and s ieved elemental sulfur 
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3. 1 .2 o i l :  
The de ert sand, in  th i s  in estigation, was obtained from a sandy dunes quary in 
Al Ain area, UAE. The sand \Va characterized by a grain size ranging from 0. 1 to 2 mm ,  
speci fic gravity of  2 .58 .  oi l pH and electrical conductiv i ty (EC)  were determined in soi l 
water extract ( 1 :5 ) .  The soi l pH was 8 .98 and EC was 42.5 �S/cm. The calc ium 
carbonates was determined as fol low :  first the concentration of calc ium ions in the soi l 
was calculated by ICP, then mult ipl ied by the rat io of atomic weight of carbonate divided 
by the atomic weight of calc ium ions ( 1 00/40) , the resultant is then mult ipl ied by the 
volume of 1 00ml disti l led water , and the di l ution factor ( 1 00). Final l y, the resul tant was 
di vided by the weight of soi l sample (2 .5 1 24 g) .  The above calculation showed that soi l 
contains 1 6 1 .8 g/kg ( 1 6. 1 8%) CaC03. 
The carbonate content i n  soi l I S  consi stent with prevIOus experimental results 
reported by Soaud et a1 . (2003), which i ndicates that in  Abu Dhabi : Agban, Al Semaih 
and Al Rahbah areas contain the h ighest range of total CaC03 (52 - 65%) , whi le the 
soi l s  of Saih Al Khair and Urn Al hesn contain the lowest range (4.3 - 1 5 .6%). Also, 
most soi l s  of Ras Al Khaimah contain high percentage of CaC03 (32 - 70%). 
The major cations and the heavy metals were determined by using Inductive ly 
Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry (lCP-AESVarian-MPX-CCD) 
instrument .  Sand soi l sample of 2 .5 1 gram of air dried and sieved soi l ,  and then weighed 
and digested i n  a mixture of HCI and HN03 (3 :  1 )  in vol ume of 1 00 ml .  The fol lowing 
elements and heavy metal s Al ,  B ,  Ba, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni ,  P, 
Pb. Sr and Zn were determined by using (lCP-AES- Vista-MPX-CCD- Simultaneous­
Axial- Varian Austriala) instrument . This instrument has detection l imi ts for Cd, Cu, Pb, 
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Zn, a. K, Mg . p, 04 and a of 0.2 .  1 ,  2 ,  0.2, 1 ,  1 .  2. 5, 1 0  and 0.5 Ilg/l , respecti e ly .  
The chemical compo it ion of sand dunes is shown in  Table  3 .4. Also, total sulfur 
mea ured a su lfate, was determined by the method mentioned above, was 326 mg/kg. 
The EM image for sand is shown in Figure 3 . 5 .  
Table 3 .4 :  Chemical compo it ion of  the soi l  (sand dunes) 
ELEI\tIENT CON CENTRA TION ELEMENT 
Mglkg 
Al 2782 Mg 
B 1 6  Mn 
Ba 1 4 . 2  Mo 
Ca 6.+722 Na 
Cd 0. 1 Ni  
Co 5 .7 P 
Cr 39.3 Pb 
Cu 3 .3  Sr 
Fe 78 1 2 . 1  Zn 
K 929. 1 
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3. 1 .3 I rrigation Water: 
The water u ed through out the experiment was produced by General Uti l i t ies 
n i ts in Al Rm ai Refi nery. The pH, EC and total dissolved sol ids (TDS) were 
determined in the Central Laboratories Unit in United Arab Emirates University. Also the 
fol lo\ ing elements and heavy metals Al, B, Ba. Ca. Cd, Co. Cr, Cu, Fe, K Mg, Mn, Mo, 
Na. i ,  P. Pb. Sr and Zn ().lg/I) were detennined by using ( ICP-AES) instrument .  The 
chemical composition of the used water i s  shown in Table 3 .5 .  Also, the total sulfur 
measured as su lfate, determined by the method mentioned above, was 1 3  mglL. 
Table 3 . 5 :  Chemical composi tion of the used irrigation water (mg/l) 
ELEMENT CON CENTRA TION ELEMENT CON CENTRA T ION 
p.g/l p.g/l 
Al  1 1 .5  Mg 9994.6 
B 70.6 Mn 5 .8 
Ba l .2 Mo 0. 1 
Ca 1 1 539 Na 53 1 8 1  
Cd 0.2 Ni 1 07 .5 
Co 0. 1 P 27043 
Cr 0.2 Pb 25 . 3  
Cu  3.0 Sr 1 060.2 
Fe l .7 Zn 753 .4 
K 2637.9 
3.1.4 Organic Matter :  
The organic manure used was obtained from commerial stores which is  general ly  
used for agricul ture purposes. I t  was analyzed in the Central Laboratories Un i t  in  United 
Arab Emirates Universi ty to determine pH with glass electrode and it was 7 .90. Also 
organic matter sample of 0.8422 gram was sieved, weighed, and digested in a mixture of 
HCI and H 03 (3 :  1 )  in  a vol ume of 1 00 ml for metals analysis .  The fol lowing elements 
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and hea y merals ( I ,  B ,  Ba, Ca, Cd. Co Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, i, p, Pb, Sr 
and Zn " ere detennined using ( lCP-AES) instrument .  The chemical composi tion of the 
organic manure u ed is  shown in Table 3 .6 .  Also the total sulfur measured as sulfate, 
determined by the method mentioned above, was 9409 mg/kg. 
Table 3 .6 :  Chemical composition of the used organic manure 
ELEMEN T  CONCENTRA TION ELEMENT CON CENTRA TION 
mg/kg mg/kg 
Al 3087 Mg 3400. 1 
B 1 20.6 Mn 1 24. 1 
B a  1 9.7  Mo 1 .2 
Ca 50768.2 Na 48 1 8 . 1 
Cd 0.5 Ni 1 2 .8 
Co 1 . 8 P 32 1 1  
Cr 1 1 .9 Pb 3 .0 
Cu 4 1 . 1  Sr 1 25 .9 
Fe 3775.6 Zn 89.5 
K 1 508--1. .3 
3. 1 .5 Calcium Carbonate: 
A commercial calcium carbonate cal led AnalaR was used throughout the study. A 
sample of 0.2683 gram of calc ium carbonate was weighed and digested in  a mixture of 
HCI and H 03 (3 :  1 )  i n  a vol ume of 1 00 rnl .  Then, the fol lowing elements and heavy 
metals CAl , B ,  B a, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg Mn, Mo, Na, Ni ,  P, Pb, Sr and Zn) 
were determined by using ( ICP-AES) i nstrument i n  the Central Laboratories Unit in  
United Arab Emirates University. The chemical composit ion of the used calcium 
carbonate is shown in Table 3 .7 .  Also, the total sulfur measured as sulfate, determined by 
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the method mentioned abo e, wa 0.4 mg/kg. Al so, the SEM image for the calc ium 
carbonate i shown in  Figure 3.6 .  
Table 3 .7 :  Analysis of major cations and heavy metal s i n  the used calc ium carbonate 
ELEM ENT CONCENTRA TION ELEMENT CON CENTRA TION 
mglkg mglkg 
Al 1 2 .2 Mg 1 0 1 .9 
B 22.5 Mn 0.3 
Ba 0.7 Mo 0.2 
Ca 423742 . 1 Na 1 47.6 
Cd 0.04 Ni 2 .4 
Co 0. 1 P 8 .5 
Cr 1 .6 Pb 2 .2 
Cu l .2 Sr 67.4 
Fe 1 2 .0 Zn 2.9 
K 70.0 
Figure 3 .6 :  SEM image for calcium carbonate. 
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3.2 0 CENTRA TION USED FOR TESTING:  
3.2. 1 Calcium Ca rbonate : 
The calc ium carbonate wa added with different percentage of 0%. 5%, 1 0%, 
20%, 30%, 40% in  addit ion to in i t ia l ly  CaCO/ro found natural l y  in  the soi l ( 1 6 .2%).  The 
resul tant mi tures were identified as basic mix design, mix design type I ,  mix design type 
I I .  mi de ign type I I I ,  mix design type IV ,  and mix design type V.  The added amounts 
of calc ium carbonate are with in the exist ing CaC03% natural l y  found in UAE soi l s  ( 
Soaud et al . 2003) .  Detai led composit ion of these mix  designs are shown i n  Table 3 .8 .  
3.2.2 Elemental Su lfur  Appl ication Rate: 
Appl ication percentge of 0%, 1 %, 2% and 3% (g SOl g soi l )  of crashed granu lar 
e lemental su lfur « 2mm) were added to di fferent amount of soi l as shown in  Table 3 .8 .  
3.3 SAMPLE PREPA RATION: 
Six  mix designs which are basic mix design ,  mix  des ign type 1 ,  mix design type 
I I ,  mix design type I I I ,  m i x  design type IV, mix design type V, were prepared by mixing 
di fferent amounts of soi l and calc ium carbonate as detai led i n  Table 3 .8 .  Each design 
contains  4 samples treated by addition of 0% S,  1 %S, 2%S and 3%S.  Also ( l g) organic 
manure was added to each sample to form at the end samples of l OOg of mixture 
addit ives as detai l ed in Table 3 . 8 .  
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3.4 E PERIMENTAL PROCE DURE S : 
amples were prepared by mixing di fferent amounts of soi l .  organic man ure. 
u l fur and calc ium carbonate as detai led i n  Table 3 .8 .  I rrigation was added as required 
unti l aturation level was achieved. For each sample, the in i tial pH and EC were 
detennined before adding su lfur (at 0 days) by using gl ass e lectrode with a water soi l 
S I UIT ( 1  : 5 ) .  Then the s ix  designs, which contain total of 24 samples were p laced in an 
o en at control led temperature of 39 °C for 5 days. After 5 days, the 24 samples were 
taken for pH, EC, soluble water su lfate and mineral formation analysi s .  These procedures 
were repeated for 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days. At the end, a total of 1 20 samples were 
prepared and analyzed for pH,  E sol uble water su lfate. and mineral fOlmation analysi s .  
3.5 EXPE RIMENTAL A N A LYSIS :  
At tennination of each incubation period, pH and EC were detennined wi th gl ass 
electrode with a water soi l  s lurry ( 1  : 5 )  for al l the samples.  Al so, water sol uble su lfate was 
detennined in soi l water sl urry ( 1 : 1 0) by using ICP-ASE i nstrument in the Central 
Laboratories Uni t  in Uni ted Arab Emirates University.  Al so, mineral fonnation was 
examined in al l the samples by Scann ing  Electrone Microscope (SEM) and X-ray 
differaction analysi s .  A ph i l ips X-ray diffractometer model PWI 1 840, with Ni fi l ter, Cu­
Ka radiation (A= 1 .542A 0)  at  40 kV, 30mA and scanning speed 0.02°/S was used. The 
diffraction peaks between 28 =2° and 28 =60° were recorded. The corresponding 
spacing and relat ive in tensit ies were calcu lated and compared with the standard data. 
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Table 3 .8  : The experiment design 
A DDED CaC03% 
SO BASIC M IX M IX DESIGN M IX DESI G N  M I X DES I G N  M I X  DESIGN M I X  DESIGN 
% DES I G N  T Y P E  I TY PE I I  TY PE I I I  TYPE I V  TYPE V 
O%S : 0% O%S : 5 %  
O%S : 1 0% CaCO., O%S : 20% CaC03 O%S : 30% CaCO) O%S : 40% CaCO) 
CaCO) CaCO) 
9 1 3  1 7  2 1  
0% 1 5 1 09 CaCO) : l g O M :  20g CaCO, : 1 9  OM : 30g CaCO) : 1 9  OM 40g CaCO) : I g  OM : 1 g OM :99 g 5g CaCO) : l g  
sand OM: 94g sand 
89g sand 79g sand : 69g sand 59g sand 
I %S : O% 
1 %S : 5 %  
CaCO) 1 %S : 1 0% CaCO) 1 %S : 20% CaCO) 1 %S : 30% CaCO) 1 %S : 40% CaCO) 
CaCO) 
6 1 0  1 4  1 8  22 
1 %  2 1 9  S : 5g 1 9  S : l Og CaCO) : l g 1 9  S : 20g CaCO) : 1 9  1 9  S : 30g CaCO) : 1 9  S :40g CaCO) : 1 9  1 9  S : l g  O M :  
CaCO): 1 9  O M :  OM : 8 8 g  sand OM : 78g sand I g  OM : 68g sand OM : 58g sand 
99 g sand 
93g sand 
2%S : 0% 
2%S : 5 %  
CaCO) 2%S : 1 0% CaCO} 2%S : 20% CaCO) 2%S : 30% CaCO) 2%S : 40% CaCO, 
CaCO) 
7 1 1  1 5  1 9  23 
2% 3 
2g S : 5g 2g S :  1 09 CaCO) : 1 9  2 g  S : 20g CaCO) : 1 9  2g S : 30g CaCO) : 2g S :40g CaCO) : 1 9  
2g S :  1 9  O M :  
CaCO): 1 9  OM: OM : 87g sand OM : 77g sand 1 9  OM : 67g sand OM : 55 
99 g sand 
92g sand 
3%S : 0% 
3%S : 5% 
CaCO) 3%S : 1 0% CaCO} 3%S : 20% CaCO) 3%S : 30% CaCO) 3%S : 40% CaCO, 
CaCO) 
8 1 2  1 6  20 24 
3% 4 
3g S : 5g 3g S :  1 09 CaCO): 1 9  3g S : 20g CaCO) : 1 9  3g S : 30g CaCO) : 3g S :40g CaCO) : 1 9  
3g S :  1 9  O M :  
CaCO): l g  O M  OM : 86g sand OM : 76g sand 1 9  OM : 66g sand OM : 56g sand 
99 g sand 
: 9 1g sand 
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CHAPTER 3 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3. 1 1 HATERIALS :  
3. 1 . 1  E lemental Su lfur :  
Bright yel low granual e lemental su lfur was  col lected from Al  Ruwais Refinery 
from Su lfur Handl ing  Terminal (SHT). A photo i s  shown in Figuer 3 . 1 .  Two samples (A, 
B )  of the su lfur were taken from the same location of the process production as wel l as at 
the same t ime and were analyzed at the Central Laboratories Unit  in  the United Arab 
Emirates University to determine chloride as cr (mg/kg) and ash (%)  by using methods 
descriped by Horwitz ( 1 990). Al so, purity as S(%) and carbon contents (%) were 
determined by using E lemental Analyzer ( FLASH- EA- ThermoFinnigan instrunment) 
by combustion method. The experimental resu l ts shown in Table 3 . 1  indicate that the two 
samples were i dentical in  composit ion . Al so, the amount of metal s such as As Se, AI ,  
B a, Cd,  Cu,  N i ,  Pb, Zn i n  the samples was determined in  (!J.g/1) by using Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry ( ICP-AES) i nstrument and the method 
(USEPA 200.7). The chemical resu l ts are shown in Table 3 .2 .  
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.... 
Figure 3 .1: Granu l ar elemental su lfur. 
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Table 3. 1 :  Analysis of granular su l fur 
Sample I D  C h loride a s  CI- (mg/kg) Ca rbon conte n ts ( % )  Pu rity as S ( % )  Ash ( % )  
0048/S/rvtEW AlSU LFUR-A-
2.50 0.40 99.90 0.04 
200 1 
0048/S/MEW A/SU LFU R -B-
2.50 0.40 99.89 0.04 
200 1 
-
Table 3.2: Analysis of metals in granu lar su i  fur 
Sample I D  ASl1g/1 Se I1g/1 A I  I1g/l Ba 11g11 Cd I1gll Cu I1g/1 N i  11g11 Pb 11g11 Zn I1g/1 
0048/S/MEW AlSULFUR-A-200 1 370 *< 5 76460 1 00 76 20 7 1 8  500 
0048/S/MEW NSULFU R-B-200 1 360 *< 5 76590 98 74 2 1  7 1 7  498 
Instru ment Detection Limits 5 .0  5 .0  2.0 0.5 2 .0  2.0 1 . 3 2 .0 0.3 
Note: * less than instrument Detection Limit ( ICP-AES) 
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Other anal ysi f r thi sulphur was col lected from bu Dhabi Gas Liquiefacation 
Company Limited (ADGAS) in Das Is land and shown in Table 3 .3  (ADGAS, 1 999). 
Table  3 . 3 :  Su l fur certi ficate of qual i ty (ADGAS, 1 999) 
STAN DA RD A L  TERNA T I V E  
TEST RESULT 
M ETHOD M ETHOD 
COLOUR B RIGHT 
V ISUAL V ISUAL 
(SOLID) YELLOW 
CARBO (PPM) B S4 1 1 3  PROCOR 37 
ASH ( PPM) B S4 1 1 3  PROCOR NIL 
PURITY (% Wt) B S4 1 1 3  PROCOR 99.9963 
H 2S PPM) SNEA R.M.P 4 .8  
The granu lar su lfur col lected from AI Ruwais Refinery from Su lfur Handl ing 
Terminal (SHT) was crushed and s ieved by mesh (2mm). The grain s ize i s  shown in  
Figuer 3 .2 .  Also, i t  was examined by Scanning Electrone Microscope (SEM-Jeol 5600) 
and the results were shown in Figures 3 . 3  and 3 .4 at magnification level s of 3000 and 
1 000. 
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Figure 3 .2 :  The Crushed and sieved elemental su lfur 
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Figure 3 . 3 :  SEM image for crushed and sieved elemental sulfur. 
Figure 3 .4 :  SEM image for crushed and sieved elemental su lfur 
3 1  
3. 1 . 2  o i l :  
The desert sand, in  thi  investigation, was obtai ned from a sandy dunes quary in 
Al  Ain area, UAE. The sand was characterized by a grain size ranging from 0. 1 to 2 mm, 
speci fic  gravity of 2.58.  Soil  pH and electrical conductivity (EC) were determined in  soi l 
water extract ( 1  :5 ) .  The soi l pH was 8 .98 and EC was 42.5 )lS/cm.  The calcium 
carbonates was determined as fol low:  first the concentration of calc ium ions in  the soi l  
was calculated by ICP, then multipl ied b y  the rat io o f  atomic weight o f  carbonate divided 
by the atomic weight of calc ium ions ( 1 00/40) , the resul tant is then mul tip l ied by the 
volume of 1 00ml disti l led water , and the d i l ution factor ( 1 00). Final ly ,  the resul tant was 
divided by the weight of soi l sample (2 .5 1 24 g). The above calculat ion showed that soi l 
contains 1 6 1 .8 g/kg ( 1 6 . 1 8%) CaC03 . 
The carbonate content i n  soil  i s  consi stent with prevIOus experimental resul ts 
reported by Soaud et al . (2003) which i ndicates that in Abu Dhabi : Agban, AI Semaih 
and AI Rahbah areas contain the h ighest range of total CaC03 (52 - 65%) , whi le  the 
soi l s  of Saih AI Khair and Urn Al hesn contain the lowest range (4.3 - 1 5 .6%). AJso, 
most soi l s  of Ras AI Khaimah contain h igh percentage of CaC03 (32 - 70%).  
The maj or cations and the heavy metals were detennined by using Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry ( ICP-AESVarian-MPX-CCD) 
instrument. Sand soi l sample of 2 .5 1 gram of air dried and sieved soi l ,  and then weighed 
and digested in a mixture of HCl and HN03 (3 :  1 )  in volume of 1 00 mI .  The fol lowing 
elements and heavy metal s AI ,  B, B a, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni ,  P, 
Pb, Sr and Zn were determined by usi n g  ( ICP-AES- Vista-MPX-CCD- Simultaneous­
Axial - V arian Austriala) i nstrument . This instrument has detection l imi ts for Cd, Cu, Pb, 
3 2  
Zn. a. K. Mg. P 04 and a of 0 .2 .  L 2 ,  0 .2 ,  1 ,  L 2, 5 ,  1 0  and 0.5 jlg/J ,  respectively .  
The chemical composit ion of sand dunes i shown i n  TabJe 3 .4 .  Also, total sul fur 
mea ured as su lfate, '> as detennined by the method mentioned above, was 326 mgfkg. 
The EM i mage for sand j shown in Figure 3 .5 .  
Table  3 .4 :  Chemical composi t ion of  the  soi l (sand dunes) 
ELEMENT CON CENTRA T ION ELEMENT 
Mglkg 
Al 2782 Mg 
B 1 6  Mn 
B a  1 4 .2  Mo 
Ca  64722 Na 
Cd 0. 1 Ni  
Co 5 .7 P 
Cr 39.3 Pb 
Cu 3 .3  Sr  
Fe 78 1 2 . 1 Zn 
K 929. 1 
Figure 3 . 5 :  SEM image of tested dune sand .  
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Zn, a, K, Mg, p, 04 and a of 0 .2 ,  1 ,  2, 0.2. 1 .  1 ,  2 ,  5. 10 and 0.5 JL g/1 .  respecti e ly .  
The chemical composition of sand dunes i s  shown in  Table 3 .4 .  Also, total sulfur 
mea ured a u l fate , was determined by the method mentioned above, was 326 mg/kg. 
The EM image for and is shown in  Figure 3 .5 .  
Table 3 .4 :  Chemical composit ion of the  soi l (sand dunes) 
ELElVlENT CON CENTRA TION ELEl\t1ENT 
Mglkg 
Al 2782 Mg 
B 1 6  Mn 
B a  1 4. 2  Mo 
Ca 64722 Na 
Cd 0. 1 Ni  
Co 5 . 7  P 
Cr 39.3 Pb 
Cu 3 .3  Sr 
Fe 78 1 2 . 1  Zn 
K 929. 1 
Figure 3 . 5 :  SEM image of tested dune sand.  
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3. 1 .3 I rrigation Water: 
The water used through out the experiment was produced by General Uti l i ties 
nit  in Al RU\ ai s Refinery .  The pH,  EC and total di ssol ved sol ids (TDS) were 
determined in the Central Laboratories Unit  in United Arab Emirates University. Also the 
fol l owing element and heavy metal s AI, B ,  Ba. Ca, Cd Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, 
a, i, p, Pb, Sr and Zn ( ).lg/l ) were determined by using ( ICP-AES) instrument .  The 
chemical composit ion of the used water is shown in Table 3 . 5 .  Al so, the total sulfur 
measured a u l fate, determined by the method mentioned above, was 1 3  mg/L. 
Table 3 . 5 :  Chemical composit ion of the used irrigation water (mg/l ) 
ELEM ENT CON CENTRA TION ELEMENT CON CENTRA T ION 
JLg/l JL g/l  
A l  1 1 .5  Mg 9994 .6 
B 70.6 Mn 5 . 8  
B a  1 .2 Mo 0 . 1 
Ca 1 1 539 Na 5 3 1 8 1  
Cd 0.2 Ni 1 07 . 5  
C o  0. 1 P 27043 
Cr 0.2 Pb 25 .3  
Cu 3 .0 Sr 1 060.2 
Fe 1 .7 Zn 753 .4 
K 2637 .9 
3.1.4 Organic Matter: 
The organic manure used was obtained from commerial stores which i s  general l y  
used for agricu l ture purposes .  I t  w as analyzed i n  the Central Laboratories Uni t  in  United 
Arab Emirates Universi ty to determine pH with glass electrode and it was 7 .90. Also 
organ ic matter sample of 0 .8422 gram was sieved, weighed, and digested i n  a mixture of 
HCI and RNO) (3 :  1 )  in  a volume of 1 00 rnl for metal s analysis .  The fol l owing e lements 
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and heavy metal s (AI ,  B ,  Ba, a, d, Co, Cr, u, Fe, K Mg, Mn,  Mo, a, i ,  P, Pb, Sr 
and Zn were detennined using ( I  P-AES)  instrument. The chemical composi tion of the 
organic manure used i s  sho n in Table 3 .6.  A lso the total su lfur measured as sulfate, 
determi ned by the method mentioned above, wa 9409 mg/kg. 
Table 3 .6 :  Chemical composition of the used organic manure 
ELEMENT CON CENTRA TION ELEMENT CON CENTRA TION 
mg/kg mg/kg 
AI 3087 Mg 3400. 1 
B 1 20.6 Mn 1 24. 1 
B a  1 9 .7  Mo l .2 
Ca 50768.2 Na 48 1 8 . 1  
Cd 0.5 Ni 1 2 .8 
Co l . 8 P 32 1 1  
Cr 1 1 . 9  Pb 3 .0 
Cu ..f 1 . 1  Sr 1 25 .9 
Fe 3775 .6 Zn 89.5 
K 1 5084. 3  
3. 1 .5 Calcium Carbonate: 
A commercial calc ium carbonate cal led AnalaR was used throughout the study. A 
sample  of 0.2683 gram of calc ium c arbonate was weighed and digested in a mixture of 
HCI  and HN03 (3 :  1 i n  a vol ume of 1 00 m ! .  Then, the fol lowing elements and heavy 
metals (AI,  B ,  B a, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni ,  P, Pb, Sr and Zn) 
were determined by using ( 1CP-AES) instrument i n  the Central Laboratories Unit  i n  
United Arab Emirates University .  The  chemical composition of the used calc ium 
carbonate i s  shown in  Table  3 .7 .  Al so, the total su lfur measured as  su lfate, determined by 
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the method mentioned above, wa 0.4 mg/kg. Also, the SEM image for the calcium 
carbonate i s  hown in  Fi gure 3 .6 .  
Table 3 . 7 :  Analy i of major cations and heavy metal s in the used calc ium carbonate 
ELEiVIENT CONCENTRA T ION ELEMENT CON CENTRA TION 
mg/kg mg/kg 
AJ 1 2 .2 Mg 1 0 1 .9 
B 22.5 Mn 0 .3  
Bn 0.7  Mo 0 .2  
Ca 4237-+2 . 1 Na 1 47 .6  
Cd 0.04 Ni 2 .4 
Co 0. 1 P 8 .5  
Cr 1 .6 Pb 2 .2  
Cu 1 .2 Sr 67.4 
Fe 1 2 .0 Zn 2 .9  
K 70.0 
Figure 3 .6 :  SEM image for calcium carbonate . 
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3.2 CON ENTRA TION USED FOR TE TING:  
3.2. 1 Calcium Ca rbonate: 
The calc ium carbonate was added y ith di fferent percentage of 0%, 5%,  1 0%, 
20%, 30%, 40% in  addition to in i ti al l y  CaCO/1'o found natural ly  in  the soi l ( 1 6.2%) .  The 
resul tant mixtures were i dentified as basic mix design, mix design type I, mix design type 
I I ,  mi design type I I I ,  mix design type IV ,  and mix design type V. The added amounts 
of calc ium carbonate are within the existing CaC03% natural l y  found in UAE soi l s  ( 
Soaud et aI , _003) .  Detai led composi tion of these mix designs are shown i n  Table 3 .8 .  
3.2.2 Elemental Sulfur Appl ication Rate: 
Appl ication percentge of 0%. 1 %,  2% and 3% (g SOl g soi l )  of crashed granular 
e lemental su lfur « 2mm) were added to di fferent amount of soi l as shown in Table 3 .8 .  
3 . 3  SAMPLE PREPA RATION: 
Six  mix designs, which are basic mix design, mix design type I ,  mix design type 
I I .  m i x  design type I I I ,  mix  design type IV, mix design type V, were prepared by mixing 
di fferent amounts of soi l and calcium carbonate as detai l ed in Table 3 .8 .  Each design 
contains  4 samples treated by addit ion of 0% S, 1 %S, 2%S and 3%S.  Also ( 1 g) organic  
man ure w as added to each sample to form a t  the  end  samples of  1 00g of  mixture 
addit ives as detai led i n  Table 3 . 8 .  
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3A EXPE R l ME  TAL PROCEDURES : 
Samples were prepared by mixing di fferent amounts of soi l ,  organic manure, 
u l fur and calc ium carbonate as detai led in Table 3 .8 .  Irrigation was added as required 
unt I l  saturation level was achieved. For each sample. the ini tial pH and EC were 
determined before adding sulfur (at 0 days) by using gl ass electrode with a water soi l 
lurry ( 1  : 5 ) .  Then the s ix  designs, which contain total of 24 samples, were placed in  an 
0\ en at control led temperature of 39 °c for 5 days. After 5 days, the 24 samples were 
taken for pH,  EC, sol uble water su lfate and mineral formation analysis .  These procedures 
were repeated for 10 ,  20, 40 and 80 days.  At the end, a total of 1 20 samples were 
prepared and analyzed for pH.  EC, soluble water su lfate, and mineral formation analysi s .  
3.5 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS :  
A t  termination o f  each  incubation period, pH and E C  were determined with glass 
electrode with a water soi l  s lurry ( 1  : 5 )  for all the samples. Al so, water soluble sulfate was 
determined i n  soi l water sl urry ( 1 :  1 0) by using ICP-ASE instrument in  the Central 
Laboratories Unit  in United Arab Emirates University.  Also, mineral formation was 
examined in all the samples by Scanning Electrone Microscope (SEM) and X-ray 
differaction anal ysis .  A phi l ips X-ray diffractometer model PWI 1 840, with Ni fi l ter, Cu­
Ka radiation (A,= 1 .S42A 0) at 40 kV,  30mA and scanning speed 0.02°/S was used. The 
diffraction peaks between 28 =2° and 28 =600 were recorded.  The corresponding 
spacing and relative intensities were calcu lated and compared with the standard data. 
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Tuble  3 .8  : The experi ment design 
A D DED CaC03% 
SO BASIC M I X  M I X  D ES I G N  M I X  DESIGN M I X  DES I G N  M I X  DESIGN M I X  DES IGN 
% DESIGN TY PE I TYPE I I  TY PE I I I  TY PE JV TYPE V 
O%S : 0% O%S : 5% 
O%S : 1 0% CaCO, O%S : 20% CaC03 O%S : 30% CaCO] O%S : 40% CaCO] CaC03 CoC03 
9 1 3  1 7  2 1  
0% 1 5 
1 09 CaC03 : 1 9  O M :  20g CaCO, : I g  OM : 30g CaC03 : 1 9  OM 40g CaC03 : Ig  OM : 1 g OM :99 g 5g CaC03 : I g  
sand OM: 94g sand 
89g sand 79g sand : 69g sand 59g sand 
I %S : O% 
l %S : 5 %  
CaC03 1 %S : 1 0% CaC03 1 %S : 20% CaCO) 1 %S : 30% CaCO) 1 %S : 40% CaCO] 
CaCO) 
6 1 0  1 4  1 8  22 
1 %  2 
1 9  S : 5g I g  S : 1 0g CaCO) : l g I g  S : 20g CaC03 : 1 9  1 9  S : 30g CaCO) : 1 9  S :40g CaC03 : I g  1 9  S : l g  OM : 
CaCO): 1 9  OM : OM : 88g sand OM : 78g sand 1 9  OM : 68g sand OM : 58g sand 
99 g sand 
93g sand 
2%S : 0% 
2%S : 5% 
CaCO) 2%S : 1 0% CaCO) 2%S : 20% CaCO) 2%S : 30% CaC03 2%S : 40% CaCO) 
CaCO) 
7 1 1  1 5  1 9  23 
2% 3 
2g S : 5 g  2 g  S :  1 09 CaC03 : 1 9  2g S : 20g CaC03 : 1 9  2g S : 30g CaC03 : 2g S :40g CaCO) : 1 9  
2g S :  I g  OM:  
CaC03: 1 g  OM:  OM : 87g sand OM : 77g sand 1 9  OM : 67g sand OM : 55  
99 g sand 
92g sand 
3%S : 0% 
3%S : 5 %  
CaCO) 3%S : 1 0% CaCO) 3%S : 20% CaCO, 3%S : 30% CaCO) 3%S : 40% CaCO] 
CaC03 
8 1 2  1 6  20 24 
3% 4 3g S : 5g 3g S: 1 09 CaCO,: 1 9  3g S : 20g CaC03 : 1 9  3g S : 30g CaCO, : 3g S :40g CaC03 : 1 9  
3 g  S :  1 9  O M :  
CaCO): l g  OM OM : 86g sand OM : 76g sand 1 9  OM : 66g sand OM : 56g sand 
99 g sand 
: 9 1g sand 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSTION 
4. 1 T HE RMODYNAM I C  MODELING O F  POSSIBLE C HE MICAL 
REACTIONS: 
The acti i ty  ratio diagrams for calc ium bearing minerals are shown in  Figure 4 . 1 
Mohamed et aL 1 995) .  The Figures indicate that below p H  8 ,  the formed minerals are 
gypsum [CaSn� .2H2] ,  tricalc ium aluminate hydrate [ 3CaO. Ah03 .6H20] ,  or sometimes 
it is referred to as C3AH6, dicalc ium aluminate hydrate (C2AH8) or in chemical fonTI 
[ 2CaO. Ah03 .8H}O ] ,  tetracalcium aluminate hydrate (C4AH 13)  or in  chemical form 
[3CaO. Ab03 .Ca (OH) 2 . 1 2H20]  , and calc ium monosulfoaluminate [3CaO. Ah03 .Ca 
SO 4 . 1 2 H20 ] .  
4.2 POSSIBLE C H E M I C A L  REACTION AND MINERA L  FORMA TION: 
Let us i nvestigate the possibi l i ty of forming the above described minerals in  the 
sample under invest igation .  The possible processes could be described as fol low 
(Mohamed et a J .  1 995, Mohamed, 2003):  
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Formation of u l furic cid due to su lfur oxidation : 
2 + 2 H20 + 302 • 2 H2S04 ( Sulfuric Acid) 
1 .  Formation of Gypsum and arbonic Acid:  
2 .  Dissolution of Calcite in  Carbonic Acid:  
3 .  Formation of Secondary Gypsum: 
4 .  FOIDla6on of Secondary Calcite:  
---... CaC03 ( Calcite) 
5 .  Fonnation o f  Calc ium Hydroxide :  
• 
Ca(OH )2 ( Calci um Hydroxide) + 2H
+ 
6. Ionization of Calc ium Hydroxi de ;  pH increases :  
Ca(OH )2 
7 .  FOID1ation of Tricalc ium Alumi nate: 
3Ca1+ + 2AI (OHr� __ • 3CaO. AI 203 + 2 H20 + 4H+ 
Tricalc ium Al umi nate (C3A) 
8. FOID1ation of Tricalc ium Alumi nate Hydrate : 
3CaO. Ah03 + 6H20 ---.. 3CaO.Ah03 . 6 H20 
(C3A) (6H) Tricalc ium Aluminate Hydrate (C3AH6) 
9.  FOID1ation of Tetraca1ci u m  Al uminate Hydrate: 
3CaO.  Ah03 + 1 2 H20 + Ca(OH )2 -.3CaO. Ah03. Ca(OH )2. 1 2H20. 
Tricalc ium Aluminate + water + l ime Tetracalc ium Al umi nate Hydrate 
(C3A) ( 1 2H )  (CH )  (C4AH J 3 )  
4 1  
1 0. Formation of Calc ium Mono u l foaJ uminate : 
3 aO . Ah03 + l OH20 + aS04 .2H20 -----. 3CaO. Ah03. CaS04. 1 2 H20. 
Calc ium Monosulfoaluminate 
Figure 4 . 1 :  Act iv i ty ratio  diagrams with respect to Ca









]=-6M ( Mohamed et al . 1 995) .  
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...  3 EFFECT OF ELEM ENTAL S U L FUR A PPLICATION ON BASIC M I X  
DESIGN : 
The effect of added elemental sulfur on basic mix design (without addition of 
a 03) was detennined by measuring the pH levels,  e lectrical conductivity (EC) in  
)l /cm and v ater ol uble S04-2 (g/kg). It  should be noted that, as previously di scussed, 
the ba ic  mix design contained in i t ial carbonates in the amount of 1 6 .2% in the sand 
u ed. The ariations of these parameters as a function of time are discussed below . 
...  3. 1 pH Variation :  
The variation of p H  as  a function of  t ime and su lfur addition i s  shown in  Figure 
4.2 .  The experimental resu l ts  of pH variation of the basic mix  design samples without 
addition of e lemental su lfur reduced from 8 .46 to 8 .06. 7 .77  and 7 .69 after 5. 1 0  and 20 
days. respecti e ly .  Then it i ncreased to 7 .96 after 40 days.  Then it reduced again to 7 .87 
after 80 days.  This i s  attributed to the amount of su lfur which was found main ly  i n  added 
organic manure ( 1  %) and in the sand as discussed in Chapter 3 .  The total su lfur 
measured as sulfate were 9409. 326. 0.4 mg/kg i n  organic matter, sand and CaC03. 
respectivel y .  This means that a pH reduction of approximate ly  0.4 uni ts has been 
achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease unt i l  40 days due to fonnation of 
sul furic acid, carbonic acid  and di ssolution of calcite. 
The resu l ts indicate that the addit ion of 1 % S reduced the pH level from 8 .43 to 
7 .23 . 7 . 24, 6.88. 7 . 1 9  and 7 .26 after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  This means 
that a pH reduction of approximate ly  1 unit  has been achieved after 5 days and pH 
continued to  decrease unt i l  40 days due to formation of su lfuric acid carbonic acid  and 
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di ol utlOn of calcite .  The increa e of pH after 40 and 80 days cou ld  be attributed to the 
formation of econdary gypsum, calcite, calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium 
hydroxide. 
The addit ion of 2% S reduced the pH level from 8 .4 1  to 7 .30, 7 .29, 7 . 1 5 , 7 . 1 3  and 
7 .2  after 5 .  1 0, 20. 40  and 80  days, respect ive ly .  Th i s  means that a pH reduction of 
appro imate ly  0.9 1 uni ts has been achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease 
unti l 40 days.  
The addition of 3% S reduced the pH level from 8 .48 to 7 .07. 7 .39. 6.68, 7 . 1 2  and 
7 ._7 after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respecti e ly .  This  means that a pH reduction of 
appro imate ly  l .4 1  units has been achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease 
unti l 40 days .  
Based on both the possible chemical reactions discussed prev iously as wel l  as the 
experimental results ,  the pH first reduced because of formation of su lfuric acid,  carbonic 
acid  and di ssol ution of calcite. Then i t  increased because of formation of secondary 
gypsum, calcite .  calci um hydroxide and ionization of calci um hydroxide. Then it 
decreased again because of fonnation of tricalc ium aluminate, tricalc ium al uminate 
hydrate, tetracalc ium aluminate hydrate and calcium monosu lfoal uminate. 
The experimental resul ts  of pH variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
stat istical analysis .  The anal ysi s  of variance (One-way stacked ANOVA) p- value was 
found to be 0 . 1 20 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicat ing that addition of sulfur has no 
s ign ificance ( P-value > 0.05) on the changes in pH value. Also there was a l itt le 
difference in the mean as shown in  Table 4 . 1 .  
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Table 4 . 1 :  One-way tacked A OVA anal ysis for pH results of the basic mix design 
I samp es 
1 (O % S )  2 ( 1  % S) 3 ( 2 % S) 4 (3 % S )  
lean 7 .97 l 7  7 .37 l 7  7 .4267 7 .3350 
StDiv 0.2725 0.5375 0.4874 0.6 1 05 
.... 3.2 E lectr ical Conductivity (EC) Variation:  
The vari ation of EC a a function of t ime and sul fur addition i s  shown in  Figure 
..J. .3 .  The EC of the basic mi design samples without addition of elemental su lfur 
increased from 37 1 to 625 IlSlcm after 5 days then decreased to 537 IlS/cm after 1 0  days 
but i ncreased again to 1 3 1 3  IlS/cm after 20 days . Then decreased again to 654 IlS/cm 
after 40 days but increased again to 733 IlS/cm after 80 days. This can be attributed to: 
( 1 )  the amount of organic manure that the basic mix des ign sample contains ( 1  %); (2) the 
amount of total su lfur measured as su lfate that the organic manure contai ns 9409 mg/kg, 
and (3)  the amount of total su lfur measured as su lfate of 326, 0.4 mg/kg in sand and 
CaC03, respective ly .  Due to su lfur oxidation, pH decreased and the amount of soluble 
ions increased leading to an increase of EC. 
The results i ndicate that the addition of 1 %S increased EC from 375 to 2570, 
3220, 1 457, 1 400 and 3290 IlS/cm after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  Thi s 
means that EC increase of 2205 IlS/cm has been achieved after 5 days and EC continued 
to increase after 1 0  days then decreased after 20 and 40 days but increased after 80 days. 
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Iso the addit ion of 2� increased EC from 367 to 1 024. 2500, 1 55 1  1 600 and 
2700 �l !em after 5, 10 , 20, 40 and 80 days, respectivel y .  Thi s means that EC i ncrease of 
657 � fcm ha been achie  ed after 5 days and EC continued to i ncrease after 1 0  days, 
then decrea ed after _0 and 40 days but increased after 80 days . 
The addition of 3% S also increased EC from 370 to 2630, 2480, 1 524, 2050 and 
2630 � !em after 5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days respective ly .  This  means that EC i ncrease of 
2260 �lSfcm ha been achieved after 5 days and EC continued to increase after 1 0  days, 
then decrea ed after 20 and 40 days but increased after 80 days. The increase i n  sol uble 
sal t as m asured by soil EC was due to di ssol ution of CaC03 by H2S04 (Cifuentes and 
Lindeman. 1 993) .  
Based on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as wel l  as the 
e perimental resu l ts .  the EC first increased because of formation of su lfuric acid, 
carbonic acid  and dissol ution of calc i te .  Then it decreased because of formation of 
secondary gypsum. calcite,  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium hydroxide. Then 
i t  increased again because of fonnation of tricalc ium alumi nate, tricalc ium aluminate 
hydrate , tetracalc ium al uminate hydrate and calc ium monosulfoaluminate. 
The experimental resul ts  of EC variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
stat ist ical analys is .  The analysis of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value was 
found to be 0.004 with 3 degrees of freedom, indicating that addition of su lfur has h igh ly  
significance ( P-val ue < 0.05) on  the  changes i n  EC val ue.  Also there was a difference i n  
the mean a s  shown i n  Table 4 .2 .  
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Table 4 .2 :  One-v ay stacked ANOV A anal ysis for EC resul ts of the basic mix design 
I samp es 
1 (O % S )  2 ( 1  % S )  3 ( 2 % S) 4 (3 % S )  
l\lean 772.4 2387.4 1 875.0 2242.8 
StDiv 3 1 0 .2  9 1 9.5 702 .9 458.9 
-'.3.3 Oxidation of E lemental Sulfur :  
o i dation of e lemental su lfur was eval uated based on the  amount of  measured 
water sol uble su l fate . Therefore. Figure 4.4 shows the amount of water soluble su lfate as 
a function of time and amount of e lemental su l fur added. Thus, the Figure 4.4 indicates 
that the addition of 1 % S, 2%S and 3%S kept the amount of water sol uble S04·2 h igher 
than without addit ion of e lemental su lfur. 
In  addit ion of 1 %S, the amount of water sol uble S04·2 were 8 .2 ,  3 .0. 3 .7 , 2 .2 ,  and 
3.9 g/kg after O. 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days respectively.  It can be seen that the sulfate 
amount decreased from 8 .2 g/kg at 0 day to 3 .0 g/kg after 1 0  days then increased to 3 .7  
after 20  days bu t  decreased again to  2 .2  after 40  days. Then, i t  increased again after 80 
days. Whereas. the amount of water soluble 504.
2 
in samples without addition of 
elemental sulfur which were less than 1 %5, were 8 .2 ,  0.2, 0.4 0.2 and 0 .2  g/kg after 0, 
1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively.  It  can be seen that the amount of su lfate reduced 
from 8.2 g/kg at 0 day to 0.2 g/kg after 1 0  days then increased to 0.4 g/kg after 20 days 
but decreased again to 0 .2  g/kg after 40 days and remained at 0.2 g/kg after 80 days.  This 
means that oxidation of e lemental su lfur contin ued to progress with some variations 
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bet" een time periods but result ing in h igher amount of avai lable water sol uble sulfate 
than in  amples without addit ion of  elemental su lfur. 
l o in addition of 2% S,  the amount of water sol uble SO�-
2 
decreased from 8 .2  
g/kg at  0 day to  3 .4 g/kg after 1 0  days then increased to  4.5 g/kg after 20 days but 
decreased again to 2.5 g/kg after 40 days. Then. i t  decreased again to 3.3 g/kg after 80 
day . Thi s  means that 0 idation of elemental su lfur cont inued to progress with some 
variations between t ime period but resul t ing in h igher amount of avai lable water soluble 
su lfate than in  samples without addit ion of elemental su lfur. 
Al o in addition of 3% S,  the amount of water soLuble S04-
2 
decreased from 8 .2  
g/kg at  0 day to  3 .4 g/kg after 1 0  days then increased to  5 .2  g/kg after 20 days but 
decreased again to 2 .8  g/kg after 40 days.  Then, it increased again to 3 .2  g/kg after 80 
days. This means that oxidation of e lemental su lfur continued to progress with some 
variations between t ime periods but result ing i n  h igher amount of avai lable water soluble 
sulfate than in  samples wi thout addit ion of elemental su lfur. 
I t  can be observed that the high amount of in i tial water sol uble SO�-2 in all 
samples was due to addit ion of organic manure ( 1  %) which had 8 . 1 7  g/kg water soluble 
S04-
2 
and sand which had 0.03 g/kg water soluble S04-
2
. Also the presence of water 
sol uble S04-
2 
was due to su lfur oxidation which was found main ly  in the added organic 
manure ( 1  %) and in  the sand. The total su lfur measured as su lfate were 9409, 326, 0.4 
mg/kg in organic manure, sand and CaC03 respect ively .  This i ni t ial amount was 
complete ly reduced after 1 0  days in  samples without addition of elemental sulfur. Also 
there were variations of water sol uble S04-
2 
between the t ime periods for samples treated 
by elemental su lfur. This could be attributed to: ( 1 )  neutral ization of calc ium carbonate 
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by H2 O.j ( i fuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) and fOITIlation of both gypsum [ CaSO.j .2H20]  
and carbonic acid [ [ H2 03 ] ;  (2 )  fonnation of  calc ium monosulfoaluminate (Mohamed 
and Antia. 1 998; Mohamed 2003):  and (3 )  su lfate reduction into hydrogen su lfide (H}S) 
(Lecture 23 ,  February 200 1 ,  A iken Murray Corp. ,  March 200 1 ,  Potash & Phosphate 
Insti tute of anada. March 200 1 ) . 
The i n itial avai lable su lfate in  the irrigation water was complete ly  consumed by 
the substrate as indicated from the results of the reference sample (O%S added). 
Ho\ e er, with the addition of su lfur, the avai lable su lfate increased during  the same 
period ( 1 0  days) due to possible formation of su lfuric acid,  carbonic acid  and dissolution 
of calcite.  Then it contin ued to i ncrease from 1 0  to 20 days due to formation of tricalc ium 
aluminate, tricalc ium al umi nate hydrate, tetracalcium aluminate hydrate and calcium 
monosu lfoalu mi nate . From 20 to 40 days.  i t  decreased due to formation of secondary 
gypsum. calcite,  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium hydroxide. From 40 to 80 
days. it i ncreased due to generation of su lfuric acid ,  carbonic acid  and di ssolution of 
calc i te .  
The experimental results of su lfate v ariations were further studied v ia  the use of 
stati stical analys is .  The analysis of variance (One-way ANOV A) p- value was found to 
be 0.000 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicat ing that addition of sulfur  has h igh ly 
s ign i ficance ( P-val ue < 0.05)  on the changes i n  su lfate value.  Also there was a difference 
in  the mean as shown in Table 4 .3 .  
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Table 4 .3 :  One-way stacked A OVA anal ysi s for sulfate resu l ts of the basic mix design 
I samp es 
1 (O % S) 2 ( 1  % S) 3 (2%S)  4 (3 % S )  
Mean 0.2500 3 .2000 3 .4250 3 .6500 
StDiv 0. 1 000 0.7703 0.822 1 1 .0630 
...  3A Mineral Formation : 
To ident ify whether or not gypsum has been formed, x-ray diffraction analysis 
(XRD). scanning e lectron microscope (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
analysis were uti l i zed. For basic mix design al l samples were examined by XRD 
analysis ,  after al l t ime periods (5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days) .  In al l tested samples, the major 
mineral found was quartz .  Al so, the minor formed mineral s were examined after 5 ,  1 0, 20 
and 40 days. In a l l  samples, calcite and plagioclase were found after 80 days.  However, 
for basic mix  design treated with 3%S with no addi tion of CaC03, calcite, p lagioc lase 
and gypsum were found. Also after 80 days, calcite,  p lagioclase and dolomite mineral s 
were found i n  sample without addit ion of elemental su lfur. Calcite and pl agioclase were 
found in  basic mix des ign treated by 1 and 2 %  S as shown i n  Table 4.4.  
The SEM resul ts for basic mix design samples ( 1  - 4) after 20, 40 and 80 days are 
shown i n  Figures 4 .5- to 4 .7 .  Figures 4.5 (a) to (d) show the basic mix  design images at 
magnification levels of X80, X3500, X 1 400, and X 1 200 after 20 days.  Figures 4.6 (a) to 
(d) show the basic mix  design i mages at magnification leve ls  of X80, X2000, X3300, and 
X 1 500 after 40 days. Figures 4 .7  (a) to (d) show the basic mix design images at 
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magmficat lOn lev I s  of 35, X I OOQ, X500, and X 1 500 after 80 days. The major mineral s 
are quartz and minor mi neral are calcite and plagioc lase . After 20 days, no c lear gypsum 
wa formed a shO\; n from Figures 4 .5 Ca) to Cd). Also, no gypsum was formed after 40 
day a hown from Figure 4.6 (a) to (d).  After 80 days, the micrographs shown in 
Figure 4.7 (a) to (d indicate the fOImation of gypsum rods in  basic mix des ign sample 4 
(3('1. ) . which i s  sho n i n  Figure 4 .7  Cd) .  
Furthermore. the Energy Dispersive X-ray CEDX- 6587 Oxford) analysis was done for 
basic mix design sample 4 (3%S) to support the existence of minerals as shown in  Figure 
4 .8 .  
5 1  
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Time (days) 
Figure 4.2: Variat ion o f  pH with T ime and Amount of  Added Elemental Su l fur for Basic M i x  Design Samp les (without add ition of 
CaC03) .  
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F igure 4.3 : Variation of Electrical Conduct iv i ty ( EC )  with t ime and amount of added elemental su l fur for basic mix  des ign samples 
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F igure 4.4: Variation of water solub le su l fate with t ime and amount of added elementa l  su lfur  for bas ic m ix  design samp les (without 
add it ion of CaC03) .  
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Table 4.4: X-ray di ffraction anal ysis for gypsum formation . 
Sample Design Sample 
No. type 
1 basic O%S X 0%CaC03 
2 mix 1 %S X 0%CaC03 
3 Design 2%S X 0%CaC03 
4 3%S X 0%CaC03 
5 mix O%S X 5%CaC03 
6 DeSign 1 %S X 5%CaC03 
7 type I 2%S X 5%CaC03 
8 3%S X 5%CaC03 
9 mix O%S X 1 0%CaC03 
1 0  Design 1 %S X 1 0%CaC03 
1 1  type I I  2%S X 1 0%CaC03 
1 2  3%S X 1 0%CaC03 
1 3  mix O%S X 20%CaC03 
1 4  DeSign 1 %S X 20%CaC03 
1 5  type I I I  2%S X 20%CaC03 
1 6  3%S X 20%CaC03 
1 7  mix O%S X 30%CaC03 
1 8  DeSign 1 %S X 30%CaC03 
1 9  type IV 2%S X 30%CaC03 
20 3%S X 30%CaC03 
21 mix O%S X 40%CaC03 
22 Design 1 %S X 40%CaC03 
23 type V 2%S X 40%CaC03 
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Figure 4 .5 :  SEM micrograph for basic mix design samples after 20 days at di fferent 
magnification levels and su lfur content :  (a) X800:  O%S; Cb) X3500: 1 %S; (c) X 1 400: 2%S; 




Figure 4.6: SEM micrograph for basic  mix design samples after 40 days at di fferent 
magnification levels and su lfur content :  (a) X80: O%S; (b) X2000: 1 %S; (c) X3300:  2%S; 




Figure 4 .7 :  SEM micrograph for basic mix des ign samples after 80 days at different 
magni fication levels and su lfur content :  (a) X80: O%S' (b) X2000: 1 %S;  (c) X3300:  2%S; 
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-lA EFFE T OF ELEM ENTAL SULFUR A PPLICATION ON M IX  DES I GN 
TYPE I :  
The effect of added elemental su lfur on mi design type I (with addi tion of 5% 
Ca 03) wa detennined by measuring the pH levels, e lectrical conducti vity (EC) in 
)..l fcm and water soluble S04-2 (gfkg).  I t  should be noted that, as previously di scussed, 
the basic mix design contained in i t ial carbonates in the amount of 1 6 .2% in the used 
sand. So the in i ti al carbonates i n  the sand used in mix design type I was also 1 6 .2% and 
so the total percentage of CaCO) in mix design type I was 2 1 .2%.  The variations of these 
parameters a a function of t ime are d iscussed below . 
.tA. 1 pH Variation :  
The ari ation of pH as a function of t ime and sul fur addi tion is shown in  Figure 
4.9.  The experimental results of pH variation of the mix design type I samples without 
addit ion of elemental su lfur reduced from 8.66 to 8 .02, 8 . 1 6, 8 .07, 8 .2 1 ,  and 8 .07 after 5, 
1 0, 20. 40 and 80 days, respect ive ly .  Thi s  is attributed to the amount of su lfur which was 
found mai n l y  in added organic manure ( 1  %) and in the sand as discussed in Chapter 3. 
The total su lfur measured as su lfate were 9409, 326, 0.4 mg/kg in organic  matter, sand 
and CaC03, respectively .  This means that a pH reduction of approximate ly  0.59 uni ts has 
been ach ieved after 5 days and pH cont inued to decrease unt i l  80 days due to formation 
of su lfuric acid, carbonic  aci d  and dissol ution of calcite.  
The results indicate that the addi tion of 1 % S reduced the pH level from 8 .68 to 
7 .62, 7 .44, 7 . 1 L 7 .44 and 7 .26 after 5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respect ively .  This means 
that a pH reduction of approximate ly  1 .06 uni ts has been achieved after 5 days and pH 
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continued to decrea e unt i l  20 days due to formation su lfuric aci d, carbonic acid and 
di olution of calcite .  The increa e of pH after 40 days could be attributed to the 
fonnation of secondary gypsum. calcite .  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium 
hydro ide.  After 80 days. pH decrea ed again due to fom1ation of tricalc ium aluminate 
(C3A). tricalc i um aluminate hydrate (C3AH6), tetracalc ium aluminate hydrate (C�AH I3)  
and calc ium monosulfoaluminate. 
The addition of 2% S reduced the pH Ie el from 8 .64 to 7 . 1 6, 7 .47, 7 . 1 9, 7 .40 and 
7 .35 after 5. 1 0. 20. 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  This  means that a pH reduction of 
approximate ly  1 .48 units has been achieved after 5 days and pH conti nued to decrease 
unti l -+0 days. 
The addition of 3% S reduced the pH level from 8 .65 to 7 .69, 7 .45. 7 .30, 7 .26 and 
7 .3-+ after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respect ive ly .  This means that a pH reduction of 
approximate ly  0.96 units has been achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease 
unti l 40 days.  
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as wel l as 
resul ts .  the pH fIrst reduced because of formation of sulfuric acid,  carbonic acid and 
dissolution of calcite .  Then it i ncreased because of formation of secondary gypsum, 
calcite.  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium hydroxide. Then i t  decreased again 
because of formation of trical c ium aluminate, tricalc i um aluminate hydrate, tetracalc ium 
aluminate hydrate and calc i um monosu lfoalumi nate . 
The experimental resu l t s  of pH variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
statistical analysis.  The analysi s of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value was 
found to be 0.097 with 3 degrees of freedom, indicat ing that addition of su lfur has no 
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i gn i ficance ( P-value > 0.05) on the change In pH al ue.  Also there was a l i tt le 
di fference in the mean as shown in  Table 4 .5 .  
Table 4 .5 :  One - way stacked ANOYA anal ysis for pH resu l ts for mix design type I 
I samp. es 
1 (O % S) 2 ( 1 % S 3 (2% S) 4 (3 %S)  
Mean 8 . 1 983 7 .5967 7 .5350 7 .6 1 56 
StDiv 0.2364 0.5575 0.5545 0 .530 1 
4.4.2 Electrical Conductivity ( EC) Variation: 
The ari ation of EC as a function of t ime and su lfur addit ion is  shown in Figure 
4. 1 0. The EC of the mix  design type I samples wi thout addit ion of elemental sulfur 
increased from 348 to 522 I-lS/cm after 5 days then decreased to 423 and 3 1 0 I-lS/cm after 
1 0  and 20 days. respective ly .  Then i t  i ncreased to 339 and 600 I-lS/cm after 40 and 80 
days. respecti e ly .  This can be attributed to: ( 1 )  the amount of organic manure that the 
mix design type I sample contains  ( 1  %); (2) the amount of total su lfur measured as 
sulfate that the organic manure contains  9409 mg/kg, and (3 )  the amount of total sulfur 
measured as sulfate of 326, 0.4 mglkg in sand and CaC03, respective ly .  Due to  sulfur 
oxidation, pH decreased and the amount of soluble ions increased leading to an i ncrease 
of Ee. 
The results indicate that the addi tion of 1 %S increased EC from 34 1 to 2070, 
1 988.  1 330, 1 300 and 2550 I-lS/cm after 5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively .  Thi s 
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mean that E increa e of 1 729 /lSfcm ha been achieved after 5 days and EC then 
decrea ed after 1 0. 20, 40 day , but increased after 80 days. 
Also the addit ion of 2%S increased EC from 347 to 3090, 2470, 1 226, 1 730 and 
2630 /l fcm after 5 1 0. 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively .  This  means that EC increase of 
27-+3 /l fcm has been achieved after 5 days and EC then decreased after 1 0, 20 and 40 
day but i ncrea ed after 80 days. 
The addition of 3% S also increased EC from 348 to 1 26 1 ,  24 1 0, 1 1 78,  1 460 and 
2650 /lSlcm after 5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  Thi s  means that EC increase of 
9 1 3  and 2062 /lSfcm has been achieved after 5 and 1 0  days, respectively .  The EC 
continued to increase after 1 0  days. then decreased after 20 and 40 days but increased 
after 80 day . The increase in sol uble sal ts as measured by soi l EC was due to dissolution 
of CaC03 by H2S04 (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) .  
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as wel l as the 
experimental resu l ts ,  the EC first increased because of formation of sulfuric acid, 
carbonic  acid  and dissolution of calcite .  Then it decreased because of formation of 
secondary gypsum, calcite, calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium hydroxide. Then 
it increased again because of formation of tricalcium aluminate, tricalcium aluminate 
hydrate, tetracalc ium aluminate h ydrate and calc ium monosu lfoal uminate . 
The experimental resu l ts of EC variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
stati stical analysi s .  The analysi s of variance (One-way stacked ANOVA) p- val ue was 
found to be 0.005 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicating that addition of su lfur has h igh ly  
s ign i ficance ( P-value < 0.05) on  the  changes in EC value. Also there was a difference in  
the  mean as  shown i n  Table 4.6.  
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Table 4.6:  One-way stacked ANOYA anal ysis for EC results of the mix design type I 
I samp. es 
1 ( O % S )  2 ( 1  % S )  3 (2 % S) 4 ( 3 % S )  
Mean 438.8 1 475.0 2229.2 1 79 l .8 
tDiv 1 22 .2  877 .2  744 .2  686.9 
........ 3 Oxidation of E lemental Sulfur :  
Oxidation of  elemental su lfur was evaluated based on  the amount of  measured 
water sol uble su lfate. Therefore, Figure 4. 1 1 shows the amount of water soluble su lfate as 
a function of t ime and amount of e lemental su lfur added. Thus, the Figure indicates that 
the addit ion of 1 % S, 2%S and 3%S kept the amount of water soluble SO/:! higher than 
without addition of elemental su lfur. 
In addit ion of 1 %S,  the amount of water soluble S04-
2 
decreased from 8 .2  g/kg at 
o day to 2 .4 g/kg after 1 0  days then i ncreased to 2 .8 g/kg after 20 days but decreased 
again to 1 .5 g/kg after 40 days then i ncreased again to 2 .6 g/kg after 80 days. Whereas, 
the amount  of water sol uble S04-
2 in samples without addition of elemental su lfur 
decreased from 8.2 glkg at 0 day to 0. 1 g/kg after 10 days then i ncreased to 0.3 g/kg after 
20 days but decreased again to 0 . 1 g/kg after 40 days then remained at 0. 1 g/kg after 80 
days. Thi s  means that oxidation of e lemental su lfur continued to progress with some 
variations between time periods but result ing in h igher amount of avaj Jable water soluble 
su lfate than in  samples wi thout addit ion of elemental su lfur. 
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Al 0 in  addit ion of 2%S, the amount of water soluble SO/� decreased from 8.2  
g/kg at  0 day to 2 .9  g1kg after 10 days then increa ed to 3 .3  g1kg after 20 days but 
dec rea ed agai n to 2 . 1 g/kg after 40 days then increased again to 3 . 1 g/kg after 80 days. 
Thi mean that 0 idation of e lemental su lfur continued to progress with some variations 
between time periods but re u l t ing in h igher amount of avai lable water sol uble sul fate 
than in samples without addit ion of elemental su lfur. 
Al o in addition of 3% S.  the amounts of water soluble S04-2 decreased from 8 .2  
a t  0 day to 3 .4 g/kg after 1 0  days then increased to 5 . 2  g/kg after 20 days but decreased 
again to _ .  g/kg after 40  days. Then, i t  increased agai n to  3 . 2  g/kg after 80  days. This 
mean that oxidat ion of e lemental sulfur continued to progress with some variations 
between time periods but result ing in  h igher amount of avai l able water sol uble su lfate 
than i n  sample without addit ion of e lemental su lfur. 
I t  can be observed that the high amount of in i ti al water sol uble SO/' in al l 
samples was due to addi tion of organic manure ( 1  %) which had 8 . 1 7  g/kg water sol uble 
S04-
2 
and sand which had 0.03 g/kg water sol uble SO/1 . Also the presence of water 
soluble S04-2 was due to su lfur oxidation which was found mai nly in the added organic 
manure ( 1  %) and in the sand.  The total su lfur measured as su lfate were 9409, 326, 0.4 
mg/kg in organic  manure, sand and CaC03 respectively,  This in it ial  amount was 
complete ly reduced after 1 0  days in  samples wi thout addition of elemental sulfur. Also 
there were variations of water soluble S04-2 between the t ime periods for samples treated 
by elemental su lfur. This  could be attributed to:  ( 1 )  neutral ization of calcium carbonate 
by H2S04 (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) and formation of both gypsum [CaS04.2H20 ]  
and carbonic acid [ [H2C03] ; ( 2 )  formation o f  calc ium monosulfoal uminate (Mohamed 
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and ntIa.  1 998;  Mohamed 2003) ;  and (3)  su lfate reduction into hydrogen su lfide (H2S)  
(Lecture 23.  February 200 1 ,  Aiken Murray Corp . ,  March 200 1 ,  Potash & Phosphate 
Institute of Canada, March 200 1 ) . 
The in it ial avai lable su lfate in the i rrigation water was complete ly consumed by 
the ub trate a indicated from the results of the reference sample (O%S added). 
However. with the addit ion of su lfur, the avai lable su lfate increased during the same 
period ( 1 0 days) due to possible formation of su lfunc acid,  carbonic acid  and di ssol ution 
of calc ite. Then i t  continued to i ncrease from 1 0  to 20 days due to formation of tricalc ium 
al uminate. tricalc ium aluminate hydrate. tetracalcium al umi nate hydrate and ca lc ium 
monosul foaluminate . From 20 to 40 days, i t  decreased due to formation of secondary 
gyp urn. calc i te.  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium hydroxide .  From 40 to 80 
days. i t  increased due to generation of su lfuric acid, carbonic acid  and di ssol ution of 
calcite .  
The experimental results of su lfate variations were further studied via the  use of 
stati stical analysis .  The analysis of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value was 
found to be 0.000 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicating that addit ion of su lfur has h ighly 
significance (P-value < 0.05) on the changes in  sulfate value .  Also there was a difference 
in the mean as shown in Table 4 .7 .  
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Table 4 .7 :  One-way stacked A OVA analysis for su lfate resul ts of the mix design type I 
I samp es 
1 (O % S) 2 ( 1  % S )  3 ( 2 % S) 4 ( 3 % S )  
l ean 0. I S00 2 .32S0 2 .8S00 2 .9S00 
tDiv 0. 1 000 0.5737 0.S260 0.8 1 85 
.. t-tA M ineral Formation : 
To identify \ hether or not gypsum has been formed, x-ray di ffraction anal ysis 
( RD). canning electron microscope (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
analy i s  were uti l ized. For mi design type I al l samples were examined by XRD 
anal is, after al l time periods (5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days). In all tested samples, the major 
mineral found was quartz. Also the minor formed minera ls  were exam ined after 5 ,  1 0, 20 
and 40 days. In  al l samples,  calc i te and plagioclase were found after 5 ,  1 0, 20 days but 
after 40 days dolomite was found. After 80 days, for mix des ign type I treated with 2 and 
2% S.  calcite ,  p lagioc lase, dolomite and gypsum were found as shown in  Table 4.4. 
The SEM results  for mix design type I samples (S - 8) after 20, 40 and 80 days 
are shown in Figures 4 . 1 2- 4. 1 4 . Figures 4 . 1 2  (a) to (d) show the mix des ign type I 
images at magni ficat ion levels of X2300 X 1 500 X2000, and X 1 S00 after 20 days . 
Figures 4 . 1 3  (a) to (d) show the mix des ign type I images at magni fication levels of 
X 1 800, X 1 600, X2200, and X 1 800 after 40 days. Figures 4. 1 4  (a) to (d) show the mix  
design type I images a t  magnifi cation l evels of  X35 ,  X2500, X3300, and XSOOO after 80 
days.  The major mineral s are quartz and minor mineral are calcite and plagioc lase . After 
20 days, no clear gypsum was fonned as shown from Figures 4 . 1 2  (a) to (d) . Also, no 
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gyp um v a formed after 40 days a hown from Figures 4 . 1 3  (a) to (d).  After 80 days, 
the micrographs shown in Figures 4. 1 4  (a) to (d) indicate the formation of gypsum rods in  
mIX de i gn type I samples 7 (2%S)  and 8 (3% ).  which  are shown in  Figures 4. 1 4  (c)  and 
(d).  
Furthermore, the Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) anaJ ysis was done for mix 
de ign type I ample 7 and 8 after 80 day to support the existence of minerals as shown 
in  Figure 4. 1 5  and 4 . 1 6, respective ly .  
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F igure 4. 1 0 : Variation of e lectrical conduct iv i ty ( EC )  with t ime and amount of added elemental su l fur for m ix  design type I samples 
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F igure 4. 1 1 : Variat ion of water solub le su l fate with t ime and amount of added e lemental su l fur for m ix  des ign type I samples (with 
add it ion of 5% CaC03) .  
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Figure 4 . 1 2 : EM micrograph for mix design type I samples after 20 days at di fferent 
magni fication levels and su lfur content :  (a) X2300 : O%S ;  (b) X 1 500: 1 % ; (c) X2000: 




Figure 4 . 1 3 : SEM micrograph for mix design type I samples after 40 days at di fferent 
magmfication levels and su lfur content :  (a) X 1 900: 0% . (b) X 1 600: 1 %S;  (c) X2200: 




Figure 4 . 1 4 :  SEM micrograph for mix design type I samples after 80 days at di fferent 
magnification l evels and su lfur content :  (a) X35: O%S; (b) X2500:  1 %S; (c) X3300: 
2%S ; (d) X5000: 3%S.  
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Figure 4. 1 6 :  EDX graph for mix  design type I sample 8 (3%S)  after 80 days 
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4.5 EFF T OF ELE I E  TAL ULFUR A PPLICAT ION 0 M I X  DE I G  
TYPE I I :  
The effect o f  added elemental u l fur on mix design type II (with addi tion of 1 0% 
3)  \v a detem1ined by measuring  the pH levels,  e lectrical conductivity (EC) in 
� fcm and " ater oluble 0-1-2 (gfkg). It hould be noted that, as previously di scussed, 
the mi de ign t}pe II contained in it ial carbonates in  the amount of 1 6 .2% in  the used 
and . 0 the in i t ial carbonates i n  the sand u ed i n  mix des ign type I I  was al so 1 6 .2% and 
o the total percentage of CaC03 in mix design type II was 26.2%. The variations of these 
parameter a a function of t ime are di cu sed below. 
4.5. 1 pH Variation : 
The ariatlOn of pH a a function of t ime and su lfur addi tion is shown in Figure 
4. 1 7 . The e perimental re u l ts of pH variation of the mix  design type I I  sample without 
addition of e lemental su lfur increased from 8 .65 to 9 .00 after 5 days but then reduced to 
8 .25 . 8.35. 8 . 1 6  and 8 .07 after 1 0. 20. 40 and 80 days,  respectivel y .  This is attributed to 
the amount of su lfur which ',: as found main ly  in  added organic  manure ( 1  %) and i n  the 
sand as discussed in  Chapter 3. This total su lfur measured as su lfate were 9409, 326, 0.4 
mg/kg in  organic matter, sand and CaC03, respective ly .  This means that a pH reduction 
of approximate ly  0.59 un i ts has been achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease 
unti l  80 days due to formation of su lfuric acid, carbonic acid and dissol ution of calcite. 
The resul ts i ndicate that the addition of 1 % S red uced the pH level from 8 .65 to 
7 .5 1 . 7.43, 7 .38,  7 .4 1  and 7 .37  after 5 .  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively.  This means 
that a pH reduction of approximate ly  1 . 14 un i ts has been achieved after 5 days and pH 
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contmued t decrea e unt J l  20 day due to formation u l furic acid, carbonic aCId and 
dl l utl n f calc i te .  The increase of pH after 40 days could be attributed to the 
fonnat lon of econdary gyp urn,  calcite.  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium 
hydrox Ide. fter 0 day . pH decrea ed agai n due to fonnation of tricalc ium aluminate 
( 3 ), tncalcium aluminate hydrate ( 3AH6). tetracalc ium aluminate hydrate (C�AH I 3) 
and calc IUm mono u lfoaluminate . 
The addition of 2% reduced the pH level from 8 .66 to 7 .45, 7 .44, 7 .47, 7 .36 and 
7 .43 after 5. 1 0, 20. 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  This  means that a pH reduction of 
approximate ly  1 .2 1  unit  ha been achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease 
untI l -+0 day . 
The addition of 3% reduced the  pH level from 8 .67 to  7 .55 ,  7 .4 1 ,  7 .37 ,  7 .26 and 
7 .-+0 after 5, 1 0. 20. 40 and 80 day . respective ly .  This  means that a pH reduction of 
approximate l)  1 . 1 2 uni ts  ha been achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease 
unt i l  40 days but increased after 80 days. 
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as well as the 
expenmental resu l ts .  the pH first reduced because of formation of sul furic acid, carbonic 
acid  and dissol ution of calcite. Then it increased because of formation of secondary 
g) psum, calcite.  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium hydroxide. Then i t  
decreased again because of fonnation of tricalc ium aluminate, tricalc ium aluminate 
hydrate, tetracalc ium al uminate hydrate and calc iummonosu lfoaluminate . 
The experi mental results  of pH variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
stati stical analysi s .  The anal ysi s of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value  was 
found to be 0.020 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicatin g  that addition of su lfur has h ighly 
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Igmficance P-value < 0.05 ) on the change 1 11 pH value. Also there was a httle 
d Ifference 1 11 the mean a hown in Table  4 .8 .  
Table 4 .  n e  - way tacked NOV anal ysis for pH re ul ts  of mi design type I I  
I samp es 
1 ( 0 %  ) 2 ( 1  % ) 3 (2 % ) 4 ( 3 % 8 )  
Mean 8 .4 1 33 7 .6250 7.6350 7 .6350 
tDiv 0.350 1 0.5046 0.5035 0.5 1 09 
"'.5.2 Electrica l Conductivity (EC) Variation: 
The ariation of EC as a function of ti me and su lfur addit ion is shown in Figure 
4. 1 . The EC of the mi design type II  samples without addition of e lemental sulfur 
increa ed from 279 to 352 Il fcm after 5 days then decreased to 305 and 280 Il fcm 
after 1 0  and 20 days, respectivel y .  Then it increased to 408 and 5 1 1  IlS fcm after 40 and 
80 days, respectively .  Th i s  can be attributed to: ( 1 )  the amount of organic manure that the 
mix des ign type I I  sample contains  ( 1 %) ;  (2) the amount of total sul fur measured as 
sulfate that the organic manure contains  9409 mg/kg, and (3) the amount of total su lfur 
measured as su lfate of 326, 0.4 mg/kg in  sand and CaC03, respectivel y .  Due to su lfur 
oxidation. pH decreased and the amount of sol uble ions increased l eading  to an i ncrease 
of EC. 
The results  i ndicate that the addit ion of 1 %S increased EC from 275 to 1 9 1 0, 
2950, 1 04 1 ,  1 650 and 2570 IlS fcm after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively .  This 
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mean that EC increase of 1 635 Il /em has been achieved after 5 days and EC also 
increa ed by 2040 Il fcrn after 1 0  days, but decreased after 20 and 40 days, then 
increased after 80 day . 
Al 0 the addition of 2%S increased EC from 2761lS to 2860, 2220, 1 1 00, 1 670 
and 2680 IlS fcrn after 5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively .  This means that EC 
increase of 2584 Il fcrn has been achieved after 5 days and EC then decreased after 1 0  
20 and 40 days but increased after 80 days. 
The addit ion of 3% S also increased EC from 278 to 1 564, 2980, 1 1 1 4, 1 880 and 
2530 Il fcrn after 5 ,  1 0. 20, 40 and 80 days, respecti vely .  This means that EC increase of 
1 286 and 2702 IlS fcrn has been achieved after 5 and 1 0  days, respect ively .  The EC then 
decrea ed after 20 days but i ncreased after 40 and 80 days. The increa e in soluble salts 
as measured by soi l  EC was due to dissolution of CaC03 by H2S0� (Cifuentes and 
Lindeman, 1 993) .  
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions  discussed previously as we l l  as the 
experimental resu l ts, the EC first increased because of formation of su lfuric acid, 
carbonic  acid  and di ssolution of calc i te .  Then i t  decreased because of formation of 
secondary gypsum, calc i te ,  calcium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium hydroxide. Then 
it increased again because of fonnation of tlicalc ium al uminate, tricalc ium aluminate 
hydrate, tetracalc ium al uminate hydrate and calci ummonosulfoaluminate . 
The experimental results of EC variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
statistical analysis .  The analysi s of variance (One-way stacked ANOVA) p- value was 
found to be 0.00 1 with 3 degrees of freedom, indicating that addi tion of su lfur has highly 
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Igmficance ( P- al ue < 0.05) on the changes in  EC alue.  Also there was a difference in  
the mean as  shown in Table 4.9 .  
Tabl 4 .9 :  One-way tacked A OVA analysis for EC results of the  mix design type I I  
I samp. es 
1 (O%S)  2 ( 1  %S)  3 ( 2 % S) 4 (3 % S) 
Mean 37 1 .2 2024 .2  2 1 06.0 20 1 3 .6 
StDiv 92.2 754 . 1 726 .8  746.6 
.:J.S.3 Oxidation of Elemental Su lfur :  
o idation of  elemental su lfur was evaluated based on the amount of  measured 
v ater soluble su lfate . Therefore, Figure 4. 1 9  shows the amount of water soluble su lfate as 
a function of t ime and amount of e lemental su lfur added. Thus the Figure indicates that 
the addit ion of 1 % S. 2%S and 3� S kept the amount of water soluble S04-2 higher than 
without addition of elemental sulfur. 
In addit ion of 1 %S. the amount of water sol uble S04-2 decreased from 8 .2  g/kg at 
o day to 3 .0, 2 .5  and 2.4 g/kg after 1 0, 20 and 40 days, respecti vely .  Then, it i ncreased to 
2 .8  g/kg after 80 days. Whereas, the amount of water sol uble S04-
2 i n  samples without 
addition of e lemental su lfur decreased from 8 .2  g/kg at 0 day to 0. 1 g/kg after 1 0  days 
and then remained constant at 0. 1 ,  0 . 1 and 0. 1 g/kg after 20, 40 and 80 days, 
respectively .  This  means that oxidation of e lemental sul fur continued to progress with 
some variations between t ime periods but resu l ting in  h igher amount of avai lable water 
sol uble su lfate than in samples wi thout addi tion of e lemental su lfur. 
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l o in addition of 2% S, the amount of water sol uble SO-l-2 decreased from 8 .2  
glkg at 0 day to 2 .9  and 2 . 1 after 10 and 20 days, respectively. Then , i t  increased to 2 .2  
and 3 . 1 glkg after 40 and 80 days, respectively.  Th is  means that oxidation of  elemental 
u l fur cont inued to progress with some variations between time periods but result ing in  
h igher amount of avai lable water soluble su lfate than in samples wi thout addition of 
elemental su lfur. 
Also in  addition of 3% S, the amounts of water soluble S04-2 decreased from 8 .2 
glkg at 0 day to 3 .3  and 2.6 glkg after 1 0  and 20 days, respectively.  Then, it increased to 
3.0 and 4. 1 glkg after 40 and 80 days, respectively.  This means that oxidation of 
elemental su lfur continued to progress with some variations between t ime periods but 
resul t ing in h igher amount of avai lable water sol uble sulfate than in samples without 
addition of e lemental su lfur. 
I t  can be obser ed that the high amount of in i tial water soluble S04-2 in  all 
samples was due to addition of organ ic manure ( 1  %)  which had 8 . 1 7  glkg water sol uble 
SO/� and sand which had 0.03 glkg water soluble SO-l-2 . Also the presence of water 
sol uble SO/l w as due to sul fur ox idation which was found main ly  in the added organic 
manure ( 1  %) and i n  the sand. The total su lfur measured as sulfate were 9409, 326, 0 .4 
mglkg in organic manure, sand and CaC03 respectively .  This i ni tia l  amount was 
complete ly reduced after 1 0  days in samples wi thout addition of elemental su lfur. Also 
there were variations of water sol uble S04-2 between the t ime periods for samples treated 
by e lemental su lfur. This  could be attributed to: ( 1 )  neutral ization of calc ium carbonate 
by H2S04 (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) and formation of both gypsum [CaS04.2H20 ]  
and carboni c  acid  [ [ H2C03 ] ;  ( 2 )  formation o f  calc ium monosulfoalumi nate (Mohamed 
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and Antia. 1 99 ; Mohamed 2003) ;  and (3)  u lfate reduction into hydrogen sulfide (H:: ) 
(Lecture 23.  February 200 1 .  AIken Murray Corp. ,  March 200 1 ,  Potash & Phosphate 
In t i tute of Canada, March 200 1 ). 
The i ni tial a ai lable su lfate in  the irrigation water was complete ly  consumed by 
the ubstrate as indicated from the resu l ts of the reference sample (O%S added). 
However. with the addition of su lfur, the avai lable sulfate increased during  the same 
period ( 1 0  da ) due to possible formation of su lfuric acid.  carbonic acid and di ssolution 
of calcite. Then it continued to increase from 1 0  to 20 days due to formation of trica\cium 
al umi nate. tricalc ium al uminate hydrate, tetracalc ium aluminate hydrate and calcium 
monosulfoaluminate. From 20 to 40 days. it decreased due to formation of secondary 
g psum. calc i te ,  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium hydroxide. From 40 to 80 
day , i t  increased due to generation of su lfuric acid,  carbonic acid and di ssol ution of 
calc i te.  
The e peri mental resu l ts of su lfate variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
statist ical analysis .  The analysis of variance (One-way stacked ANOVA) p- value was 
found to be 0.000 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicating that addition of su lfur has h igh ly  
s ign ificance ( P-val ue < 0.05) on the changes in  sulfate value.  Also there was a di fference 
in the mean as shown in Table 4. 1 0 . 
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Table 4. 1 0: One-way stacked A 0 A analy is for sulfate results of the mix design type 
I I  I samp les 
1 ( O % S )  2 ( 1  % S )  3 (2%S)  4 (3%S)  
lean 0. 1 000 2 .6750 2 .5500 3 .2500 
StDiv 0.0000 0.2754 0.4655 0.635 1 
·tS.4 Mineral Formation: 
To identi fy whether or not gypsum has been formed, x-ray di ffraction anal ysis  
( RD), scanning e lectron microscope (SEM) and Energy Di spersive X-ray (EDX) were 
uti l ized. For mix design type I I  a l l  samples were examined by XRD analysis,  after al l  
t ime periods (5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days) .  In al l tested samples, the major mineral found 
wa quartz and some calc i te.  Also the minor formed mineral s were examined after 5, 1 0, 
20 and 40 days.  In a l l  samples, p lagioc lase and calcite were found after 5 and 1 0  days. 
After 20. 40 and 80 days the minor mineral was plagioc lase but gypsum was found 
samples treated with 3%S after 20 and 80 days as shown in Table 4.2 .  
The SEM resul ts for mix des ign type I I  samples (9 - 1 2) after 20,  40 and 80 days 
are shown in Figures 4 .20 to 4.22 .  Figures 4 .20 (a) to (d) show the mix  design type I I  
images at magni fication levels o f  X 1 600, X2S00, X 1 900, and X 1 200 after 20 days. 
Figures 4.2 1 (a) to (d) show the mix  design type I I  images at magnification levels of 
X2500, X 1 400, X2S00, and X 1 S00 after 40 days. Figures 4.22 (a) to (d) show the mix 
design type I I  images at magn ification l evels of X2300, X2000, X2500, and X4000 after 
80 days. The major minerals are quartz and calcite and minor mineral i s  plagioc lase . 
After 20 days, gypsum was formed in  sample 1 2  (3%S) as shown from Figures 4.20 (a) to 
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(d).  a gyp um " a  formed after 40 days a shown from Figures 4.2 1 (a) to (d). After 80 
days. the micrographs shown in Figures 4.22 (a) to (d) indicate the fonnati on of gypsum 
rod in mix de i gn type II sample 1 2  (3%S), which is shown in Figures 4.22 (d). 
Furthermore. the Energy Dispersi e X-ray (EDX) analysis was done for mix 
design type I I  samples 1 2  after 20 and 80 days to support the exi stence of minerals as 
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Figure 4. 1 7 : Variat ion of pH with t ime and amount of added elemental su l fur for m i x  design type I I  samp les (with add it ion of 1 0% 
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Figure 4. 1 8 : Variation of electrical conduct iv i ty ( EC)  with t ime and amount of  added elemental su l fur for m ix  design type I I  samples 
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F igure 4. 1 9 : Variat ion of water sol uble su l fate with t ime and amount of added elemental su l fur for m i x  design type II samples (with 
add ition of 1 0% CaC03) .  
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Figure 4.20: SEM micrograph for mix design type I I  samples after 20 days at di fferent 
magni fication l evels and su lfur content :  (a) X 1 600: O%S; (b) X2500: 1 %S; Cc) X 1 900: 2%S; 




Figure 4 .2 1 :  SEM micrograph for mix  design type I I  samples after 40 days at di fferent 
magnification leve ls  and sulfur content :  (a) X2S00 :  O%S; (b) X 1 400: 1 %S;  (c) X2S00: 2%S; 




Figure 4.22: SEM micrograph for mix design type II samples after 80 days at di fferent 
magnification l evels and su lfur content :  (a) X2300: O%S; (b) X2000: 1 %S;  (c) X2500: 2%S; 
(d) X4000: 3%S.  
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Figure 4.24: EDX graph for mix design type I I  sample 1 2  (3%S) after 80 days 
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4.6 EFFECT OF E LEM ENTA L SULFUR A PPLICATION ON MIX DES IGN 
TYPE I I I :  
The effect  of added elemental su lfur on mix design type I I I  (with addit ion of 20% 
aC03) was determined by measuring the pH levels, e lectrical conducti vity (EC) i n  
)...l fcm and ater soluble S04-2 (gfkg) . I t  should be noted that, as previously di scussed, 
the mj design type I I I  contained in it ial  carbonates in the amount of 1 6 .2% in the used 
sand. So the i ni ti al carbonates in the sand used in mix design type I I I  was also 1 6 .2% and 
so the total percentage of CaC03 in mix design type I I I  was 36.2%. The variations of 
these parameters a a function of t ime are di scussed bel ow .  
4.6. 1 p H  Variation : 
The variation of pH as a function of time and su lfur addition is shown in  Figure 
4.25 . The experimental resu l ts of pH vmiation of the mix design type I I I  samples without 
addition of elemental su lfur decreased from 8 .5 1 to 7 .22, 7 .65 after 5 and 10 days but 
i ncreased after 20 days 8.30 and then decreased after 40 and 80 days 8 . 1 5  and 8 .00, 
respectively .  Thi s  i s  attributed to the amount  of su lfur which was found main ly  in added 
organic manure ( 1 %) and i n  the sand as discussed in Chapter 3 .  The total su lfur 
measured as su lfate were 9409 326 0 .4 mg/kg in  organic matter, sand and CaC03. 
respectively .  Thi s  means that a pH reduction of approximate ly  0.59 uni ts has been 
achieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease unti l 80 days due to formation of 
sul furic aci d, carbonic acid  and di ssol ution of calcite. 
The resul ts indicate that the addition of 1 % S reduced the pH level from 8 .53  to 
7 .36, 7 .49, 7 .35 , 7 . 3 1 and 7 .34 after 5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively .  This means 
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that a pH reduction of approximate ly  l . 1 7 un i ts has been achieved after 5 days due to 
formation of su lfuric acid. carbonic acid  and di ssolution of calc i te .  The increase of pH 
after 1 0  and 80 day could be attributed to the formation of secondary gypsum, calci te.  
calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium hydroxi de .  After 20 and 40 days, pH 
decreased due to formation of tIicalc ium alumi nate (C3A) tIicalc ium aluminate hydrate 
( 3AH6). tetracalc ium aluminate hydrate (C� 1 3) and calc ium monosulfoaluminate. 
The addition of 2% S reduced the pH level from 8 .46 to 7 .4 1 , 7 .50, 7 .37 , 7 .38 
and 7 .30 after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respect ively .  This  means that a pH reduction of 
appro i mate ly  1 .05 units has been achie ed after 5 days and pH continued to decrease 
unti l  80 day . The addition of 3% S reduced the pH level  from 8 .47 to 8 .50, 7 .37 .  7 .43. 
7.39 and 7 .29 after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days. respective ly .  This means that a pH 
reduction of appro imately  1 . 1 0 uni ts has been achieved after 10 days and pH continued 
to decrease unt i l  80 days. 
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions di scussed previously as wel l  as 
results, the pH first reduced because of formation of sulfuric acid, carbonic acid and 
dissolution of calc i te .  Then it increased because of formation of secondary gypsum, 
calc i te,  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium hydroxide. Then i t  decreased again 
because of formation of tIicalcium aluminate, tricalcium aluminate hydrate, tetracalcium 
aluminate hydrate and calc i um monosulfoaluminate. 
The experimental results of pH variations were further studied via the use of 
stati stical analysis .  The anal ysi s of variance (One-way stacked ANOVA) p- value was 
found to be 0.455 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicating that addition of sulfur has no 
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igm ficance ( P- al ue > 0.05) on the changes In  pH al ue . Also there was a l i tt le 
di fference in  the mean as shown in Table 4 . 1 1 . 
Table 4. 1 1 : One - way stacked A OVA analysis for pH results of mix design type I I I  
I samp es 
1 (0 % 8) 2 (1 % 8) 3 ( 2 % 8 )  4 (3 % 8 )  
Mean 7 .97 1 7  7 .5633 7 .5700 7 .74 1 7  
8tDiv 0 .4688 0.4776 0.4408 0.5777 
4.6.2 Electrica l Conductivity (EC) Variation: 
The vari ation of EC as a function of t ime and sul fur addit ion is  shown in  Figure 
-+.26. The EC of the mi design type i l l  samples  without addition of elemental sulfur 
increased from 369 to 1 9 1 0  �S/cm after 5 days but decreased to 1 68 1 ,  294 �S/cm after 
1 0  and 20 days, respectively .  Then it increased again to 440 and 747�S/cm after 40 and 
80 days, respectively .  Th i s  can be attributed to :  ( 1 )  the amount of organic  manure that the 
mix design type In sample contains  (1 %); (2) the amount of total sulfur measured as 
sulfate that the organic manure contains  9409 mg/kg, and (3) the amount of total sulfur 
measured as su lfate of 326, 0.4 mg/kg in  sand and CaC03, respectively .  Due to sulfur 
oxidation, pH decreased and the amount of soluble ions i ncreased leading to an i ncrease 
of Ee. 
The results  i ndicate that the addit ion of 1 %S increased EC from 367 to 1 870, 
2480, 1 263, 1 642 and 2730 �S/cm after 5 ,  1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  Thi s 
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mean that E i ncrea e of 1 07 3  ).!Sfcm has been achieved after 5 days and EC al so 
i ncreased by 2040 ).! fcm after 1 0  days, but decreased after 20 and then increased after 40 
and 80 day . 
I so the addit ion of 2%S increased EC from 365 to 1 870. 2480. 1 263, 1 642 and 
2730 ).!Sfcm after 5. 1 0. 20, 40 and 80 days, respectivel y .  Thi s means that EC increase of 
1 505 and 2 1 1 5).!Sfcm has been achieved after 5 and 1 0  days, respecti ve ly .  Then EC 
decreased after 20 days but increased after 40 and 80 days. 
The addi tion of 3% S al so i ncreased EC from 356).!S to 389, 3 1 70. 988, 2050 and 
_8-0 �lS/cm after 5. 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  This means that EC increase of 
2 1 6 ).! fcm ha been ach ieved after 1 0  days.  The EC then decreased after 20 days but 
i ncreased after 40 and 80 days. The increa e in sol uble aIts as measured by soi l EC was 
due to d issol ution of CaC03 by H2S0� (Cifuentes and Li ndeman, 1 993) .  
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as wel l  as the 
experimental results .  the EC first i ncreased because of fonnation of su lfuric  acid, 
carbonic acid  and di ssolution of calcite.  Then i t  decreased because of fonnation of 
secondary gypsum. calcite calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium hydroxide. Then 
it i ncreased again because of formation of tricalc ium al umi nate, tricalc ium aluminate 
hydrate, tetracalc ium al uminate hydrate and calci ummonosulfoal uminate . 
The experimental resul ts  of EC variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
stat istical analys is .  The anal ysi s  of variance (One-way stacked ANOVA) p- value was 
found to be 0.264 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicating that addit ion of sul fur has no 
s ign ificance ( P-val ue > 0.05) on the changes in EC value. A lso there was a di fference in 
the mean as shown in Table 4 . 1 2 . 
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Table  4. 1 2 : One-way stacked A OVA analysis for Ee resul ts of the mix design type I I I  
I samp es 
1 (O % S )  2 ( 1  % S )  3 (2 %S)  4 (3%S) 
Mean 1 0 1 4.4 1 668 .2 1 997.0 1 883 .4 
StDiv 736.0 59 1 .6 602.4 1 1 82 .7 
·t6.3 Oxidation of Elemental Sulfur:  
Oxidation of  elemental su lfur was evaluated based on the amount of  measured 
\ ater soluble su lfate . Therefore, Figure 4.27 shows the amount of water soluble sulfate as 
a function of time and amount of e lemental su lfur added. Thus, the Figure indicates that 
the addition of 1 % 5, 2%5 and 3%5 kept the amount of water soluble 504.2 higher than 
without addition of e lemental su lfur (contro l ) .  
In  addi tion of  1 %S,  the  amount of water sol uble SO/� decreased from 8 .2  g/kg at 
o day to 2 .8 ,  2 .4 and 2 .2  g/kg after 1 0, 20 and 40 days, respectively.  Then, i t  increased to 
2 .5  g/kg 80 days. Whereas, the amount  of water soluble 504.2 in samples without 
addit ion of e lemental su lfur decreased from 8 .2  g/kg at 0 day to 0. 1 g/kg after 1 0  days 
and remained constant at 0. 1 g/kg after 20, 40 and 80 days. This means that oxidation 
of e lemental su lfur cont inued to progress with some variations between t ime periods but 
resu l t ing in h igher amount of avai l able water soluble su lfate than in samples without 
addition of e lemental su lfur. 
Also in addition of 2% S, the amounts of water soluble S04·2 decreased from 8.2 
g/kg at 0 days to 3 .4, 2 .6 and 2 .2  g/kg after 1 0, 20 and 40 days, respectively. Then, i t  
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Increased to 3 .3  glkg after 80 days. This means that oxidation of elemental sulfur 
contin ued to progre with some vari ations between time periods but result ing in higher 
amount of a ai lable " ater sol uble su lfate than in samples without addition of elemental 
su lfur. 
Al o in addition of 3% S the amounts of water soluble S04-2 decreased from 8 .2  
glkg at  0 day to 3 .0 and 2 . 1 after 10 and 20 days. respectively. Then, i t  increased to 3 . 1  
and 3 .4 glkg after 40 and 80 days, respectively.  This means that oxidation of elemental 
su lfur cont inued to progress with some variations between t ime periods but result ing in 
h igher amount of a ai lable water soluble sulfate than in samples wi thout addition of 
e lemental u lfur. 
I t  can be observed that the h igh amount of in i tial water sol uble S04-2 in  al l 
sample was due to addition of organic manure ( l  %) which had 8 . 1 7  g/kg water soluble 
04-
2 
and sand which had 0.03 glkg water sol uble S04-2. Also the presence of water 
soluble SO/! was due to su lfur oxidation which was found main ly  in the added organ ic 
manure ( l  %) and in  the sand. The total su lfur measured as sulfate were 9409, 326. 0.4 
mg/kg in organic manure. sand and CaC03 respectively.  This i n i tial amount was 
completely reduced after 1 0  days i n  samples without addition of elemental sulfur. Also 
there were variations of water sol uble S04-2 between the t ime periods for samples treated 
by e lemental su lfur. This could be attributed to: ( 1 )  neutral ization of calc ium carbonate 
by H2S04 (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) and formation of both gypsum [CaS04.2H20 ]  
and carbonic acid [ [H2C03 ] ;  (2) formation of calcium monosulfoal uminate (Mohamed 
and Anti a, 1 998;  Mohamed 2003);  and (3 )  sulfate reduction in to hydrogen sulfide (H2S)  
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(Lecture 2 . February 200 ! '  AIken Mur ay Corp . .  March 200 1 ,  Potash & Phosphate 
Institute of anada. March 200 1 ) . 
The in it ial avai lable sulfate in  the inigation water was complete ly consumed by 
the ubstrate as indicated from the resul ts  of the reference sample (O%S added). 
Howe er, \ i th the addition of su lfur, the avai lable su lfate increased during the same 
period ( 1 0  days)  due to possible formation of su lfuric acid. carbonic  acid and dissolution 
of calcite. Then i t  cont inued to increase from 1 0  to 20 days due to formation of tricalcium 
aluminate, tricalc ium al uminate hydrate, tetracalcium aluminate hydrate and calcium 
monosu l foaluminate . From 20 to 40 days, it decreased due to formation of secondary 
gypsum. calcite .  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium hydroxide. From 40 to 80 
days, it i ncreased due to generation of su lfuric acid. carbonic acid and di ssol ution of 
calc i te.  
The experimental resu l ts of su lfate variations were further studied via the use of 
statistical analysi s .  The analysi s of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value was 
found to be 0.000 with 3 degrees of freedom, i ndicating that addi tion of sulfur has highly 
s ign i ficance ( P-value < 0.05) on the changes in  sulfate value. Also there was a di fference 
in the mean as shown in Table 4. 1 3 .  
Table 4. 1 3 : One-way stacked ANOVA analysis for sul fate results o f  the mix des ign type 
I I I  1 samp es 
Mean 
StDiv 
1 (O % S) 2 ( 1  % S) 
0. 1 000 2 .4750 
0.0000 0.2500 
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3 (2 % S) 4 (3 %S)  
2 .8750 2.9000 
0.5737 0.5598 
4.6.4 M ineral  Formation : 
To identi fy whether or not gypsum has been fonned, x-ray di ffraction analysis 
(XRD), canning electron microscope (SEM) and Energy Di spersive X-ray (EDX) were 
uti l ized. For mi des ign type I I I  a l l  sample were examined by XRD analysis.  after a l l  
t ime period (5 ,  1 0. 20.  40 and 80 days) .  In a l l  tested samples the major mineral found 
wa quartz and calcite .  Also the minor fonned minerals  were examined after 5 ,  1 0, 20 
and 40 days. In  all samples,  plagioclase and calcite were found as shown in  Table 4.2 
The SEM resu l ts for mix des ign type I I I  samples ( 1 3- 1 6  after 20, 40 and 80 days 
are shown in Figures 4 .28 to 4. 30. Figures 4.28 (a) to (d) show the mix design type I I I  
images at magni fication levels of  X750. X 1 600, X 1 700, and X 1 400 after 20  days. 
Figures4.29 (a) to (d) show the mix  design type I I I  images at magnifi cation leve ls  of 
X 1 000. X2500. X l OOO, and X 1 600 after 40 days. Figures 4.30 (a) to (d) show the mix 
design type I I I  images at magn i fi cation Ie els of X 1 500. X 1 900. X550, and X2200 after 
80 days.  The major mineral s are quartz and calc i te and minor mineral is plagioclase . No 
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F igure 4 .26:  Variat ion of electrical conduct iv i ty ( EC)  with t ime and amount of added elemental su l fur for mix design type I I I  samples 
(with add it ion of 20% CaC03) .  
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F igure 4 .27 :  Variat ion of water soluble su lfate with  t ime and amount of added elemental su l fur for m i x  design type I I I  samples (with 




Figure 4 .28 :  SEM micrograph for mix design type I I I  samples after 20 days at di fferent 
magnification leve ls  and su lfur content: (a) X750: O%S ; (b) X 1 600: 1 %S; (c) X 1 700: 




Figure 4.29: SEM micrograph for mix design type I I I  samples after 40 days at di fferent 
magni fication levels and su lfur content:  (a) X 1 000: O%S; (b) X2500:  1 %S; (c) X 1 000: 




Figure 4 .30: SEM micrograph for mix design type I I I  samples after 80 days at di fferent 
magnification levels and sulfur content:  (a) X 1 500:  O%S; (b) X 1 900: 1 %S;  (c) X550: 
2%S; Cd) X2200: 3%S.  
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4.7 EFFECT OF ELEM ENTA L SULFUR A PPLICATION ON MIX DESIGN 
TYPE IV :  
The effect  o f  added elemental sulfur o n  m i x  design type IV (with addition of 30% 
Ca 03) \ a detennined by measuring the pH leve ls .  e lecuica] conductivity (EC) in  
)..l /cm and water soluble S04·
2 
(g/kg). It should be noted that, as  previously discussed, 
the mix design type IV contained in i tial carbonates in the amount of 1 6.2% in the used 
and. So the in i ti al carbonates in the sand used in mix design type IV was also 1 6 .2% and 
so the total percentage of CaC03 in  mix  design type I V  was 46.2%. The variations of 
the e parameters as a function of t ime are discussed below .  
4.7 . 1  p H  Variation: 
The variation of pH as a function of t ime and su lfur addition is  shown in  Figure 
4.3 1 .  The experi mental results of pH variation of the mix design type IV samples without 
addition of e lemental su lfur decreased from 8.98 to 8 .08 after 5 days but increased to 
8 . 1 4, 8. 1 8 , 8 . 1 8  and 8.6 1 after 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectivel y . Thi s  is attributed to 
the amount of su lfur which was found main ly  in added organic manure ( 1  %) and in the 
sand as di scussed in Chapter 3. The total sulfur measured as su lfate were 9409, 326, 0.4 
mg/kg in organic matter, sand and CaC03. respectively.  This means that a pH reduction 
of approximate ly  0.59 uni ts has been achieved after 5 days due to fOnTIation of sulfuric 
acid,  carbonic acid  and dissolution of calcite. 
The resul ts  indicate that the addition of 1 %S reduced the pH level from 8 .95 to 
7.57 , 7 .70, 7 .46, 7 .45 and 7 .33  after 5, 1 0, 20, 40 and 80 days, respectively .  Thi s  means 
that a pH reduction of approximately  1 . 38 units has been achieved after 5 days due to 
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formation of sulfuric acid .  carbonic acid and dis ol ution of calcite then increased by 0. 1 3  
uni ts  after 1 0  days due to the formation of econdary gypsum, calc i te, calc ium hydrox ide 
and ionization of calcium hydroxi de .  After 20, 40 and 80 days, pH decreased again due to 
formation of tricruc ium aluminate (C3A), tricalc ium aluminate hydrate (C3AH6), 
tetracalc ium aluminate hydrate (C.�AH I3) and calcium monosulfoaluminate . 
The addition of 2% S reduced the pH level from 8 .95 to 7 .50, 7 .5 1 ,  7 .60, 7 .37  and 
7 .39 after 5, 1 0, 20. 40 and 80 days, respectively .  This means that a pH reduction of 
appro imate ly  1 .25 uni ts  has been ach ieved after 5 days then i ncreased after 10 and 20 
days but decreased again after 40 and 80 days .  
The addit ion of 3% S reduced the pH level from 8 .89 to 7.5 1 .  7 .43, 7 .67, 7 .34 and 
7 .39 after 5. 1 0, 20. 40 and 80 days. respectively.  This means that a pH reduction of 
approximate ly  1 .38  uni ts has been achieved after 5 days then increased after 20 days but 
decreased again after 40 and 80 days. 
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as well as 
resu l ts .  the pH first reduced because of formation of su lfuric acid, carbonic acid and 
di ssolut ion of calcite .  Then it i ncreased because of formation of secondary gypsum, 
calc i te,  calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc ium hydroxide .  Then i t  decreased again 
because of formation of tricalc ium aluminate, tricalc ium alumi nate hydrate, tetracalc ium 
aluminate hydrate and calc iummonosulfoal uminate. 
The experimental resu l ts of pH variations were further studied via the use of 
statistical analysi s .  The anal ysis of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value was 
found to be 0. 1 43 with 3 degrees of freedom. i ndicating that addition of sulfur has no 
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s ignI ficance ( P- alue > 0.05) on the changes In pH value. Also there was a l i ttle 
di fference in  the mean as shown in  Table 4. 1 4. 
Table 4 . 1 4 :  One - way stacked A OVA analysis for p H  results of mix design type IV 
I samp es 
1 (0 % 8 )  2 ( 1  % 8 )  3 (2 % 8) 4 (3 % 8 )  
Mean 8 .36 1 7  7 .7433 7 .7200 7 .7050 
8tDiv 0.3573 0.6042 0.6085 0.59 1 9  
4.7.2 Electrical Conductivity (EC) Variation: 
The variation of EC as a function of ti me and su lfur addition is  shown in Figure 
4.32.  The EC of the mix  design type IV samples wi thout addition of e lemental sulfur 
increased from 353 to 569 IlS/cm after 5 days then decreased to 363 and 280 IlS/cm after 
1 0  and 20 days, respectively .  Then. i t  i ncreased again to 48 1 IlS/cm after 40 days but 
decreased again to 457 IlS!cm after 80 days. This can be attributed to : ( 1 )  the amount of 
organic manure that the mix design type IV sample contains  ( 1  %) . (2) the amount of total 
sul fur measured as su lfate that the organic manure contains 9409 mglkg and (3)  the 
amount of total su lfur measured as sulfate of 326, 0.4 mglkg in sand and CaC03, 
respectively .  Due to su lfur oxidation, pH decreased and the amount of soluble ions 
increased leading to an i ncrease of Ee. 
The results indicate that the addition of the addition of 1 %S increased EC from 
35 1 to 1 640 IlS/cm after 5 days then decreased to 1 007 and 955 IlS/cm after 1 0, 20 days 
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but increa ed again to 1 53 and 2450 I-l fcm after 40 and 80 days. respective ly .  This 
means that EC increa e of 1 289 I-l fcm ha been achieved after 5 days and EC also 
increased by 2099 I-l Icm after 80 days. 
J 0 the addit ion of 2%S increased EC from 349 to 2080, 22 1 0  I-lS/cm after 5 
and 1 0  day , respectively .  Then decreased to 768 I-lS/cm after 20 days but increased to 
1 9  1 and 25 1 0  I-lSlcm after 40 and 80 days, respectively .  This means that EC i ncrease of 
1 73 1  I-lS ha been achieved after 5 days. 
The addition of 3% S also increased EC from 34 1 to 1 520, 3370 I-lSfcm after 5 
and 1 0  day . respectivel y .  Then decreased to 667 �lSfcm after 20 days but increased again 
to 1 907 and _740 I-lS/cm after 40 and 80 days, respecti vely .  This means that EC increase 
of 1 1 79 and 30_9 I-lSfcm has been achieved after 5 and 1 0  days, respective ly .  The 
increase in soluble salts as measured by soi l EC was due to dissolution of CaC03 by 
H2SO+ (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993). 
B ased on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as wel l  as the 
experimental resul ts, the EC first increased because of fom1ation of sul furic acid, 
carbonic acid  and di ssolution of calc i te .  Then i t  decreased because of formation of 
secondary gypsum, calci te, calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calcium hydroxide .  Then 
it increased again because of formation of tricalcium alumi nate, tricalcium aluminate 
hydrate tetracalc ium al uminate hydrate and calciummonosul foaluminate. 
The experimental resu l ts of EC variations were further studied via the use of 
statistical analysis .  The anal ysis of variance (One-way stacked ANOVA) p- value was 
found to be 0.008 with 3 degrees of freedom, indicating that addition of su lfur has highly 
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slgmficance ( P-val ue < 0.05) on the changes in EC alue.  Also there was a di fference in 
the mean a hown i n  Table 4. 1 5 . 
Table 4. 1 5 : One-way tacked ANOV anal ysis for EC resul ts of the mix design type IV 
I samp es 
1 (O % S )  2 ( 1  % S) 3 (2%S)  4 (3 % S) 
l\- Iean 430.0 1 5 1 8 .0 1 909.8  2040.8 
StDiv l I l A  604.6  668.6 1 052 .6  
4.7.3 Oxidation of Elemental Sulfur :  
o idation of e lemental su lfur was evaluated based on the amount of  measured 
water soluble sul fate. Therefore, Figure 4.33 shows the amount of water sol uble sul fate as 
a function of t ime and amount of e lemental su lfur added . Thus, the Figure indicates that 
the addition of 1 % S ,  2%S and 3%S kept the amount of water sol uble S04-2 higher than 
,. i thout addit ion of e lemental sul fur. 
In addit ion of 1 %S, the amount of water sol uble S04-2 decreased from 8 .2  glkg at 
o day to 2 .2  and 1 .6 glkg after 1 0  and 20 days, respectively. Then , i t  increased to 1 .8 and 
2.3  glkg after 40 and 80 days, respectively .  Whereas the amount of water soluble SO..\ -2 
in  samples wi thout addition of e lemental su lfur decreased from 8 .2  glkg at 0 day to 0. 1 
glkg after 1 0  days and remained constant at 0. 1 g/kg after 20, 40 and 80 days. This 
means that oxidation of elemental su lfur cont inued to progress with some variations 
between time periods but result ing in h igher amount of avai lable water soluble sulfate 
than in samples w ithout addition of elemental su lfur. 
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Al o in addit Ion of 2% S, the amount of water soluble SO .. ':! decreased from 8 .2  
glkg at  0 day to 3 .0 and 1 .5 glkg after 10  and 20 days, respectively. Then . i t  increased to 
1 .7 and 2.4 gikg after 40 and 80 days, respectively.  Th is  means that oxidation of 
elemental u lfur continued to progres with some variations between t ime periods but 
re u l ting in h igher amount of avai lable water sol uble su lfate than in samples without 
addition of e lemental su lfur. 
Al 0 in  addit ion of 3% S, the amounts of water soluble SO/� decreased from 8.2 
glkg to 3 .2  and 1 .4 gikg after 10 and 20 days, respectively.  Then i t  increased to 3 .0 and 
4 .2  glkg after 40 and 80 days, respectively. This means that 0 idation of elemental su lfur 
continued to progress with some variations between t ime periods but result ing in h igher 
amount of avai l able water soluble su lfate than in samples without addition of elemental 
su lfur. 
It  can be ob er ed that the h igh amount of ini tial water sol uble SO .. ·2 in  al l 
samples was due to addition of organic manure ( l  %) which had 8 . 1 7  glkg water sol uble 
SO .. ':! and sand which had 0.03 gikg water soluble SO .. 
·
2 . Also the presence of water 
sol uble SO/
� 
was due to su lfur oxidation which was found mainly in the added organic 
manure ( 1  % and i n  the sand. The total sul fur measured as su lfate were 9409, 326, 0.4 
mgikg in organic manure, sand and CaC03 respectively. Thi s  in i tial amount was 
complete ly  reduced after 1 0  days in samples without addition of e lemental sulfur. Also 
there were variations of water soluble SO .. 
·
2 between the t ime periods for samples treated 
by e lemental su lfur. This  could  be attributed to: ( 1 )  neutral ization of calcium carbonate 
by H2SO .. (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) and formation of both gypsum [CaS04 .2H20]  
and carbonic acid [ [ H2C03] ; (2 )  formation of  calc ium monosul foaluminate (Mohamed 
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and Antia. 1 998'  Mohamed 2003):  and (3)  su lfate reduction into hydrogen sulfide (H2S) 
(Lecture 23.  February 200 1 ,  AIken Murray Corp. ,  March 200 1 ,  Potash & Phosphate 
I n  tHute of anada, March 200 1 ). 
The in it ial  avai lable su lfate in  the i rrigation water was complete ly  consumed by 
the ubstrate as indicated from the results of the reference sample (O%S added). 
However, with the addition of su lfur, the avai lable sulfate increased during the same 
period ( 1 0 days) due to po sible fom1ation of su lfuric acid. carbonic acid and dissolution 
of calcite .  Then i t  cont inued to increase from 1 0  to 20 days due to fOm1ation of tricalcium 
al uminate, tricalc ium aluminate hydrate, tetracalcium aluminate hydrate and calc ium 
mono u l foal uminate. From 20 to 40 days, i t  decreased due to formation of secondary 
gyp urn. calcite.  calc ium hydroxide and ionizat ion of calcium hydroxide. From 40 to 80 
days, it i ncreased due to generation of su lfuric acid. carbonic acid and di ssolution of 
calc i te.  
The experimental results of su lfate v ariations were further studied v ia  the use of 
statistical analysis .  The analysis of variance (One-way ANOV A) p- val ue was found to 
be 0.00 1 with 3 degrees of freedom, indicating that addi tion of sulfur has highly 
s ign ificance ( P-val ue < 0.05) on the changes in  su lfate value. Also there was a difference 
in the mean as shown in Table 4. 1 6 . 
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Table 4 . 1 6 : One-way tacked A OVA analysis for su lfate resu l ts of the mix design type 
I I v samp es 
1 (O % S) 2 ( 1  % S )  3 ( 2 % S )  � (3 %S)  
Mean 0 . 1 000 1 .9750 2. 1 500 2 .9500 
tDiv 0.0000 0.3304 0.6856 1 . 1 590 
4.7A Mineral Formation : 
To ident ify whether or not gypsum has been formed. x-ray di ffraction analysis 
(XRD). scanning e lectron microscope (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (ED X) were 
uti l ized. For mix design type IV al l  samples were examined by XRD analysis. after all 
t ime period (5. 10. 20. 40 and 80 days) .  In  al l tested samples, the major mineral found 
\ as quartz and calcite. Also the minor formed minerals were examined after 5 .  1 0, 20 
and 40 days. In al l samples, p lagioclase and calcite were found but there wasn ' t  any 
minor mineral in samples treated by 2 and 3%S as shown in Table 4.2 .  
The SEM resul ts for mi x design type IV samples ( 1 7 - 20) after 20,  40 and 80 
days are shown i n  Figures 4 .34- 4. 36. Figures 4.4 (a) to (d) show the mix design type IV 
images at magnification levels of X2000, X2000. X 1 700. and X 1 900 after 20 days. 
Figures4.35 (a) to (d) show the mix design type IV images at magnification levels of 
X 1 900. X2000 X2700, and X 1 300 after 40 days. Figures 4.36 (a) to (d) show the mix 
design type IV images at magni fication levels of X2000, X 1 400, X I OOO. and X 1 700 after 
80 days.  The major mineral s are quartz and calcite and minor mineral i s  plagioc lase. No 
gypsum was formed after 20, 40 and 80 days in mix design type IV samples. 
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F igure 4.3 1 :  Variation of pH with t ime and amount of added elemental su l fur for mix  design type I V  samples (with add it ion of 30�o 
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F igure 4 .32 :  Variation of electrical conduct iv i ty ( EC)  with t ime and amount of added elemental su i  fur for m ix  design type I V samples 
(with add ition of 30% CaC03).  
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Figure 4 .33 :  Variation of water solub le  su l fate with t ime and amount of added e lemental su l fur for m ix  design type I V  samples (with 
add it ion of 30% CaC03) .  




Fi gure 4 .34: SEM micrograph for mix design type IV samples after 20 days at di fferent 
magnification levels and sulfur content :  (a) X2000: O%S; (b) X2000: 1 %S;  (c) X 1 700: 
2%S:  (d) X 1 900: 3%S.  
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4 .35 :  SEM micrograph for mix design type IV samples after 40 days at di fferent 
magnification levels and su lfur content :  (a) X 1 900: 0% ; (b) X2000: 1 %S;  (c) X2700: 
2%S;  (d) X 1 300: 3% . 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4.36 :  SEM micrograph for mix des ign type IV  samples after 80 days at di fferent 
magnificatlOn l evels and su lfur content :  (a) X2000: O%S; (b) X 1 400: 1 %S;  (c) X 1 000: 
2%S;  (d) X 1 600: 3%S.  
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4. EFFE T F ELE I E  TAL ULFU R A PPLI CA TIO 0 M I X  DES I G  
TYPE V :  
The effect o f  added elemental su lfur on rrllX design type V (with additIon of '+0% 
a 03) wa determi ned by measuring the pH level , electrical conductivity (EC) in 
).l fcm and water oluble Oq':! (glkg).  I t  should be noted that, as previously discussed, 
the mi de Ign type V contained in it ial carbonates in the amount of 1 6 .2% in the used 
and .  0 the  in i ti al carbonates in  the  sand used in mix design type V was al so 1 6 .2% and 
o the total percentage of a 03 in mix design type V was 56.2%. The variations of 
the e parameter a a functlOn of t ime are discussed below . 
.. L8. 1 pH Variation: 
The \arlation of pH a a function of t Ime and sulfur addition is hown 1 11 Figure 
4.37 .  The e ' perimental results of pH variation of the mix design type V samples \ i thout 
addition of elemental su lfur decreased from 8 .92 to 7 .99 after 5 days but increased to 8 .25 
after 1 0  days then decreased again to 8 . 1 4, 8 .09 and 8.0 after 20, 40 and 80 days, 
respecti e ly .  This is attributed to the amount of su lfur which was found main ly  in  added 
organic manure ( 1 %) and in the sand as discussed in Chapter 3 .  The total sulfur 
measured as sulfate were 9409, 326, 0.4 mglkg in  organic matter, sand and CaC03. 
respect ive ly .  This means that a pH reduction of approximate ly  0.59 units has been 
ach ieved after 5 days and pH continued to decrease unt i l  80 days due to formation of 
su lfuric acid, carbonic acid  and dissol ution of calcite .  
The results indicate that  the addit ion of 1 % S reduced the pH level  from 8.89 to 
7 .6 1 and 7.59 after 5 and 1 0  days, respectively .  Then it increased to 7.78 after 20 days but 
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then decrea ed to 7.37 and 7 .44 after 40 and 0 day . respect) e ly .  ThIs means that a pH 
reductIon of approxl lllate ly  1 .2 uni ts has been achie ed after 5 days due to formation of 
u l furtc aCId.  carboll l c  ac id and dissolution of calcite.  Then , increased by 0 . 1 9  units after 
20 day due to the formation of econdary gypsum, calcite. calc ium hydroxide and 
i Oll lzation of calcium hydroxide but decrea ed again unt i l  80 days due to formation of 
tncalc lUm aluminate ( 3 ) , tricalcium al uminate hydrate (C3AH6), tetracalclUm 
alumt nate h drate ( 4AH 13)  and calc ium monosul foal uminate . .  The addition of 2% S 
reduced the pH lev el from 8 .89 to 7 .28  after 5 days then increased to 7 .4 1 ,  7 .89, after 1 0  
and 20 daJ . re pectively .  Then,  p H  decreased again to 7.44 and 7.4 1 after 40 and 80 
daJ , re pect l \e ly .  Thi mean that a pH reduction of approximate ly  l .7 1  uni ts ha been 
achIeved after 5 day . 
The addition of 3% reduced the pH level from 8.9 1 to  7 .2 1 after 5 days then 
i ncrea ed to 7 .49 and 7.66 after 1 0  and 20 days, respective ly .  Then i t  decrea ed again to 
7 .39 and 7 .40 after 40 and 80 days, respective ly .  This means that a pH reduction of 
approximatel y l .70 units has been achieved after S .  
B ased o n  both the possible chemical reactions di scussed previously as wel l as 
resul ts ,  the pH first reduced because of formation of su lfuric acid, carbonic acid and 
di ssol ution of calcite .  Then it increased because of formation of secondary gypsum, 
calcite, calc ium hydroxide and ionization of calc i um hydroxide. Then i t  decreased again 
because of formation of trical c ium aluminate, tricalcium alumi nate hydrate, tetracalcium 
aluminate hydrate and calciummonosulfoal uminate . 
The experi mental resu l ts  of pH variations were further studied v ia  the use of 
stati stical analysis .  The anal ysis of variance (One-way stacked ANOYA) p- val ue was 
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found t be 0.296 \ I th 3 degree of freedom. I I1dlcatmg that addi tion of sulfur ha no 
I gll l flcance ( P-value > 0.05) on the change m pH val ue . Also there was a l i tt le 
dI fference 111 the mean a hown in  Table 4. 1 7 . 
Table  4. 1 7 : One - \ ay tacked ANO anal ysi for pH resu l ts  of mix desIgn type V 
I samples 
1 (0% ) 2 ( 1  % S )  3 ( 2 % S )  4 (3 % S )  
Mean .23 1 7  7 .7800 7 .7200 7 .6767 
tDiv O. 506 0.5623 0.6 1 02 0.62 1 7  
�.8.2 Electrical Conductivity (EC )  Variation :  
The ariation of EC a a function of t ime and su lfur addition is shown in  Figure 
4.38 .  The EC of the mix design type V samples wIthout addition of e lemental sulfur 
I I1creased from 328 to 340 and 522 IlS/cm after 5 and 1 0  days.  respectively. Then. 
decreased to 307 IlS/cm after 20 days but increased again to 469 and 6 1 0  IlS/cm after 40 
and 80 days. respectively .  This  can be attributed to: ( 1 )  the amount of organic manure 
that the mix  des ign type V sample  contains ( 1  %);  (2) the amount of total sulfur measured 
as su lfate that the organic  manure contains 9409 mg/kg, and (3) the amount of total sulfur 
measured as sulfate of 326. 0.4 mg/kg in sand and CaC03, respectively.  Due to sulfur 
oXIdation . p H  decreased and the amount of soluble ions increased l eading to an increase 
of EC. 
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The re u l t  i ndIcate that the addition of 1 % increased EC from 329 to 609 and 
1 625 �l fcm after 5 and 1 0  day then decreased to 1 050 � fcm after 20 days but 
increa ed again to 1 620 and 2440 � fcm after 40 and 80 days, respectively .  This  means 
that EC I ncrea e of 1 296 �l fcm ha been achIeved after 1 0  day . 
I 0 the addIt IOn of 2<7<: increased EC from 323 to 1 68 1 .  3030 � fcm after 5 and 
1 0  day . re pectively .  Then, decrea ed to 883 � fcm after 20 days but increased to 1 350 
and 22 0 � fcm after 40 and 80 day , respectively .  Thi means that EC increase of 1 352 
and 2707 � l  fcm ha been achie  ed after 5 and 10  days, respectively .  
The addIt ion of 3% also increased EC from 326  to  1 960, 2540 � fcm after 5 
and 1 0  day , re pectively .  Then . decrea ed to 628 �l fcm after 20 days but I Ilcreased 
agalll to 1 96 1  and 2530 � fcm after 40 and 80 days. respecti e ly .  This mean that E 
increa e of 1 634 and 22 1 4  �l fcm ha been achieved after 5 and 1 0  days, respectively .  
The increase I n  soluble sal ts  as mea ured by soi l EC was due to dissolut Ion of aC03 by 
H� O� (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) .  
Ba ed on both the possible chemical reactions discussed previously as well  as the 
experimental resu l ts ,  the EC first increased because of formation of sul func acid. 
carbonic acid and dissolution of calcite.  Then it decreased because of formation of 
secondary gypsum. calcite,  calcium hydrox ide and ionization of calcium hydroxide. Then 
it increased again because of formation of tricalc ium al uminate. tricalcium aluminate 
hydrate, tetracalc ium aluminate hydrate and calciummonosul foaluminate. 
The experimental resul ts  of EC variations were further studied via the use of 
stati stical anal ysi s .  The anal ysi s of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value was 
found to be 0.000 with 3 degrees of freedom, indicating that addit ion of su lfur has high ly  
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ign t flcance P-value < 0.05 ) on the change in EC val ue. Al  0 there was a dIfference 1 11 
the mean a hov" n 1 11 Table 4. 1 8 . 
Table 4. 1 
I samp es 
Mean 
tDiY 
ne-\\ ay tacked 
1 ( O % S) 
449.6 
1 26.2 
o analy is for E results of the mi design type V 
2 ( 1  % ) 3 (2% ) 4 (3 % 
1 468.8 1 844.8  1 923.8 
690. 1 835 .3 779.3 
...  8.3 Oxidation of Elementa l Su lfur :  
OXldatl on of  e lemental su lfur was evaluated ba ed on the amount of  measured 
water oluble u l fate . Therefore, Figure 4.39 shows the amount of water soluble sul fate as 
a function of t ime and amount of elemental sul fur added. Thus, the Figure indicates that 
the addition of 1 % , 2% and 3%S kept the amount of water sol uble S04-2 higher than 
without addition of elemental su lfur. 
In  addition of 1 %S, the amount of water sol uble S04-2 decreased from 8.2 glkg at 
a day to 1 .8 and 1 .2 glkg after 1 0  and 20 days, respectively.  Then, i t  increased to 1 . 8 and 
2 . 1 g/kg after 40 and 80 days, respectively.  Whereas, the amount of water soluble SO/! 
i n  samples without addition of e lemental su lfur decreased from 8 .2  glkg at a day to 0. 1 
after 1 0  days and then remained constant at 0. 1 g/kg after 20, 40 and 80 days, 
respectively. This means that oxidation of e lemental su lfur continued to progress with 
some variations between t ime periods but result ing in  h igher amount of avai lable water 
sol uble su lfate than m samples wi thout addition of elemental su lfur. Also in addition of 
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2('1(, the amount of v ater oluble O�·
2 
decrea ed from 8 .2  glkg at 0 days to 2.0. 1 .6 
and 1 .6 glkg after 1 0. 20 and 40 day . respectl e ly .  Then. i t  increased to 2 .3 g/kg after 80 
da)- . Th l mean that 0 Idation of elemental sulfur cont inued to progres with some 
vanation between t ime period but re ul t ing in  higher amount of avai lable water soluble 
u l fate than 1 11 ample wi thout addi t ion of elemental su lfur. 
l o in addit ion of 3 %  . the amount o f  water sol uble SO�':! decreased from 8 .2  
glkg at  0 da)- to 2 . 1 and 1 . 7 g/kg after 10 and 20 day . respectively. Then. i t  increased to 
2 . 1 and 2 .�  g/kg after 40 and 80 days . respectively.  Thi s means that oxidation of 
elemental u l fur continued to progre s with ome variations between t ime periods but 
re u l t 1 l1g 1 11 h igher amount of mal lable vvater o luble u l fate than in  sample without 
addit IOn of elemental u l fur. 
I t  can be observed that the high amount of in it ial water sol uble SO/� in  al l 
ample was due to addit ion of organ ic manure ( 1  %) which had 8 . 1 7  g/kg water soluble 
O�·2 and and which had 0.03 g/kg water soluble SO�·2 . Also the presence of water 
sol uble SO.j':! was due to su lfur oxidation which was found mainly in the added organic 
manure ( l  %) and i n  the sand. The total su lfur measured as su lfate were 9409. 326.  0 .4 
mg/kg i n  organ ic manure. sand and CaC03 respectively.  This in it ial amount was 
complete ly reduced after 1 0  days in samples without addition of e lemental sul fur. Also 
there were ariations of water sol uble SO�'
:! between the t ime periods for samples treated 
by elemental sulfur. This  could be attributed to: ( 1 )  neutral ization of calcium carbonate 
by H2 O� (Cifuentes and Lindeman, 1 993) and formation of both gypsum [CaSO.j.2H20 ]  
and carbol1 l c  aCid [ [ H2C03 ] ;  ( 2 )  formation o f  calc ium monosulfoaluminate (Mohamed 
and Antia. 1 998;  Mohamed 2003) ;  and (3)  su lfate reduction into hydrogen su lfide (H2S) 
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(Lecture 23.  February 200 1 .  Aiken Murray orp .. March 200 1 .  Pota h & Phosphate 
In t I lute of anada. March 200 1 ). 
The in it ial a al l able su lfate in  the irngatlOn water was complete ly  consumed by 
the ub trate a indicated from the resu l ts of the reference sample (O%S added). 
Ho\\e er. \\ I th the addit ion of u l fur. the avai lable su lfate increased during the same 
penod 1 0  day ) due to po sible formation of u lfuric acid. carbonic acid and dissolution 
of calcite. Then i t  continued to increa e from 1 0  to 20 days due to formation of tricalc ium 
al ummate. tncalc lUm aluminate hydrate. tetracalcium aJuminate hydrate and calcium 
mono u lfoal uminate. From 20 to 40 days, i t  decreased due to formation of secondary 
gJP um. calcite,  calcI Um hydroxide and ionization of calci um hydroxide. From 40 to 80 
day . It increa ed due to generation of sul furic acid. carbonic acid  and di sol ution of 
calclte.  
The experimental resu l ts of su lfate variation were further studied via the use of 
stat i stical analysi s .  The anaJ ysis of variance (One-way stacked ANOV A) p- value was 
found to be 0.000 with 3 degrees of freedom. indicating that addi tion of sulfur has h igh ly  
s ign I ficance (P-val ue < 0.05) on  the changes i n  su lfate value.  Also there was a di fference 
m the mean as shown in Table 4. 1 9 . 
Table 4. 1 9 : One-way stacked ANOVA analysis for su lfate resu l ts of the mix design type 
V I samples 
Mean 
StDiv 
1 (O % S )  
0. 1 000 
0.0000 
2 ( 1  %S)  3 ( 2 % S) 4 (3%S)  
1 .7250 1 . 8750 2 .0250 
0.3775 0.3403 0.22 1 7  
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�. A l ineral Formation : 
To ,dentl fy \ hether or not gypsum has been fonned, x-ray di ffraction analysis 
(XRD). canl1 l ng  e lectron mIcro cope ( EM) and Energy DI spersive X-ray (EDX) were 
utl l t zed. F r ml de Ign type V al l ample were examined by XRD analysi , after al l  
t Ime period (5.  1 0. 20, 40 and 80 days) .  In al l  tested samples, the major mineral found 
\\ a quartz and calcite. AI 0 the minor formed mineral s were examined after 5 .  1 0, 20 
and .+0 day . In al l ample , p lagioc lase and calcite were found but there wasn ' t  any 
mmor mi neral 1 11 mix  design type V amples treated by 3%S after 80 days as shown in 
Table '+. 1 .  
The EM re ult for mix design type V samples (2 1 -24) after 20. 40 and 80 days 
are ho\\ n i n  Figure '+'-+0- 4,42 . Figure 4 .40 (a) to (d) show the mix design type V 
Image at magn I ficatIOn level of x,noo. X l l OO. X4000, and X2000 after 20 days. 
Figure 4.4 1 (a) to (d) show the mix design type V image at magl1 lfication Ie e ls  of 
X6 -0, X 1 500. X 1 800. and X2500 after 40 days. Figures 4 .42 (a) to (d) show the mix 
de I gn type i mage at magnification levels of X 1 800, X 1 300, X2500, and X2000 after 
80 day . The major mineral s are quartz and calc i te and minor mineral i s  p lagioclase. No 
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Figure 4.38 :  Variat ion o f  e lectrical conduct iv i ty ( EC)  with t ime and amount o f  added e lemental su l fur for m i x  design type V samples 
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Figure 4.39: Variation of water soluble su l fate with t ime and amount of added e lemental su l fur  for mix des ign type V samples (with 




Figure 4 .40: SEM micrograph for mix design type V samples after 20 days at different 
magmfication levels and su lfur content: (a) X4300: O%S ;  (b) X I  1 00: 1 %S;  (c) X4000: 
2%S ;  (d) X2300:  3%S.  
1 3 1  
(a (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4.4 1 :  SEM micrograph for mix design type V samples after 40 days at di fferent 
magn Ification l eve ls  and su lfur content :  (a) X6S0: O%S; (b) X 1 S00: 1 %S; (c) X 1 800: 




Figure 4.42: SEM micrograph for mix design type V samples after 80 days at di fferent 
magnification levels and su lfur content:  (a) X 1 600: O%S; (b) X3000: 1 %S; (c) X2500: 
2%S; (d) X2300: 3%S.  
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-t.9 ORRELAT I O  A ALY I : 
orrelatlOn analy i for pH, E and water soluble ul fate was performed by using 
MI  T B oftware ( Pear on correlation) .  The e perimental resu l ts of pH, EC and water 
ol uble u l fate for al l the te ted 1 20 samples shown in Table 4.20 were used in the 
analy I . From the re u l t  which are shown in Table 4 .2 1 for Pearson correlation and 
s ign i ficance (p- a\ ue). Negative values for Pearson correlation indicate that the 
parameter are in ersel y  related whi le  posit ive values i ndicate that the parameters are 
dIrect ly related. Therefore. the table indicate the pH i s  inversely  related to both EC and 
water ol uble su lfate \: h i le  EC i s  directl y  re late to water ol uble su lfate . The results 
indIcate that the pH.  E and water ol uble su lfate are h ighly correlated. 
Data i gn ificance i represented by the p-val ues shown in  Table 4.2 1 .  The re ults 
indicate that the relationships between pH.  EC and water sol uble sulfate are high ly  
s ignificant (p- a lue < 0.05). 
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Table '+ ._0: Result of pH,  E and \ ater sol uble u lfate ( 1 20 samples for al l  t Ime 
pCflod 
Sample M ix design Time 
No. type Samples periods pH EC (days) 
1 basic 0%8 : 0%CaC03 8.06 625 
2 m ix 1 %8 : 0%CaC03 5 7 .23 2570 
3 Design 2%8 : 0%CaC03 7.3 1024 
4 3%8 : 0%CaC03 7.07 2630 
5 mix 0%8 : 5%CaC03 8.02 522 
6 Design 1 %8 : 5%CaC03 5 7.62 2070 
7 type I 2%8 : 5%CaC03 7.16 3090 
8 3%8 : 5%CaC03 7.69 1261 
9 mix 0%8 : 10%CaC03 9 352 
10 Design 1 %8 : 10%C aC03 5 7.51 1910 
11 type I I  2%8 : 10%CaC03 7.45 2860 
1 2  3%8 : 10%CaC03 7.55 1564 
13 m ix 0%8 : 20%CaC03 7.22 1910 
14 Design 1 %8 : 20%CaC03 5 7.36 1240 
15 type I I I  2%8 : 20%CaC03 7.41 1870 
16 3%8 : 20%CaC03 7.5 1690 
17 mix 0%8 : 30%CaC03 8.08 569 
18 Design 1 %8 : 30%CaC03 5 7.57 1640 
19 type IV  2%8 : 30%CaC03 7.5 2080 
20 3%8 : 30%CaC03 7.51 1520 
21 m ix 0%8 : 40%CaC03 7.99 340 
22 Design 1 %8 : 40%CaC03 5 7.61 609 
23 type V 2%8 : 40%CaC03 7.28 1681 
24 3%8 : 40%CaC03 7.21 1960 
25 basic 0%8 : 0%CaC03 7.77 537 
26 m ix 1 %8 : 0%CaC03 10 7.24 3220 
27 Design 2%8 : 0%CaC03 7.29 2500 
28 3%8 : 0%CaC03 7.39 2480 
29 m ix 0%8 : 5%CaC03 8.16 423 
30 Design 1 %8 : 5%CaC03 10 7.44 1988 
31 type I 2%8 : 5%CaC03 7 .47 2470 
32 3%8 : 5%CaC03 7.45 2410 
33 m i x  0%8 : 10%CaC03 8.25 305 
34 Design 1 %8 : 10%CaC03 10 7.43 2950 
35 type I I  2%8 : 10%CaC03 7.44 2220 







































Table 4.19 continued 
r--
37 m ix 0%8 : 20%CaC03 7.65 1681 0.1 
38 Design 1 %8 : 20%CaC03 10 7.49 1828 2.8 
39 type I I I  2%8 : 20%CaC03 7.5 2480 3.4 
40 3%8 : 20%CaC03 7.37 3170 3 
41 m ix 0%8 : 30%CaC03 8.14 363 0.1 
42 Design 1 %8 : 30%CaC03 10 7.7 1007 2.2 
43 type I V  2%8 : 30%CaC03 7.51 2210 3 
44 3%8 : 30%CaC03 7.43 3370 3.2 
45 m i x  0%8 : 40%CaC03 8.25 522 0.1 
46 Design 1 %8 : 40%CaC03 10 7.59 1625 1.8 
47 type V 2%8 : 40%CaC03 7.41 3030 2 
48 3%8 : 40%CaC03 7 .49 2540 2.1 
49 basic 0%8 : 0%CaC03 7.69 1313 0 .4 
50 m i x  1 %8 : 0%CaC03 20 6.88 1457 3.7 
51 Design 2%8 : 0%CaC03 7.15 1551 4.5 
52 3%8 : 0%CaC03 6.68 1524 5.2 
53 m i x  0%8 : 5%CaC03 8.07 310 0.3 
54 Design 1 %8 : 5%CaC03 20 7.11 1330 2.8 
55 type I 2%8 : 5%CaC03 7.19 1226 3.3 
56 3%8 : 5%CaC03 7.3 1178 3 
57 mix 0%8 : 10%CaC03 8.35 280 0.1 
58 Design 1 %8 : 10%CaC03 20 7.38 1041 2.5 
59 type I I  2%8 : 10%CaC03 7.47 1100 2.1 
60 3%8 : 10%CaC03 7.41 1114 2.6 
61 m i x  0%8 : 20%CaC03 8.3 294 0.1 
62 Design 1 %8 : 20%CaC03 20 7.35 974 2.4 
63 type I I I  2%8 : 20%CaC03 7.37 1263 2.6 
64 3%8 : 20%CaC03 7 .43 988 2.1 
65 m i x  0%8 : 30%CaC03 8.18 280 0.1 
66 Design 1 %8 : 30%CaC03 20 7.46 955 1.6 
67 type IV  2%8 : 30%CaC03 7.6 768 1.5 
68 3%8 : 30%CaC03 7.67 667 1.4 
69 m i x  0%8 : 40%CaC03 8.14 307 0.1 
70 Design 1 %8 : 40%CaC03 20 7.78 1050 1.2 
71 type V 2%8 : 40%CaC03 7.89 883 1.6 
72 3%8 : 40%CaC03 7.66 628 1.7 
73 basic 0%8 : 0%CaC03 7.96 654 0.2 
74 m ix 1 %8 : 0%CaC03 40 7.19 1400 2.2 
75 Design 2%8 : 0%CaC03 7.13 1600 2.5 
76 3%8 : 0%CaC03 7.12 2050 2.8 
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Table 4.19 continued 
77 m ix 0%8 : 5%CaC03 8.21 339 0.1 
78 Design 1 %8 : 5%CaC03 40 7.44 1300 1.5 
79 type I 2%8 : 5%CaC03 7.4 1730 2.1 
80 3%8 : 5%CaC03 7 .26 1460 1.9 
81 m ix 0%8 : 10%CaC03 8 .17 408 0.1 
82 Design 1 %8 : 10%CaC03 40 7.41 1650 2.4 
83 type I I  2%8 : 10%CaC03 7.36 1670 2.2 
84 3%8 : 10%CaC03 7.37 1880 3 
85 m ix 0%8 : 20%CaC03 8.15 440 0.1 
86 Design 1 %8 : 20%CaC03 40 7.31 1799 2.2 
87 type I I I  2%8 : 20%CaC03 7.38 1642 2.2 
88 3%8 : 20%CaC03 7.39 2050 3.1 
89 m ix 0%8 : 30%CaC03 8.18 481 0.1 
90 Design 1 %8 : 30%CaC03 40 7.45 1538 1.8 
91 type IV  2%8 : 30%CaC03 7.37 1981 1.7 
92 3%8 : 30%CaC03 7.34 1907 3 
93 m ix 0%8 : 40%CaC03 8.09 469 0.1 
94 Design 1 %8 : 40%CaC03 40 7.37 1620 1.8 
95 type V 2%8 : 40%CaC03 7.44 1305 1.6 
96 3%8 : 40%CaC03 7.39 1961 2.1 
97 basic 0%8 : 0%CaC03 7.87 733 0.2 
98 mix 1 %8 : 0%CaC03 80 7.26 3290 3.9 
99 Design 2%8 : 0%CaC03 7.28 2700 3.3 
100 3%8 : 0%CaC03 7 .27 2630 3.2 
101 m ix 0%8 : 5%CaC03 8.07 600 0.1 
102 Design 1 %8 : 5%CaC03 80 7.29 2550 2.6 
103 type I 2%8 : 5%CaC03 7.35 2630 3.1 
104 3%8 : 5%CaC03 7.34 2650 3.9 
105 m i x  0%8 : 10%CaC03 8 .07 511 0.1 
106 Design 1 %8 : 10%CaC03 80 7.37 2570 2.8 
107 type I I  2%8 : 10%CaC03 7.43 2680 3 
108 3%8 : 10%CaC03 7.4 2530 4.1 
109 m ix 0%8 : 20%CaC03 8 747 0.1 
110 Design 1 %8 : 20%CaC03 80 7.34 2500 2.5 
111 type I I I  2%8 : 20%CaC03 7.3 2730 3.3 
112 3%8 : 20%CaC03 7.29 2820 3.4 
113 m ix 0%8 : 30%CaC03 7.51 457 0.1 
114 Design 1 %8 : 30%CaC03 80 7.33 2450 2.3 
115 type IV  2%8 : 30%CaC03 7.39 2510 2.4 
116 3%8 : 30%CaC03 7.39 2740 4.2 
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Table 4.19 cont inued 
r--
117 m ix O%S : 40%CaC03 8 610 0.1 
118 Design 1 %S : 40%CaC03 80 7.44 2440 2.1 
119 type V 2%S : 40%CaC03 7.41 2280 2.3 
120 3%S : 40%CaC03 7.4 2530 2.2 
Re ult are not avaI lable 
Table 4.2 1 :  Pear on correlation and s ign i ficance. 
pH EC 
Pearson correlation - 0.689 
E P- ai lle 0.000 
Pear on corre lation - 0.869 0.773 
U L FATE P- \ alue 0.000 0.000 
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CHAPTER S 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
5. 1 UMMARY:  
In t h i s  study soi l samples obtained from AlAin area, in  n i ted Arab Emirates 
were characterized for i ts physical,  chemical and mineralogical analysis .  Granular sulfur 
samples obtained from AI Ruwais Refinery were col lected and analyzed for i ts physical 
and chemical analysis .  Water samples identi fied as irrigation water were col lected from 
Al Ruwais area and analyzed for its chemical constituents. Organic matter identified as 
organic manure, which i s  used for agricul ture purposes, was obtained and characterized 
for i ts chemical constituents. Commerci al calc ium carbonate samples were obtained and 
analysis for i ts chemical composit ion. 
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DI fferent de igns  mixe were prepared based on i ts content of sul fur and calc ium 
carbonate. DI fferent appl ication rate of e lemental su lfur (0, 1 ,  2 ,  and 3%S) were added 
to 011 having dI fferent amounts of calci um carbonates ( i .e . ,  1 6 .2,  2 1 .2,  26.2, 36.2, 46.2, 
and 56.2(7. of Ca 03 for basic mix design, and mix designs types I, I I ,  I I I ,  IV, and V, 
re pecti \ ely) .  Exp ri ment were conducted for these mixes.  Testing temperature was set 
at 39°C and period of t ime of 5, 1 0, 20, 40, and 80 days.  Water was added as required 
untI l aturatlOl1 level wa achieved. After each t ime period, pH, EC and sulfate were 
examined for each sample .  AI o. each sample was examined for mineral s fonTIation by x­
ray diffractIon anal y i ,  canning e lectron microscope (SEM), and energy di persive x­
ray analy i (EDX). 
Data was analyzed stati stical ly  by using MIN ITAB software ; one- way stacked 
o A \va u ed to calcu late the sign ificance between su lfur appl ication rates for each 
mix des ign .  Also, data were analyzed to calculate the con-elation between pH. EC, and 
sul fate by using Pearson con-el ation . 
5.2 CONCLUSION: 
The resul ts of th is  investigation could  be concl uded as  discussed below: 
5.2. 1 pH Variations: 
a)  For samples contain ing 1 6 .2% CaC03 and 1 %S , pH decreased by about 0.7 
uni t  after 20 days of treatment. 
b) For samples containing 1 6.2% CaC03 and 2%S, pH decreased by about 1 unit  
after 20 days of treatment.  pH remains  more or less constant after this t ime. 
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c) ampl e contaming  1 6 ._% a 03 and 3% . pH decreased by about 1 .8 umts 
after 20 day of treatment. pH remains more or less constant after thIs time. 
tatl t Ical analysi indicate that u lfur addition for al l treatments of basic mix 
de I gn ,  ml  de ign type I ,  mix design type I I I , mix desi gn type IV, and mix design type V 
ha no infl uence on pH changes but has high sign ificance on p H  changes for mix design 
type I I .  Ho\: e er, there \: a no di fference between the sulfur appl ication rates. 
5.2.2 Electrical Conductivity (EC) Variation : 
a) For sample contaming 1 6.2% aCO) and 1 %S,  EC increases sl ight ly as t ime 
1 11creased. 
b) For samples contain ing 1 6 .2% CaC03 and 2%S. EC increased up to 10 days, 
decrea ed during t ime period from 1 0-20 days. and then increased again .  
c )  amples contain ing 1 6 .2% CaC03 and 3%S, E C  i ncreased u p  t o  5 days, 
decreased during t ime period from 1 0-20 days, and then increased again .  
Statistical analYSIS indicates that u l fur addition for al l treatments of  basic mix design,  
mix design type L mix des ign type I I ,  mix design type IV,  and mix des ign type V has 
h igh ly  infl uence on EC changes but has no s ign ificance on EC changes for mix design 
type I I I .  
5.2.3 Oxidation o f  E lemental Sulfur :  
a)  For samples contain ing 1 6 .2% CaC03 and 1 %S,  the  avai lable water-soluble 
su lfate was consumed after 1 0  days.  
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b) For ample contaIn Ing 1 6 .2% 3 and 2% , about 3 glkg '> ater soluble 
ul fate wa a ail  able after 10 days and decrea ed to about 2 glkg after 40 days of 
treatment. 
c ample contain ing 1 6 .2% a 03 and 3% , about 3 ,4 g/kg water sol uble sulfate 
\Va a ai lable after 1 0  days and decreased to about 2 .8  g/kg after 40 days of 
treatment and then increased to 3 .2  g/kg after 80 day . 
tatl tIcal analy i indicates that su lfur addition for al l  treatments of al l  mixes has 
h igh influence on su lfur oxidation but ha no significance on for mix design type I I I .  
val lable water- ol uble u l fate w a  h igh l y correl ated with EC. A s  sulfate increases .  E 
in  rea e and vice ver a. 
S.2A M ineral Format ion : 
a The recorded change in  both pH and EC were divided into three zones where 
dIfferent chemical reaction took p lace. Formation of u lfuric acid, carbonic acid  
and dIssolution of calcite were ident ified as  the  contri buting mechanisms in  zone 
1. In zone I I ,  the contributing mechani sms were formation of secondary gypsum, 
caJc i te ,  calc ium hydroxide, and ionization of calcium hydroxide. For zone I I I ,  the 
formation of tricalcium aluminate, tricalc ium aluminate hydrate, tetracalc ium 
aluminate hydrate, and monosulfoaluminate were identified as the contributing 
mechan isms.  
b) In each zone there was a strong correlation between pH and EC. As su lfate 
increases, EC increases and vice versa. 
c) The recorded changes in water-sol uble su lfate could be attributed to: 
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( 1 )  Formation f u l func acid,  carbon ic acid and di olution of calci te. for the ca e of 
an mcr a e f the a ai l able water o luble u lfate . 
(2) The formatl n of econdary gyp urn,  calcite,  calcIUm hydro ide. Ionization of 
calc IUm h droxide, tricalcium aluminate. tricalcium al uminate hydrate. 
tetracalcium al uminate hydrate. and mono u lfoal uminate . 
d)  G p um formatIOn was c learl y identified v ia  x-ray diffraction analy is (XRD), 
cannmg electron mIcroscope (SEM . and energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) 
for ample contain ing 1 6 .2% CaC03 and 3% . 
5.2.5 Effect of Calcium a rbonate Addit ion : 
a)  the amount of calci um carbonate increa es to 2 1 . 2%, gypsum was c learly 
identified by XRD, EM, and EDX for samples contain ing 2 and 3%S. 
b) Any additional increa e in  Ca 03 re u l ts  in  simi l ar beh avior to that repeated for 
samples contain ing 1 6 .2%.  
c)  tat istical analysis of the e perimental resu l ts reveals that changes in pH and E 
due to su lfur appl ication were h ighly s ignificant indicating that amples 
contain ing 26.2% CaC03 and 25S would  perfom1 very wel l .  Therefore, we 
conclude that for field appl ication, these percentages should  be adopted to obtain 
the desired reduction i n  pH and i ncrease in EC and avai lable water-soluble 
sul fate. 
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5.2.6 Pot nt ial  of EI  mental  ulfur  for oi l  Tr atment :  
It can  be concluded that elemental u lfur i an  effecti e amendment technique for 
the Il 1 tcd Arab Emirate alkal ine oil  . The e pen mental re ults have mdicated that 1 % 
f elemental u l fur \\- ould be enough to reduce oi l pH to a level that a l lows soi l to be 
utI l Ized for agricul ture purpo e .  
5.3 RE Ol\1l\lENDA TIO FOR FUTURE R E  EARCH : 
Our recommends for future re earch are : 
1 The time period to be longer than 80 days. It may be 6 month or 1 year; 
2) The calcium c arbonate hould be increa ed to 70 - 80� in  the soi l ;  
3) The temperature hould b higher than 39°C by 6 degrees or more : and 
4) Microbiological anal y is should be perfonned as a function of t ime to Ident ify the 
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APPENDEX A 
1 0 -Jun - 0 3  1 1 : 47 : 0 8 AM 
Welcome t o  Mini tab , pre s s  F1 for hel p . 
Re trieving worksheet f rom f i l e : C : \MTBWIN\ DATA\ O % . MTW 
# Worksheet was s aved on Sun Jun 0 8  2 0 0 3  
Resul t s  for : O % . MTW 
One-way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( for pH o f  b a s i c  mix design )  
Analys i s  o f  Variance f o r  
Source DF SS 
C7 3 1 . 6 0 4  
Error 2 0  4 . 8 6 7  
Total 2 3  6 . 4 7 1  
C 6  
MS 
0 . 5 3 5  
0 . 2 4 3  
F 
2 . 2 0 
P 
0 . 1 2 0  
Individual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed StDev 
Level N Mean S tDev - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -
1 6 7 . 9 7 0 0 0 . 2 7 2 5  ( - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - -




7 . 3 7 1 7  
7 . 4 2 6 7  
7 . 3 3 5 0  
0 . 5 3 7 5  
0 . 4 8 7 4  
0 . 6 1 0 5  
( - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - )  
- - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -
Poo led S tDev = 0 . 4 9 3 3  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi se compari sons 
Fami ly error rate 
Individual error rate 
C r i t i c a l  value = 3 . 9 6 
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 1  
7 . 2 0  7 . 6 0 
Interva l s  for ( column l evel mean ) - ( row l eve l mean ) 
1 
2 - 0 . 1 9 9 2 
1 . 3 9 5 9  
3 - 0 . 2 5 4 2  
1 . 3 4 0 9  
4 - 0 . 1 6 2 5  
1 . 4 3 2 5  
2 
- 0 . 8 5 2 5  
0 . 7 4 2 5  
- 0 . 7 6 0 9  
0 . 8 3 4 2  
3 
- 0 . 7 0 5 9  
0 . 8 8 9 2  
Ret r i eving worksheet from f i l e : C : \MTBWIN\ DATA \ 5 % . MTW 
# Worksheet was saved on Sun Jun 0 8  2 0 0 3  
Resul t s  f or : 5 % . MTW 
One-way ANOVA : C 6  versus C7 ( for pH o f  mix des i gn type I )  
1 49 
8 . 0 0 
Analys i s  o f  Var i ance for C6 
S ource DF SS 









2 0  






S tDev = 
4 . 7 7 6  
6 . 5 0 5  
Mean 
8 . 1 9 8 3  
7 . 5 9 6 7  
7 . 5 3 5 0  
7 . 6 1 5 0  
0 . 4 8 8 7  
MS 
0 . 57 6  
0 . 2 3 9  
S t Dev 
0 . 2 3 6 4  
0 . 5 5 7 5  
0 . 5 5 4 5  
0 . 5 3 0 1  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi s e  compar i s ons 
Fami ly error rate 
Individual error rate 
Cri t i ca l  value = 3 . 9 6  
Interval s for ( column 
1 
2 - 0 . 1 8 8 3  
1 . 3 9 1 7  
3 - 0 . 1 2 6 7  
1 . 4 5 3 3  
4 - 0 . 2 0 67 
1 . 3 7 3 3  
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 1  
l evel mean ) 
2 
- 0 . 7 2 8 3  
0 . 8 5 1 7 
- 0 . 8 0 8 3  
o . 7 7 1 7  
-
F 
2 . 4 1  
P 
0 . 0 9 7  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed S tDev 
- - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - )  
- - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -
7 . 5 0 
( row l evel 
3 
- 0 . 8 7 0 0  
0 . 7 1 0 0  
8 . 0 0 8 . 5 0 
mean ) 
Ret r i eving worksheet f rom f i l e : C : \ MTBWIN\DATA\ 1 0 % . MTW 
# Worksheet was saved on Man Jun 0 9  2 0 0 3  
Resul t s  for : 1 0 % . MTW 
One -way ANOVA : C6 ver sus C7 ( for pH o f  mix d e s i gn type I I )  









o f  Var i ance for 
DF 
3 
2 0  





2 . 7 5 0  
4 . 4 5 9  
7 . 2 0 9  
Mean 
8 . 4 1 3 3  
7 . 6 2 5 0  
C 6  
MS 
0 . 9 1 7  
0 . 2 2 3  
F P 
4 . 1 1 0 . 0 2 0  
Individual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pooled S tDev 
StDev - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
0 . 3 5 0 1  
0 . 5 0 4 6  
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 





Poo l ed S t Dev 
9 . 0 0 
6 
6 
7 . 6 3 5 0  
7 . 6 3 5 0  
0 . 4 7 2 2  
0 . 5 0 3 5  
0 . 5 1 0 9  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi s e  c ompari sons 
Fami ly error rate 
I ndividual error rate 
C r i t ical val ue = 3 . 9 6  
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 1  
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
- - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
7 . 5 0 8 . 0 0 8 . 5 0 
Interva l s  for ( co lumn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 0 . 0 2 5 0  
1 .  5 5 1 7 
3 0 . 0 1 5 0  
1 . 5 4 1 7  
4 0 . 0 1 5 0  
1 .  5 4 1 7  
2 
- 0 . 7 7 3 3  
0 . 7 5 3 3  
- 0 . 7 7 3 3  
0 . 7 5 3 3  
3 
- 0 . 7 6 3 3  
0 . 7 6 3 3  
Ret r i eving worksheet f rom f i l e : C : \ MTBWIN \ DATA\ 2 0 % . MTW 
# Worksheet was s aved on Man Jun 0 9  2 0 0 3  
Resul t s  f or ; 2 0 % . MTW 
One-way ANOVA : C 6  ver sus C7 ( for pH o f  mix des ign type I I I ) 
Analys i s  o f  Var i ance for 
Source DF 
C7 3 
Error 2 0  









Pool ed S tDev 
8 . 4 0 
SS 
0 . 6 6 3  
4 . 8 8 0  
5 . 5 4 3  
Mean 
7 . 9 7 1  7 
7 . 5 6 3 3  
7 . 5 7 0 0  
7 . 7 4 1 7  
0 . 4 9 3 9  
C 6  
MS 
0 . 2 2 1  
0 . 2 4 4  
S tDev 
0 . 4 6 8 8  
0 . 4 7 7 6  
0 . 4 4 0 8  
0 . 5 7 7 7  
Tukey ' s  p a i rwi se compari sons 
Fami ly error rate = 0 . 0 5 0 0  
F 
0 . 9 1 
P 
0 . 4 5 5  
I ndividua l 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed StDev 
- - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
( - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - -
( - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - ) 
- - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
7 . 3 5  7 . 7 0 8 . 0 5 
1 5 1  
Indivi dual error rate = 0 . 0 1 1 1  
Cri t i c a l  va lue = 3 . 9 6 
Interval s  f o r  ( co l umn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 2 3 
2 - 0 . 3 9 0 2  
1 . 2 0 6 9  
3 - 0 . 3 9 6 9 - 0 . 8 0 5 2  
1 . 2 0 02 0 . 7 9 1 9 
4 - 0 . 5 6 8 5  - 0 . 9 7 6 9  - 0 . 9 7 0 2  
1 . 0 2 8 5  0 . 6 2 0 2  0 . 6 2 6 9 
Ret r i eving worksheet f rom f i l e : C : \MTBWIN\ DATA\ 3 0 % . MTW 
# Worksheet wa s saved on Mon Jun 0 9  2 0 0 3  
Resul t s  f or : 3 0 % . MTW 
One-way ANOVA : C 6  versus C7 ( f or pH o f  mix d e s i gn type IV ) 














2 0  






Pooled S t Dev 
9 . 0 0 
SS 
1 . 8 4 1  
6 . 0 6 6  
7 . 9 0 8  
Mean 
8 . 3 6 1 7  
7 . 7 4 3 3  
7 . 7 2 0 0  
7 . 7 0 5 0  
0 . 5 5 0 7  
C 6  
MS 
0 . 6 1 4  
0 . 3 0 3  
F P 
2 . 0 2 0 . 1 4 3  
I ndividua l 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Poo l ed StDev 
S t Dev - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
0 . 3 57 3  
0 . 6 0 4 2  
0 . 6 0 8 5  
0 . 5 9 1 9  
( - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - ) 
- - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
7 . 5 0 8 . 0 0 8 . 5 0 
Tukey ' s  pai rwi s e  compar i sons 
Fami l y  error rate 
Individual error rate 
Cri t i c a l  value = 3 . 9 6 
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 1  
Interva l s  for ( column l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 - 0 . 2 7 2 0  
1 . 5 0 87 
2 3 
1 5 2  
3 
4 
- 0 . 2 4 8 7  
1 . 5 3 2 0  
- 0 . 2 3 3 7  
1 . 5 4 7 0  
- 0 . 8 6 7 0  
0 . 9 1 3 7  
- 0 . 8 5 2 0  
0 . 9 2 8 7  
- 0 . 8 7 5 4  
0 . 9 0 5 4  
Retri evi ng worksheet f rom f i l e : C : \ MTBWIN \ DATA\ 4 0% . MTW 
# Worksheet was s aved on Mon Jun 0 9  2 0 0 3  
Resul t s  for : 4 0 % . MTW 
One -way ANOVA : C 6  versus C7 ( for pH o f  mix design type V )  
Analysi s  
Source 
C 7  
o f  var i ance f o r  C 6  
Error 









3 1 .  1 8 5  
2 0  5 . 9 9 0  







8 . 2 3 1 7  
7 . 7 8 0 0  
7 . 7 2 0 0  
7 . 6 7 6 7  
Pooled S tDev 
9 . 0 0 
0 . 5 4 7 3  
MS 
0 . 3 9 5  
0 . 3 0 0  
F 
1 .  3 2  
P 
0 . 2 9 6  
Individua l 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed StDev 
S t Dev - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
0 . 3 5 0 6  
0 . 5 6 2 3  
0 . 6 1 0 2  
0 . 6 2 1 7  
( - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - ) 
- - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
7 . 5 0 8 . 0 0 8 . 5 0 
Tukey ' s  pai rwi s e  compari sons 
Fami ly error rate 
Individual error rate 
Cri t i c a l  va lue = 3 . 9 6 
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 1  
Interva l s  for ( co l umn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 - 0 . 4 3 3 1  
1 . 3 3 6 4  
3 - 0 . 3 7 3 1  
1 . 3 9 6 4 
4 - 0 . 3 2 9 8  
1 . 4 3 9 8  
2 
- 0 . 8 2 4 8  
0 . 9 4 4 8  
- 0 . 7 8 1 4  
0 . 9 8 8 1  
3 
- 0 . 8 4 1 4  
0 . 9 2 8 1  
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APPENDEX B 
MINI ITAB pro j ec 
2 3 -Jun - 0 3  1 1 : 2 8 : 4 4 AM 
One-way ANOVA : C6 versus C7 ( for EC of bas i c  mix design type ) 
Ana lys i s  
Source 
C 7  










3 8 0 0 5 9 6 0 
1 6  6 5 8 5 3 8 3 
1 9  1 4 5 9 1 3 4 3  
N Mean 
5 7 7 2 . 4  
5 2 3 8 7 . 4  
5 1 8 7 5 . 0  
5 2 2 4 2 . 8  
S tDev = 6 4 1 . 6 
MS 
2 6 6 8 6 5 3  
4 1 1 5 8 6  
S t Dev 
3 1 0 . 2  
9 1 9 . 5  
7 0 2 . 9  
4 5 8 . 9  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi se compari sons 
Fami ly error rate 0 . 0 5 0 0  
Individual error ra e 0 . 0 1 1 3  
Cr i t i cal va lue 




Kruska l -Wal l i s  






Overa l l  2 0  
= 4 . 0 5 
( co lumn 
1 
- 2 7 7 7  
- 4 5 3  
- 2 2 6 5  
5 9  
- 2 6 3 2  
- 3 0 8 
l evel mean ) 
2 
- 6 5 0  
1 6 7 4  
- 1 0 1 7  
1 3 0 7 
-
Tes t : C6 versus C7 
Tes t  on C 6  
Median Ave Rank 
6 5 4 . 0  3 . 2 
2 5 7 0 . 0  1 4 . 0  
1 6 0 0 . 0  1 1 . 6  
2 4 8 0 . 0  1 3 . 2  
1 0 . 5  
F 
6 . 4 8  
P 
0 . 0 0 4  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed StDev 
- - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
- - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - -
8 0 0  
( row l eve l 
3 
- 1 5 3 0  
7 9 4  
Z 
- 3 . 1 9 
1 .  5 3  
0 . 4 8  
1 . 1 8 
1 6 0 0  2 4 0 0  
mean ) 
1 54 
H = 1 0 . 5 8 DF = 3 P = 0 . 0 1 4  
One -way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( for EC o f  mix des ign type I )  
Ana lys i s  
Source 
C7 








Poo l ed S tOe 
OF SS 
3 8 7 1 2 9 3 8  
1 6  7 2 4 0 4 5 6  
1 9  1 5 9 5 3 3 9 4 
N Mean 
5 4 3 8 . 8  
5 1 4 7 5 . 0  
5 2 2 2 9 . 2  
5 1 7 9 1 . 8  
6 7 2 . 7  
MS 
2 9 0 4 3 1 3  
4 5 2 52 9  
S tDev 
1 2 2 . 2  
8 7 7 . 2  
7 4 4 . 2  
6 8 6 . 9  
F 
6 . 4 2 
P 
0 . 0 0 5  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed StDev 
- - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - -
( - - - - - * - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - * - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - * - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - * - - - - - )  
- - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - -
o 1 0 0 0  2 0 0 0  3 0 0 0  
Tukey ' s  p a i rwi se compari sons 
Fami ly error rate 
Individual error rate 
Cri t i c a l  val ue = 4 . 0 5 
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 3  
Interva l s  f o r  ( co lumn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 - 2 2 5 5  
1 8 2 
3 - 3 0 0 9  
- 5 7 2  
4 - 2 5 7 1  
- 1 3 5  
2 
- 1 9 7 3  
4 6 4  
- 1 5 3 5  
9 0 2  
3 
- 7 8 1  
1 6 5 6  
Saving f i le a s : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Data \ EC 1 % S . MTW 
One -way ANOVA : C 6  versus C7 ( for EC o f  mix des ign type I I ) 
Ana lys i s  o f  Var i ance for 
Source DF SS 
C7 3 1 0 5 6 8 4 4 9  
Error 1 6  6 6 5 1 7 0 7 
Total 1 9  1 7 2 2 0 1 5 6  
Level N Mean 
1 5 3 7 1 . 2  
C 6  
MS F P 
3 5 2 2 8 1 6  8 . 4 7  0 . 0 0 1  
4 1 5 7 3 2  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pooled StDev 
S tOev - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + -
9 2 . 2  ( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - ) 
1 55 
2 
- )  
3 
- - I 
4 





S t. Dev = 
2 0 2 4 . 2  7 5 4 . 1  
2 1 0 6 . 0  7 2 6 . 8  
2 0 1 3  . 6 7 4 6 . 6  
6 4 4 . 8  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi s e  compari sons 
Fami ly error rat.e 
I ndividual error rat.e 
Cr i t. i ca l  val ue = 4 . 0 5 
Int.erva l s  f o r  ( co l umn 
1 
2 - 2 8 2 1  
- 4 8 5  
3 - 2 9 0 3  
- 5 6 7  
4 - 2 8 1 0  
- 4 7 5  
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 3  
l eve l mean ) 
2 
- 1 2 5 0  
1 0 8 6  
- 1 1 5 7 
1 1 7 8  
-
( - - - - - - * - - - - - -
( - - - - - - * - - - - -
( - - - - - - * - - - - - -
- - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + -
0 
( row level 
3 
- 1 0 7 5  
1 2 6 0  
8 0 0  1 6 0 0  2 4 0 0  
mean ) 
Saving f i l e  as : C :  Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Dat.a \ EC 1 0% . MTW 
One-way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( for EC o f  mix des ign type I I I ) 













1 6  






Pool ed S t. Dev = 
SS 
2 8 9 4 3 0 5  
1 0 6 1 3 4 4 9  
1 3 5 07 7 5 4 
Mean 
1 0 1 4 . 4  
1 6 6 8 . 2  
1 9 9 7 . 0  
1 8 8 3 . 4  
8 1 4 . 5  
C 6  
MS 
9 6 4 7 6 8  
6 6 3 3 4 1  
S t. Dev 
7 3 6 . 0  
5 9 1 . 6  
6 0 2 . 4  
1 1 8 2 . 7  
Tukey ' s  p a i rwi s e  compari sons 
F P 
1 .  4 5  0 . 2 6 4  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed S t. Dev 
- - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - -
( - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - -
( - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - )  
- - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - -
7 0 0  1 4 0 0  2 1 0 0  
1 56 
Fami ly error rate 0 . 0 5 0 0  
Individua l error rate 0 . 0 1 1 3  
Cr i t i cal va lue = 4 . 0 5 
Interva l s  f o r  ( co lumn level mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 2 3 
2 - 2 1 2 9 
8 2 1  
3 - 2 4 5 8  - 1 8 04 
4 9 3  1 1 4 6  
4 - 2 3 4 4  - 1 6 9 0  - 1 3 62 
6 0 6  1 2 6 0  1 5 8 9 
Savi ng f i l e  a s : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Da ta \ EC 2 0 % . MTW 
Mac ro i s  running . . .  p l ease wai t  
One -way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( for EC o f  mix des ign type I V )  










- )  
DF 
3 
1 6  






Pooled S t Dev = 
SS 
8 0 1 5 2 7 1  
7 7 3 1 8 5 8  
1 5 7 4 7 1 2 9  
Mean 
4 3 0 . 0  
1 5 1 8 . 0  
1 9 0 9 . 8  
2 0 4 0 . 8  
6 9 5 . 2  
C 6  
MS 
2 6 7 1 7 5 7  
4 8 3 2 4 1  
S t Dev 
1 1 1 . 4  
6 0 4 . 6  
6 6 8 . 6  
1 0 5 2 . 6  
Tukey ' s  p a i rwi se compari sons 
Fami ly error rate 
I ndividual error rate 
Cri t i cal val ue = 4 . 0 5 
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 3  
F P 
5 . 5 3 0 . 0 0 8  
I ndividua l 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed S tDev 
- - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - - * - - - - - -
- - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
o 8 0 0  1 6 0 0  2 4 0 0  
Interval s  f o r  ( co lumn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 - 2 3 4 7  
1 7 1  
2 3 
1 57 
3 - 2 7 3 9  
- 2 2 1  
4 - 2 8 7 0  
- 3 52 
- 1 6 5 1 
8 6 7  
- 1 7 8 2 
7 3 6  
- 1 3 9 0  
1 1 2 8  
Saving f i l e  as : C : \ Program F i l e s \MTBWIN\Da ta \ EC ANOVA . MPJ 
Saving f i le as : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Data \ EC 3 0 % . MTW 
Macro i s  running . . .  please wai t  
One -way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( f or EC o f  mix d e s i gn type V )  
Ana lys i s  
Source 
C 7  
Error 
Total 
o f  Var i ance for C 6  
D F  SS 
3 6 8 9 1 5 7 4  
1 6  7 1 8 8 6 2 0  
1 9  1 4 0 8 0 1 9 4  
MS 
2 2 9 7 1 9 1  
4 4 9 2 8 9  
F 
5 . 1 1 
P 
0 . 0 1 1  
Individual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed StDev 










S tDev = 
4 4 9 . 6  
1 4 6 8 . 8  
1 8 4 4 . 8  
1 9 2 3 . 8  
6 7 0 . 3  
1 2 6 . 2  
6 9 0 . 1  
8 3 5 . 3  
7 7 9 . 3  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi se compa r i sons 
Fami ly error rate 
Individual error rate 
Cri t i c a l  value = 4 . 0 5 
Interva l s  f o r  ( column 
1 
2 - 2 2 3 3  
1 9 5  
3 - 2 6 0 9  
- 1 8 1  
4 - 2 6 8 8  
- 2 6 0  
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 3  
l evel mean ) 
2 
- 1 5 9 0  
8 3 8  
- 1 6 6 9 
7 5 9  
-
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - ) 
( - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - )  
- - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
0 
( row l evel 
3 
- 1 2 9 3  
1 1 3 5  
8 0 0  1 6 0 0  2 4 0 0  
mean ) 
Saving f i l e  as : C : \ Program F i l e s \MTBWIN\Data \ EC ANOV . MPJ 
Saving f i l e a s : C :  Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Data \ EC 4 0 % . MTW 
1 5 8  
APPENDEX C 
MINI I TAB pro j ec t  
2 3 -Jun - 0 3  1 1 : 2 8 : 44 AM 
Macro i s  running . . .  please wai t  
One-way ANOVA : C6 versus C7 ( Su l f a t e  o f  ba s i c  mix design )  
Ana lys i s  
Source 
C 7  










3 3 0 . 6 4 7  
1 2  7 . 2 2 8  






S tDev = 
Mean 
0 . 2 5 0 0  
3 . 2 0 0 0  
3 . 4 2 5 0  
3 . 6 5 0 0 
0 . 7 7 6 1  
MS 
1 0 . 2 1 6  
0 . 6 0 2  
F 
1 6 . 9 6 
P 
0 . 0 0 0  
I ndividua l 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Poo l ed S tDev 
S tDev - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + -
0 . 1 0 0 0  ( - - - - - * - - - - ) 
0 . 7 7 0 3  
0 . 8 2 2 1  
1 . 0 6 3 0  
( - - - - * - - - - - )  
( - - - - - * - - - - ) 
( - - - - * - - - - - ) 
- - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + -
0 . 0  1 . 5  3 . 0  4 . 5  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi se compari sons 
Faml ly error rate 0 . 0 5 0 0  
I ndividual error rate 0 . 0 1 1 7  
Cr i ti cal value = 4 . 2 0 
I!1terval s  f o r  ( co lumn l evel mean ) -
1 
2 - 4 . 5 7 9 8  
- 1 . 3 2 0 2  
3 - 4 . 8 0 4 8  
- 1 . 5 4 5 2  
4 - 5 . 0 2 9 8  
- 1 . 7 7 0 2 
2 
- 1 . 8 5 4 8  
1 . 4 0 4 8  
- 2 . 0 7 9 8  
1 . 1 7 9 8  
Kruska l -Wa l l i s  Tes t : C6 versus C7 
Kruska1 -Wa l l i s  Tes t  o n  C 6  
C7 N Medi an Ave Rank 
1 4 0 . 2 0 0 0  2 . 5  
2 4 3 . 3 5 0 0  1 0 . 0  
3 4 3 . 3 5 0 0  1 0 . 6  
4 4 3 . 3 0 0 0  1 0 . 9  
Overal l  1 6  8 . 5  
( row l evel 
3 
- 1 . 8 5 4 8  
1 . 4 0 4 8  
Z 
- 2 . 9 1 
0 . 7 3 
1 .  0 3  
1 . 1 5  
1 59 
mean ) 
0 . 0 3 6  H = 8 . 5 4 DF 3 P 
H = 8 . 6 1 DF = 3 P 0 . 0 3 5  ( adj usted for t i e s ) 
• NOTE * One or more sma l l  samples 
Saving f i le a s : C : \ Program F i l e s \MTBWIN\Da ta \ S04 O % . MTW 
Macro i s  running . . .  p l ease wai t  
One -way ANOVA : C 6  ver sus C 7  ( Su l fate o f  mix design type I )  




Tot a l  
o f  Var i ance for C 6  
DF SS 
3 2 0 . 5 3 7  
1 2  3 . 8 5 7  
1 5  2 4 . 3 9 4  
MS 
6 . 8 4 6  
0 . 3 2 1  
F 
2 1 . 3 0  
P 
0 . 0 0 0  
Individual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed S tDev 









0 . 1 5 0 0  
2 . 3 2 5 0  
2 . 8 5 0 0  
2 . 9 5 0 0  
0 . 1 0 0 0  ( - - - - * - - - - ) 
0 . 5 7 3 7  
0 . 5 2 6 0  
0 . 8 1 8 5  
( - - - - * - - - - - )  
( - - - - * - - - - ) 
( - - - - - * - - - - ) 
- - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + -
Pooled S t Dev = 0 . 5 6 7 0  
Tukey ' s  pai rwl s e  c ompari sons 
Fami l y  error rate 
Individual error rate 
Cri t ical value = 4 . 2 0 
I nterva l s  f o r  ( co l wnn 
1 
2 - 3 . 3 6 5 6  
- 0 . 9 8 4 4  
3 - 3 . 8 9 0 6  
- 1 . 5 0 9 4  
4 - 3 . 9 9 0 6 
- 1 . 6 0 9 4  
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 7  
l evel mean ) 
2 
- 1 . 7 1 5 6  
0 . 6 6 5 6  
- 1 . 8 1 5 6  
0 . 5 6 5 6  
-
0 . 0  
( row l evel 
3 
- 1 . 2 9 0 6  
1 . 0 9 0 6  
1 . 2  
mean ) 
Saving f i le a s : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Da t a \ S04 5 % . MTW 
Mac ro i s  runni ng . . .  please wai t  
2 . 4 
One -way ANOVA : C 6  versus C7 ( Su l f a t e  o f  mix des ign type I I )  
Analys i s  o f  Var i ance for C 6  
Source DF SS MS F p 
1 60 
3 . 6  
C7 3 2 3 . 3 9 2  7 . 7 9 7  4 4 . 8 2 0 . 0 0 0  
Error 1 2  2 . 0 8 7  0 . 1 7 4  
Total 1 5  2 5 . 4 7 9  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed S t Dev 
Level N Mean S t Dev - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
1 4 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0  ( - - - * - - - ) 
2 4 2 . 6 7 5 0  0 . 2 7 5 4  ( - - * - - - )  
3 4 2 . 5 5 0 0  0 . 4 6 5 5  ( - - - * - - - ) 
4 4 3 . 2 5 0 0  0 . 6 3 5 1  ( - - - * - - - ) 
- - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
Pooled S t Dev = 0 . 4 1 7 1  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi se compari sons 
Fami ly error rate 
I ndividual error rate 
C r i t i cal val ue = 4 . 2 0 
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1 7  
0 . 0  1 . 2 
Interva l s  for ( co lumn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 - 3 . 4 5 0 9  
- 1 . 6 9 9 1  
3 - 3 . 3 2 5 9 
- 1 . 5 7 4 1  
4 - 4 . 0 2 5 9  
- 2 . 2 7 4 1  
2 
- 0 . 7 5 0 9 
1 . 0 0 0 9  
- 1 . 4 5 0 9  
0 . 3 0 0 9  
Kruska l -Wa l l i s  Tes t : C 6  versus C7 
Kruskal -Wal l i s  Tes t  o n  C 6  
C 7  N Median Ave Rank 
1 4 0 . 1 0 0 0  2 . 5  
2 4 2 . 6 5 0 0  9 . 5 
3 4 2 . 5 5 0 0  8 . 8  
4 4 3 . 1 5 0 0  1 3 . 3  
Overal l  1 6  8 . 5 
0 . 0 1 5  
3 
- 1 . 5 7 5 9  
0 . 1 7 5 9  
Z 
- 2 . 9 l 
0 . 4 9  
0 . 1 2 
2 . 3 0  
H 
H 
1 0 . 5 2 DF 
1 0 . 7 4 DF 
3 P 
3 P 0 . 0 1 3  ( adj us ted for t i es ) 
� NOTE * One or more sma l l  samples 
Saving f i l e  as : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Da t a \ S04 1 0 % . MTW 
Macro i s  runni ng . . .  p l ease wai t  
1 6 1  
2 . 4 3 . 6  
One-way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( Su l fate o f  mix design type I I I ) 













1 2  






S t Dev = 
SS 
2 1 . 5 2 2  
2 . 1 1 5  
2 3 . 6 3 7  
Mean 
0 . 1 0 0 0  
2 . 4 7 5 0  
2 . 8 7 5 0  
2 . 9 0 0 0  
0 . 4 1 9 8  
MS 
7 . 1 7 4  
0 . 1 7 6  
S t Dev 
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 2 5 0 0  
0 . 5 7 3 7  
0 . 5 5 9 8  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi s e  compari sons 
Faml ly error rate 0 . 0 5 0 0  
I ndividual error rate 0 . 0 1 1 7  
Cri t i cal va l ue = 4 . 2 0 
Interva l s  f o r  ( column l evel mean ) -
1 
2 - 3 . 2 5 6 6  
- 1 . 4 9 3 4  
3 - 3 . 6 5 6 6  
- 1 . 8 9 3 4  
4 - 3 . 6 8 1 6  
- 1 . 9 1 8 4  
Kruska l -Wal l i s  Tes t : C6  
2 
- 1 . 2 8 1 6  
0 . 4 8 1 6  
- 1 . 3 0 6 6 
0 . 4 5 6 6  
versus C7 
Kruska l -Wal l i s  Tes t  o n  C 6  
C 7  N Medi an Ave Rank 
1 4 0 . 1 0 0 0  2 . 5  
2 4 2 . 4 5 0 0  8 . 6  
3 4 2 . 9 5 0 0  1 1 . 5  
4 4 3 . 0 5 0 0  1 1 . 4  
Overa l l  1 6  8 . 5  
0 . 02 4  
F p 
4 0 . 7 0 0 . 0 0 0  
Individual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Poo led S tDev 
- - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
( - - - * - - - ) 
( - - - * - - ) 
( - - - * - - - ) 
( - - - * - - - ) 
- - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
0 . 0  
( row l evel 
3 
- 0 . 9 0 6 6  
0 . 8 5 6 6  
Z 
- 2 . 9 1 
0 . 0 6 
1 .  4 6  
1 .  3 9  




9 . 4 0  DF 
9 . 57 DF 
3 P 
3 P 0 . 02 3  ( adj usted for t i e s ) 
* NOTE * One or more sma l l  samp l e s  
Saving f i le as : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Data\ S04 2 0 % . MTW 
1 62 
Mac ro i s  running . . .  pl ease wai t  
One-way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( Su l fate o f  mi x  design type IV) 
Ana lys i s  o f  Var i ance for 
Source DF SS 
C7 3 1 7 . 4 6 2  
Error 1 2  5 . 7 6 7  
Tot a l  1 5  2 3 . 2 2 9  
C 6  
MS 
5 . 8 2 1  
0 . 4 8 1  
F P 
1 2 . 1 1 0 . 0 0 1  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Pool ed StDev 








Pool ed S t Dev 





0 . 1 0 0 0 
1 . 9 7 5 0  
2 . 1 5 0 0  
2 . 9 5 0 0  
0 . 6 9 3 3  
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 3 3 0 4  
0 . 6 8 5 6  
1 . 1 5 9 0  
Tukey ' s  pai rwi se compa r i s ons 
Fami ly error rate 
I ndivi dual error rate 
Cri t i c a l  val ue = 4 . 2 0 
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1  7 
( - - - - - * - - - - - )  
( - - - - - * - - - - - - )  
( - - - - - * - - - - - )  
( - - - - - - * - - - -
- - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - -
0 . 0  1 . 2  2 . 4  
Interva l s  f o r  ( co lumn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 - 3 . 3 3 0 9 
- 0 . 4 1 9 1  
3 - 3 . 5 0 5 9  
- 0 . 5 9 4 1  
4 - 4 . 3 0 5 9  
- 1 . 3 9 4 1  
2 
- 1 . 6 3 0 9 
1 .  2 8 0 9  
- 2 . 4 3 0 9 
0 . 4 8 0 9  
3 
- 2 . 2 5 5 9 
0 . 6 5 5 9  
Kruskal -Wal l i s  Tes t : C 6  versus C7 
Kruska l -Wal l i s  Tes t  on C 6  
C7 N Median Ave Rank Z 
1 4 0 . 1 0 0 0 2 . 5  - 2 . 9 1 
2 4 2 . 0 0 0 0  9 . 3  0 . 3 6 
3 4 2 . 0 5 0 0  9 . 9  0 . 6 7 
4 4 3 . 1 0 0 0  1 2 . 4  1 .  8 8  
Overa l l  1 6  8 . 5  
1 63 
H 9 . 4 4 
H = 9 . 5 9 
DF = 3 
DF 3 
P 0 . 0 2 4  
P = 0 . 0 2 2  ( ad j u s ted f o r  t i e s ) 
* NOTE * One or more sma l l  samp l e s  
Saving f 1 l e  as : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\Da t a \ S04 3 0 % . MTW 
Macro i s  runni ng . . .  please wai t  
One -way ANOVA : C 6  versus C 7  ( Su l f a t e  o f  mix des i gn type V )  
Analy s i s  o f  Var i ance for 
Source DF SS 
C7 3 9 . 6 3 1 9  
Error 1 2  0 . 9 2 2 5  
Total 1 5  1 0 . 5 5 4 4  
C 6  
MS 
3 . 2 1 0 6  
0 . 0 7 6 9  
F P 
4 1 . 7 6 0 . 0 0 0  
I ndividual 9 5 %  C I s  For Mean 
Based on Poo led StDev 
Level N Mean S t Dev - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
1 4 0 . 1 0 0 0  
2 4 1 . 7 2 5 0  
3 4 1 . 8 7 5 0  
4 4 2 . 0 2 5 0  
) 
Pooled S tDev = 0 . 2 7 7 3  
0 . 0 0 0 0  ( - - - * - - - - ) 
0 . 3 7 7 5  ( - - - - * - - - ) 
0 . 3 4 0 3  ( - - - - * - - - ) 
0 . 2 2 1 7  ( - - - * - - -
- - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - -
0 . 0 0 0 . 7 0 1 . 4 0 2 . 1 0 
Tukey ' s  p a i rwi se compari sons 
Fam i l y  error rate 
Individua l error rate 
Cri t i c a l  val ue = 4 . 2 0  
0 . 0 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 1  7 
Interva l s  f o r  ( co l umn l evel mean ) - ( row l evel mean ) 
1 
2 - 2 . 2 0 7 3  
- 1 . 0 4 2 7  
3 - 2 . 3 5 7 3  
- 1 . 1 9 2 7  
4 - 2 . 5 0 7 3  
- 1 . 3 4 2 7  
2 
- 0 . 7 3 2 3  
0 . 4 3 2 3  
- 0 . 8 8 2 3  
0 . 2 8 2 3  
3 
- 0 . 7 3 2 3  
0 . 4 3 2 3  
Kruskal -Wa l l i s  Tes t : C6  versus C 7  








0 . 1 0 0 0  
1 .  8 0 0 0  
Ave Rank 
2 . 5  
9 . 3  
1 64 
Z 
- 2 . 9 1 
0 . 3 6 
3 4 1 . 8 0 0 0  1 0 . 0  0 . 7 3 
4 4 2 . 1 0 0 0  1 2 . 3  1 .  8 2  
Overa l l  1 6  8 . 5  
H 9 . 3 3 DF ;;;: 3 P 0 . 02 5  
H = 9 . 5 6 DF 3 P 0 . 0 2 3  ( adj usted f or t i es ) 
* NOTE * One or more sma l l  samp l e s  
Saving f i l e as : C : \ Program F i l es \MTBWIN \ Da ta \ S04 4 0 % . MTW 
Saving f i le a s : C : \ Program F i l e s \ MTBWIN\ Da t a \ SULFATE ANOVA . MPJ 
1 65 
APPENDEX D 
1 0 -Jun - 0 3  1 1 : 4 7 : 0 8 AM 
we l c ome t o  M i n i t ab , p r e s s  F 1  f o r  h e l p . 
Re s u l t s  f o r : Wo r k s h e e t  4 
C o r r e l a t i ons : pH , EC , SULFATE 
EC 
pH 
- 0 . 6 8 9  
0 . 0 0 0  
SULFATE - 0 . 8 6 4  
0 . 0 0 0  
EC 
0 . 7 7 2  
0 . 0 0 0  
Ce l l  Cont ent s :  Pea r s on c o r r e l a t i on 
P - Va l ue 
Savi ng f i l e a s : C : \ Pr o g r am F i l e s \ MTBWI N \ Da t a \ M I N I TAB PH - EC 
SULFATE . MPJ 
* NOTE * Exi s t i ng f i l e  r ep l a c ed . 
1 66 
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